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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Computer-aided Drug Design Targeting Aspartic Proteases 

by 

Yi Shang 

Doctor of Philosophy 

in 

Molecular and Cellular Biology 

Stony Brook University 

2013 

 

Aspartic proteases are a family of protease enzymes that utilize two aspartate residues to 

catalyze the hydrolysis of their peptide substrates. Many aspartic-protease-family members are 

targets in drug discovery. For example, HIV-1 protease (HIVPR) is essential in HIV infection, 

human T-lymphotropic virus protease (HTLVPR) plays important role in adult T-cell leukemia, 

and β-secretase is an effective target in Alzheimer’s disease. HIVPR has been a major success in 

structure-guided drug development, largely due to progress in crystallography and computational 

modeling. To date, there are nine FDA approved drugs acting on HIVPR, while there are 

currently no drugs targeting other aspartic proteases on the market.  

The work herein seeks first to strengthen our understanding of aspartic protease dynamics 

and function. Armed with new understanding, this work seeks to improve HIVPR inhibitors for 

drug-resistant strains and non-B subtypes, and develop new inhibitors targeting other aspartic 

proteases. We used computer modeling to approach these goals. 
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Firstly, we improved the description of salt bridge strength and geometry in an implicit 

solvent model, which enabled more efficient sampling of HIVPR dynamics through molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations. Secondly, based on the improved implicit solvent model, we 

studied protease dynamics from two HIV subtypes. We confirmed that the sequence-induced 

conformational shift suggested previously by our experimental collaborators through EPR, 

pinpointed key residues responsible for the difference through energy decomposition, and 

proposed enlarging binding pocket size as a drug-resistance mechanism in HIVPR.  Thirdly, we 

compared the binding affinity change due to drug resistance mutations in HIVPR. We studied the 

change in protease dynamics upon binding first- and second- generation HIVPR drugs, and gave 

structural explanation. At last, we combined all existing sequence and structural information of 

aspartic proteases to give a systematic comparison among aspartic protease family members. 

Conserved and also distinguishing residues were picked out based on sequence/structural 

alignment, full-length models of several aspartic proteases were built, and we compared the 

active site gating mechanism between homodimeric and bilobed aspartic proteases based on MD 

simulations, providing insights into their inhibitor binding and design.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Aspartic proteases 

1.1.1 HIV-1 protease 
HIV-1 protease (HIVPR) is an enzyme of HIV, which causes acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome (AIDS). Like other retroviral proteases, HIVPR is an aspartic protease that utilizes two 

aspartic residues to hydrolyze its natural substrate. It is essential in HIV life cycle. After a HIV-

infected host cell has synthesized viral RNA and protein, new virions are assembled and bud 

from the host cell surface. Viral proteins are synthesized on a single polypeptide chain called 

Gag. After budding, Gag polypeptides associate with each other and attach to the viral membrane 

to form the immature virion. Then, HIVPR becomes active and cleaves the Gag polypeptide at 

specific locations to release viral proteins. These proteins then fold independently and go to 

designated locations. This rearrangement leads to a morphology change inside the virion that is 

visible by microscopy, during which the virion mature. Without functional HIVPR, the virion is 

non-infectious. Therefore, HIVPR has been an effective target in combating HIV infection and 

AIDS. It is worth noting that HIVPR itself is synthesized through a delicate frameshift control. 

At a much lower rate than the Gag polypeptide synthesis, a longer polypeptide (Gag-pol) is 

synthesized due to a frameshift event during viral reverse transcription. The Gag-pol polypeptide 

contains extra sequence information for viral enzymes. This control ensures that no more 

enzymes are produced than necessary, leaving majority of resources for other massively needed 

proteins like the matrix proteins.  

The structure of HIVPR is shown in Figure 1-1 (all the molecular graphics presented here 

are rendered using VMD package [1]). It is a C2-symmetric homodimer, with each monomer 

having 99 residues. The active site is covered by two flexible β hairpins, one on each monomer, 

that are called the “flaps”. Other structural elements on each monomer include another two β 

hairpins (fulcrum and cantilever), a helix, and the termini region. The helix is conserved in other 

aspartic proteases and has been shown to act as the folding nucleus during HIVPR monomer 

folding event[2]. The termini are where the two monomers form extensive contact with each 

other, and thus contribute to the dimer stability. 
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Figure 1-1  HIV-1 protease structure. Illustration generated using crystal structure 1HHP. Heavy 

atoms of catalytic aspartate residues are shown in red licorice representation. Structural elements 

are indicated with different colors: flap in blue (residue 43 to 58), flap tip in yellow (residue 49 to 

52), flap elbow in magenta (residue 37 to 42), cantilever in green (residue 59 to 75), fulcrum in 

orange (residue 10 to 23), helix in pink (residue 87 to 94), and termini in cyan (residue 1 to 4 and 96 

to 99). All the molecular graphics presented here are rendered using Visual Molecular Dynamics 

(VMD) package. 

Being the most studied aspartic protease so far, HIV-1 protease is a major success in 

structure-guided drug development. Following the emergence of AIDS in 1981, anti-HIV drug 

development largely depended on the progress of crystalizing HIV enzymes[3]. HIVPR was the 

first HIV enzyme to be crystalized in 1989 [4-6] because of its relatively amenable biochemical 

properties[3, 7]. To date, there are more than 600 crystals of HIVPR deposited in Protein Data 

Bank (PDB), and there are nine FDA-approved HIVPR drugs on the market. 

1.1.2 Other retroviral proteases 
Apart from HIV, other retroviruses also depend on proteases for their life cycle. Existing 

structural information of non-HIV retroviral proteases, except for recently crystalized murine 

leukemia virus protease as discussed in the last chapter in more detail, are summarized in Figure 

1-2. These retroviral proteases share considerable similarity with HIVPR: they are homodimeric, 

the catalytic site is covered by the flaps, and the termini from each monomer meet to stabilize the 

dimer. However, there are also noticeable differences from HIVPR: loops are introduced at 

regions like cantilever tip and fulcrum in RSVPR and HTLVPR, the flap tip and flap elbow are 

linked by less structured region instead of canonical β-strand in HTLVPR, and helical structures 

are present near the flap elbow in FIVPR, EIAVPR, and HTLVPR.  
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Figure 1-2  Holo crystal structures of proteases from A) Rous Sarcoma Virus (RSV, PDB ID 1BAI), 

B) Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV, PDB ID 3FIV), C) Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV, 

PDB ID 1YTI), D) Equine Infectious Anemia Virus (EIAV, PDB ID 1FMB), E) Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV, PDB ID 2P3D), and F) Human T-Lymphotropic Virus (HTLV, 

PDB ID 2B7F). The proteases are colored based on their secondary structure. The heavy atoms of 

inhibitors are shown in licorice representation. 

Among these structures, HTLVPR has the largest deviation from HIVPR and is linked to 

human adult T-cell leukemia disease. The HTLVPR was crystalized in search of an effective 

inhibitor of the protease[8, 9]. Other proteases were crystalized primarily for the purpose of 

comparing HIV to retroviruses infecting other species. Retroviral proteases have been reviewed 

in detail by Dunn et al. [10]. 

1.1.3 Non-retroviral aspartic proteases 
Retroviral proteases are not the only members of aspartic protease family. Actually, 

aspartic proteases are common to prokaryotes and eukaryotes as well. Unlike the homodimeric 

retroviral proteases, however, the non-retroviral aspartic proteases are mostly bilobed monomers 

known as “pepsin-like aspartic proteases” [11]. 

The structures of several pepsin-like aspartic proteases are shown in Figure 1-3. They are 

called bilobed because the active form is one molecule with two lobes resembling the two 

monomers found in retroviral proteases. Comparing their structural elements (Figure 1-3) to 

those of HIVPR (Figure 1-1), the biggest difference is the asymmetry of two lobes in pepsin-like 

aspartic proteases. More specifically, the left lobe preserves more structural motifs common to 

retroviral proteases, like the flap, helix, fulcrum and cantilever, while the right lobe only 

maintains the helix at a similar location, although the right lobe helix is abbreviated. The three β-

hairpins (flap, fulcrum and cantilever) are not conserved on the right lobe due to the insertion of 

many variable regions.  
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Figure 1-3  Holo crystal structures of proteases from A) Rhizomucor miehei (PDB ID 2RMP), B) 

Candida albicans (PDB ID 2QZX), C) Hypocrea jecorina (PDB ID 2EMY), D) Irpex lacteus (PDB 

ID 1WKR), E) Homo sapiens (pepsin, PDB ID 1PSO), and F) Homo sapiens (BACE1, PDB ID 

1FKN). The proteases are colored based on their secondary structure. The heavy atoms of 

inhibitors are shown in licorice representation. 

Many pepsin-like aspartic proteases are also linked to human diseases. For example, 

renin levels are related to hypertension [12]; β-secretase 1 is essential for generating β-amyloid 

[13-15], the precursor of Alzheimer’s disease; and plasmepsin is produced by parasites causing 

malaria [16, 17]. Currently, the only FDA approved drug targeting pepsin-like aspartic proteases 

is renin inhibitor [12, 18]. 

1.2 Computer-aided drug design 
Computers can facilitate the process of drug design. In so-called “ligand-based drug 

design”, the structure of the drug target/receptor is unknown. Therefore drug design is based on 

the knowledge of ligands that bind to the target. A pharmacophore model is derived that defines 

the minimum necessary characteristics a ligand needs to possess in order to bind the target, and 

then this model could be used as a filter of tentative drugs. Also a quantitative structure-activity 

relationship (QSAR) can be derived, which represents the correlation between calculated 

properties of molecules and their experimentally measured biological activity [19]. The insights 

from pharmacophore model and QSAR can effectively inform drug design efforts. In so-called 

“structure-based drug design”, the structure information of the drug target/receptor is known 

(usually from crystallography or NMR). In this case the drug design could be based on the 

knowledge of the target. It is worth noting that because of the fast development of experimental 

techniques, structure-based drug design has become more and more popular. Even if the target 

structure is unknown, a homology model could usually be built if the target is homologous to 

some known structures. Structure-based drug design usually involves docking proposed ligands 

into the binding pocket on the target, and then ranking the binding of different ligands based on a 

scoring function. A pharmacophore model can also be developed based on the binding pocket to 
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facilitate the docking. Methods like molecular dynamics simulation can be utilized to account for 

the flexibility of the ligand and target [20].  

Computers can greatly facilitate the process of drug discovery in many other ways. For 

example, computers can also be used to design filters to eliminate compounds with undesirable 

ADMET (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity) properties and select the 

most promising candidates [21, 22]. 

The work presented here has focused on structure-based drug design of aspartic protease 

inhibitors, with an emphasis on using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the 

protease active site gating mechanism and the process of ligand binding. Below, the underlying 

theory and known limitations of molecular dynamics simulations are introduced, along with 

some previous applications of this method to study aspartic proteases. 

1.2.1 Theory of MD simulations 
Conventional MD simulations are based on molecular mechanics (MM), which is using 

classical mechanics to model molecular systems. Below, a more detailed introduction is given in 

terms of how the molecular system of interest is described and how the system evolves based on 

classical mechanics. 

1.2.1.1 Representation of the system 

Quantum effects are only implicitly considered in conventional MM-based MD 

simulations and the smallest unit modeled is the atom. Generally, spheres with mass, charge, and 

radius are used to represent atoms. These spheres are linked to represent molecules from solvent 

and small ligands to proteins and membranes. While the starting positions of solute atoms 

usually come from crystallography or NMR, the solvent molecules are usually added by the 

computer and equilibrated to the desired condition (pressure, temperature), as discussed below. 

1.2.1.2 Force field 

After defining and setting up the system, the next step is to let the system evolve under 

the laws of classical mechanics. This is achieved by defining a so-called “force field” that 

calculates the potential function of the system. In the AMBER simulation package, which is used 

in this study [23], the force field is composed of bonded energies (bond, angle, and dihedral 

torsion energies) and non-bonded energies (vdW and electrostatic energies, Equation 1-1). These 

energy terms act directly on the system and determine the force on each atom, which in turn 

adjusts each atom’s velocity. The coordinates of all atoms are updated simultaneously by 

integrating the velocity, and then the force field is used again to determine the next position of 

each atom. 
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Equation 1-1  AMBER force field function [24]. First term is bond energy. Second term is angle 

energy. Third term is dihedral torsion energy. Fourth term is non-bonded energy including vdW 

and electrostatic energies.   

An assumption inherent to this integration is that the forces and velocities will not change 

significantly from one integration step to the next. Therefore, the time step taken to evolve the 

system must be very small. Indeed, conventional MD simulations usually use time step around 

one femtosecond (fs), which is on the time scale of bond vibration.  

1.2.1.3 Minimization, Equilibration, and Temperature/Pressure Control 

Even with the physics defined, it remains a challenge to start a dynamic simulation from 

a static starting structure (usually from crystallography). Careful minimization and equilibration 

are needed to optimize the static starting structure to which solute hydrogen atoms and solvent 

may have been added, and heat up the system to the production temperature. Usually positional 

restraints maintain part of the system to the starting structure while the remainder is relaxed.  

 Temperature control is needed throughout MD simulations in order to account for the 

shift in system energy due to cutoffs and cumulative errors. This can be achieved by coupling the 

system to an external thermostat and adjusting velocities accordingly [25]. Pressure can be 

regulated through adjusting the system volume. 

1.2.2 Limitations of MD simulations and possible solutions 
There are two major limitations of MD simulations. First, the traditional molecular 

mechanics theory omits quantum mechanics (QM) effects such as charge polarization and bond 

forming/breaking, which means many interesting events such as protonation and enzyme 

catalysis are hard to model using MD. However, QM is not viable either since it is too expensive 

to simulate biological systems extensively. Second, the time scale routinely achievable by MM 

(~ microsecond), while much greater than QM, is still shorter than many interesting biological 

events (milliseconds to hours). 

In order to account for the lack of QM in MD simulations, there are mainly three types of 

approaches. First, one can combine MM and QM. One can apply different theories to different 

parts of the system in the so-called QM/MM approach, in which usually the active site is 

described by QM [26].  Or, one can use different theories to simulate different stages of a 

process, though typically the QM is still only performed on a small subsystem, usually just the 

active site.  Second, one can improve MM methods to mimic the QM effects (polarizable water 

model [27], etc.).  Third, one can use a simple, often semi-empirical QM method to still allow 

some quantum effects at a speed such that QM simulations are possible. Of the three, the third 

approach has seen the least progress.  
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In order to overcome the time scale issue, there are also mainly three approaches. Firstly, 

approximation could be introduced into the simulation to speed up the computation, at the 

expense of accuracy. The approximation could be simplifying calculation of certain energy term 

is done. For example, SHAKE algorithm [28] reduces the calculation of bond vibration involving 

hydrogen atoms, distance cutoff reduces calculation of non-bonded interactions for distal atom 

pairs, and Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) [29-32] method simplifies the electrostatic energy 

calculation. The approximation could also be reducing the number of atoms included in the 

system (and thus need to be simulated). For example, periodic boundary conditions are used to 

define boundaries of modeled space so that less solvent molecules need to be modeled, in 

implicit solvent model the solvent is approximated by a dielectric continuum, and in coarse-

grained model a sphere is used to represent more than one atom. Secondly, since rare, high 

energy conformations require the most simulation time to adequately sample, speedup can be 

achieved by modifying the Hamiltonian to enhance sampling of rare states. Such methods 

depend upon the recovery of the unbiased free energy afterwards. So-called advanced sampling 

methods include those methods that reconstruct free energy along a few predefined collective 

variables (umbrella sampling [33], thermodynamic integration [34], steered MD [35], etc.), those 

methods that explore the transition mechanism (nudge elastic band [36], etc.), those methods that 

explore the potential energy surface and localize transition states (multi-time scale accelerated 

molecular dynamics [37], etc.), and those that explore phase space simultaneously at different 

conditions, conventionally different temperatures (replica exchange molecular dynamics [38], 

etc.). Thirdly, the computation speed has also been boosted greatly due to hardware and software 

improvement in recent years. On the one hand specialized super-computers have made 

millisecond long simulations possible [39]. On the other hand GPU computing has made super-

computing available to more researchers who do not have access to super computers [40]. The 

increase in the time scale reachable by conventional MD simulations is significant, compared 

with the only tens-of-picosecond simulations possible in the 1980’s [41].  

1.2.3 Application of MD simulations to the study of aspartic proteases 
The largest deviation among available crystal structures of HIVPR is around the β-hairpin 

flap region (Figure 1-1). Our group previously demonstrated how the two flaps gate the access of 

ligand to the HIVPR active site, through MD simulations sampling reversible and reproducible 

transitions among different flap conformations both observed in crystal structures and novel [42-

44]. These simulations linked experimental observations and provided new insight into HIVPR 

inhibition. 

MD simulations have been applied to HIVPR to understand more than ligand gating. For 

example, with MD simulations researchers have decomposed the impact of drug resistance 

mutations on inhibitor-protease interactions through binding affinity calculations [45], evaluated 

the influence of physiological factors such as salt concentration and molecular crowding on 

HIVPR dynamics [46, 47], complemented docking and QSAR in ranking inhibitors [48-50], and 

explored possible ligand binding pathways [51, 52]. 

Although HIVPR is the principal aspartic protease studied by previous MD simulations, 

there have also been MD studies on other aspartic proteases (page 2). Generally, the number of 

simulation studies of an aspartic protease is determined by the amount of available structure 

information, and the relevance of the aspartic protease to human diseases. Unsurprisingly, there 
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have been studies on HTLV [53], β-secretase [54, 55], plasmepsin [56], and renin [57]. These 

studies mostly focused on protease-ligand interactions.  

1.3 Outline of research projects 
In continuation of our lab’s previous work on HIVPR, my research has focused on using 

MD simulations to study the dynamics of HIVPR and to improve existing HIVPR inhibitors. 

Moreover, we extended the study to other aspartic proteases, to transfer our knowledge of 

HIVPR dynamics to the design of inhibitors targeting other disease-causing aspartic proteases. 

1.3.1 Improving the description of salt bridge strength and geometry in an 

AMBER implicit solvent model 
The Generalized Born (GB) implicit solvent model [58-60] is used widely in MD 

simulation for several reasons. The elimination of explicit presentation of solvent molecules 

reduces the complexity of computation, and the lower viscosity enables faster conformational 

sampling compared to explicit solvent simulations. However, there is a speed-accuracy tradeoff. 

Previously, great efforts have been made in order to improve the precision and accuracy of GB 

models. The modification of intrinsic radii, which define the dielectric boundary between the 

solute and the solvent, has been shown to be effective [61]. Here, we attempted similar 

modifications to a widely used GB model in the AMBER simulation package [62], GB-OBC 

[63], to improve the description of salt bridge strength and geometry, which were found to be 

problematic. Potential of mean force and cluster analysis for small peptide replica exchange 

molecular dynamics simulations suggested that GB-OBC with the new radii set, combined with 

the ff99SB force field [64], corrected salt bridge strength and achieved geometries significantly 

more similar to those of TIP3P explicit solvent simulations [65]. The results were validated in 

60ns GB simulation of HIVPR.  Moreover, comparison among GB, Poisson-Boltzmann (PB 

[66]), and TIP3P suggests that accuracy of PB calculations can also benefit from radii 

modification. 

1.3.2 Spin-labeled HIV-1 subtype protease simulations explain EPR spectrum shift 

and AIDS drug resistance mechanism 
Because of the extremely heterogeneous HIV genome, HIV strains are classified into 

different subtypes. All current AIDS drugs are tested and developed towards HIV subtype B, 

which is primarily found in developed countries. HIV-1 protease (HIVPR) has been an effective 

target in AIDS treatment because of its essential role in HIV maturation. The two β-hairpin flaps 

of HIVPR govern the ligand access to the active site. Previous EPR experiments suggested that 

HIV-1 subtype C protease has a greater fractional occupancy of the open flap conformation than 

subtype B [67], which may explain its less favorable binding to current drugs. However, the nine 

polymorphisms are scattered throughout the protease structure, so it is not straightforward to 

conjecture their mechanistic role in differentiating flap dynamics.  

To explain the EPR spectrum in atomic detail and aid next generation inhibitor design for 

subtype C, we performed MD simulations of spin-labeled HIV-1 subtype B and C proteases. We 

utilized batch simulation (each system has 50 runs totaling 1 microsecond) with an implicit 

solvent model to speed up the convergence of conformational sampling. We compared our 

simulations to the EPR spectrum and studied the possible influence from spin label dynamics. 
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Moreover, we used 2D measurement to correlate population with structure, and through energy 

decomposition we found three polymorphisms (M36I, S37A, and H69K) having strongest 

contribution in differentiating two subtypes, which is validated by additional simulations of 

mutants. Finally, we provided structural explanation of the subtype difference, which is closely 

related to HIVPR drug resistance mechanism. 

1.3.3 HIV-1 protease multi-drug resistance studied by binding affinity calculations 

and communication network analysis 
Because of the high mutation rate of the HIV virus, AIDS patients are usually treated 

with more than one antiretroviral drug at a time, to suppress drug resistant mutants as they 

evolve. This treatment is often called highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), or “cocktail” 

therapy. However, under HAART treatment the virus is still able to develop multi-drug 

resistance (MDR) that reduces the efficacy of all drugs used in the treatment [68]. When this 

happens, the treatment options become rather limited and the prognosis may deteriorate. 

Therefore, the design of the next generation HIVPR inhibitors should take MDR into account.  

We aimed to improve HIVPR inhibitor design by studying the change in protease-

inhibitor binding in response to drug resistance mutations. Thermodynamics integration (TI) is a 

method to compare the free energy of two states, and a thermodynamic cycle can be employed 

where TI calculations achieve accurate free energy calculations by following alchemical 

pathways. We performed TI calculation on two experimental inhibitors to study their loss of 

binding affinity due to active site MDR mutations.  

Apart from studying MDR mutations that are near the active site, we were more 

interested in MDR mutations distal from the binding pocket and how these mutations can 

influence protease-inhibitor binding. We hypothesized that the influence is achieved through 

changing the coupling of different domains of the protease. We compared first- and second-

generation HIVPR inhibitors, which have different levels of susceptibility to drug resistance 

mutations. We performed molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MMPBSA) 

binding affinity calculations, and also communication network analysis that accounts for 

coupling of distal residues. Our results are consistent with the distal-coupling hypothesis about 

distal MDR mutations. 

1.3.4 Comparative study of aspartic protease family and modeling the active site 

gating mechanism in non-HIV aspartic proteases  
HIVPR belongs to the aspartic protease family, which is a large protein family found in 

viruses, prokaryotes, and eukaryotes. Results from recent studies have added complexity to the 

family. To give an updated overview of the very diverse and complex aspartic protease family, 

we constructed an evolutionary profile using existing sequence and structural information. Based 

on the evolutionary profile and recent findings, we hypothesized the evolutionary path of the 

aspartic protease family. More importantly, through the sequence and structure comparison, we 

identified both conserved and distinguishing sequences belonging to individual branches, which 

may be used to design inhibitors targeting non-HIV aspartic proteases.  

Apart from sequence and structure comparison, we were also interested in applying MD 

simulations to study the active site gating mechanism in non-HIV aspartic proteases, to help 
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adapt our knowledge of and experience with HIVPR to the design of inhibitors targeting other 

human diseases. Because of incomplete crystal structures and sampling issue, we combined 

homology modeling with implicit and explicit solvent simulations to model apo retroviral 

protease dynamics of Human T-lymphotropic virus (HTLV), Simian immunodeficiency virus 

(SIV), and Murine leukemia virus (MLV). The reproducible and reversible sampling of different 

flap conformations in apo–protease simulations indicates a shared active site gating mechanism. 

We also showed large conformational rearrangement upon drug binding in some of these 

proteases that would not be predicted from knowledge of HIVPR dynamics. For pepsin-like 

aspartic proteases, we proposed an active-site-gating mechanism based on sequence 

conservation, and we chose Alzheimer’s-implicated β-secretase 1 (BACE) as a representative to 

test our hypothesis. The apo and holo BACE simulations provided, for the first time, insights into 

its ligand binding process. 
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Chapter 2 Improving the description of salt bridge strength and 

geometry in an AMBER implicit solvent model 

2.1 Introduction 
Since Generalized Born (GB) implicit solvent model [58-60] was first introduced in 

1980’s, it has provided molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [69, 70] an alternative way to 

represent the electrostatic effects from the bulk solvent. In contrast to explicit solvent 

simulations, in which the solvent molecules are modeled explicitly [71], the GB model uses the 

Born equation (Equation 2-1) to approximate the solvent electrostatic effect. This approximation 

has several advantages: 1) most of the time we focus on the solute’s dynamics only so the 

explicit representation of the solvent is not essential, 2) exclusion of solvent molecules largely 

reduces the complexity of the computation and thus achieves significant speed up, and 3) the 

lack of viscosity during simulations results in much faster conformational sampling compared to 

explicit solvent simulations. GB methods have been reviewed in detail previously [72-75]. 

Apart from its advantages, GB model also suffers from the speed-accuracy tradeoff. 

Because of the low viscosity in implicit solvent simulations, any force field defects would also 

show up much sooner and be amplified. Therefore, errors from either the force field or the 

solvent model can lead to serious problems in implicit solvent simulations. Over the past two 

decades, several generations of force fields and GB solvent models have been developed [76-78], 

and there have been studies comparing the accuracy and efficiency of different force fields or 

solvent models [79-82]. Unfortunately, a “gold standard” or a consensus force field/solvent 

model combination that provides a satisfying balance between accuracy and speed has not been 

reached, so simulation results are likely to continue depending on which force field or solvent 

model is chosen in the near future. Under the circumstances it would be necessary to perform 

specialized optimization for force field/solvent model combination, at times with cancellation of 

errors from the solvent and solute models. Here we present our improvement in MD simulations 

with ff99SB force field [64] and GB-OBC [63] implicit solvent model in the AMBER simulation 

package [62]. The ff99SB represents a modified version of AMBER ff99 force field [83], which 

improved the backbone dihedral parameters in ff99 through re-parameterization of AMBER ff94 

force field [84]. The GB-OBC represents an AMBER GB implicit solvent model that was shown 

to outperform GB-HCT [85] and GB-NECK [86]. 

Although ff99SB has been regarded as one of the best performing force fields and has 

been applied to many MD simulations [87, 88], it was recently shown to marginally destabilize 

helical secondary structures in some systems [89]. In contrast, GB-OBC solvent model, which 

has been used frequently with ff99SB, was shown to slightly over-stabilize helical content, and 

to produce erroneous salt bridge strength and geometry [90-92]. Although coupling the forced 

field and the solvent model optimizations has been explored previously by CHARMM 

simulation package developers [75], changing backbone parameter is beyond the scope of this 

study.  Instead, we constrained the backbone conformation while improving the agreement 

between GB-OBC and TIP3P explicit solvent model. 

We chose to improve GB-OBC model by correcting its intrinsic radii due to the 

simplicity of implementation. In GB models, the solvent electrostatic effect is represented by 

screening/damping the electrostatics of the solute. How much certain atom would be screened 
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depends generally on how solvent-accessible it is. The solvent-exposed atoms would be screened 

more, while the buried atoms would be screened less because they are surrounded by low 

dielectric solute atoms, compared to the solvent atoms with high dielectric constant. This 

property is also called one atom descreening another. Mathematical expression of the Born 

equation can be found in Equation 2-1 and Equation 2-2. In the Born equation, the effective radii 

are used to represent the different degrees of solvent-accessibility of different atoms. The atom 

with bigger effective radius is less solvent-accessible, and thus would be screened less. The 

intrinsic radii, which define the size of each solute atom and also the dielectric boundary between 

the solute and the solvent, are used to calculate the effective radii, and thus serve as the 

foundation of GB models. 
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Equation 2-1  GB equation, where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, Ri and Rj are the 
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Equation 2-2  A common choice of f
GB

, where rij is the distance between atoms i and j. Ri and Rj are 

the effective Born radii of i and j, respectively. 

Although intrinsic radii are essential for GB models and they influence many important 

properties of MD simulations such as hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, the definition of GB 

intrinsic radii has been empirical because the atomic spheres only approximate the molecular 

surface used in more accurate models. Moreover, defining intrinsic radii for hydrogen atoms is 

even harder since their electron density is more sensitive to the varying electronegativity of 

neighboring atoms [61]. As a result, various groups have attempted to optimize intrinsic radii 

parameters previously and it was shown to improve GB simulations with CHARMM force fields 

[93], OPLS force fields [94], and AMBER force fields. Reducing the intrinsic radii of hydrogen 

atoms linked to charged nitrogen was attempted by Geney et al. on MD simulations using 

ff99SB/GB-HCT, which improved the agreement to explicit solvent simulations and also to the 

experimental melting curve of a mini protein [61]. GB-OBC is a modified version of GB-HCT 

that improves the description of interior residues. Due to the close relationship between GB-HCT 

and GB-OBC implicit solvent models, we evaluated similar correction in our GB simulations 

with ff99SB/GB-OBC, although the radii sets we used are not identical.   

We began the intrinsic radii correction on a small salt-bridge model peptide (Ace-Arg-

Ala-Ala-Glu-NH2). It was been shown by Okur et al. previously [91] that,   in replica exchange 

molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations with GB implicit solvent using ff99SB/GB-OBC 

combination, this peptide has too strong salt bridge strength compared to explicit solvent (EXP) 

REMD simulations. Moreover, the most populated geometry of the salt bridge is also different 

from that found in explicit solvent REMD (Figure 2-1). To test whether these differences are 

caused by the intrinsic radii setting, we carried out several GB REMD simulations using the 

same parameters as those used by Okur et al. except for the fact that each simulation had a 

unique setting of H
n
 radii (H

n
 denotes Hε and Hη on Arginine residue side chain). We then 

compared these GB simulations to EXP REMD simulations. Our results suggest that reducing H
n
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radii could improve both the strength and also the geometry description of Arg-Glu salt bridges 

in GB simulations. 

 

Figure 2-1  Representative structures of the most populated salt bridge geometries in standard 

REMD simulations using explicit solvent (TIP3P, left) and implicit solvent (GB-OBC, right) models. 

Besides experimental observables and explicit solvent simulations, Poisson-Boltzmann 

(PB) implicit solvent method [66] has also been used as a standard for GB method optimization, 

because it models the electrostatic effects of solvent by solving the Poisson equation 

numerically. GB methods, on the other hand, usually use analytical or even pairwise 

approximations in modeling [63, 95], so they gain speed-up but lose accuracy compared to PB 

methods. Nevertheless, both GB and PB methods rely on the choice of intrinsic radii. Therefore, 

we were interested in comparing the dependence of both GB and PB method on intrinsic radii 

selection. However, since PB REMD would be too time-consuming to be feasible at present, we 

simplified the GB-PB comparison by only focusing on energetically preferred salt bridge 

geometries in each method, given a set of structures. We compared GB and PB energies for 

structures sampled in model peptide explicit solvent REMD simulations using either original or 

modified H
n
 radii. Results predicted that PB method would also produce inaccurate salt bridge 

strength and geometry given the original H
n
 radii. Therefore, caution needs to be taken when 

using PB as a standard for evaluating GB quality, since the errors originating from intrinsic radii 

selection are largely ignored. 

After validating the effectiveness of radii modification in small model peptide, we also 

evaluated the same modification in macromolecule HIV-1 protease simulations. HIV-1 protease 

(HIVPR) has been an effective target in AIDS treatment because of its essential role in HIV 

maturation. Lengthy and stable HIVPR GB simulations are desirable because at present explicit 

solvent simulations of HIVPR can only reach sub-microsecond time scale routinely, while the 

interesting HIVPR dynamics to researchers, such as flap opening and ligand binding, all happen 

on or above microsecond time scale. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments have 

been done previously to probe dynamics of HIVPR flaps, in which spin labels were attached to 

flaps of HIVPR and echo intensity between the two spin labels were measured [96]. Our lab 

performed spin-labeled explicit solvent MD simulations of HIVPR and compared results to 

experimental data [96, 97]. These comparisons would be more convincing if quantitative GB 

simulations were possible, because at present only GB simulations could provide enough 

statistics on flap-conformation transitions to study the equilibrium among different flap 

conformations. 
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However, although our lab previously performed GB simulations of HIVPR and achieved 

good agreement with explicit solvent simulations and crystal structures [42, 43], there are two 

fundamental problems that hinder lengthy and converged GB simulations.  First, HIVPR termini 

form an interleaved β-sheet formed by N- and C- termini from both monomers, and these 

termini, especially the N- termini, tend to form helical content during the simulation (Figure 

2-2). Second, flap opening events are sampled too often in GB simulations. Although these open 

flap conformations are qualitatively comparable to those sampled in explicit solvent simulations, 

they sometimes lead to distorted flap conformations, which may result from forming helical 

content when two flaps are not in contact (Figure 2-2). The GB-OBC implicit solvent model we 

used was proven to have bias towards helical structures [90]. This explains the first problem. 

Since we did not aim to fix backbone preference, we applied termini restraints to maintain 

termini secondary structure (Figure 2-3, see the methods section for details). The reason for the 

second question is unclear. There are two salt bridges involving Arg on each flap elbow region 

(Figure 2-4) that have been proposed to have allosteric coupling to flap opening [42]. Based on 

our salt-bridge comparison in model peptide simulations, we hypothesized that the strong salt-

bridge in HIVPR GB simulations may be responsible for the increased frequency of flap 

opening. To test this hypothesis and determine whether more accurate dynamics of 

macromolecules can be obtained with the simple GB model, we carried out HIVPR simulations 

with GB-OBC solvent model and optimized H
n
 radii. 
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Figure 2-2  The last frames of eight HIVPR D25N mutant GB simulations. They all used the same 

parameter set as 1.3Å H
n
 (default value) radii GB simulation discussed in result section, except that 

they were unrestrained. Each simulation was 20 ns simulation length and had different velocity 

seeds to unsynchronize. Four simulations (B, C, F, and H) sampled reasonable structures, while the 

other four sampled deformation either in the flap region (A, D, and G) or the termini region (E and 

G). 
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Figure 2-3  Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges formed by Arg87 at the dimer interface. The Arg87 

residue forms two intra-monomer salt bridges with Asp29 (red dotted lines), and two inter-

monomer hydrogen bonds with backbone oxygen atoms from Leu5 and Trp6 on the other 

monomer (black dotted lines). Harmonic distance restraints (see the methods section for details) on 

these four interactions was shown to stabilize the dimer interface as well as the termini secondary 

structure. 

 

Figure 2-4  Salt bridges on the elbow region of HIV-1 protease (HIVPR). The elbow, cantilever, and 

termini regions are labeled with black text. Two monomers of HIVPR are colored cyan and yellow. 

Catalytic aspartate residues and residues involved in salt bridges on the elbow region are 

represented by balls and colored by charge. The figure was generated with crystal structure 1HVR.  

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Small peptide REMD preparation  
A small peptide Arg-Ala-Ala-Glu capable of forming a salt bridge was simulated, with its 

N terminal acetylated and C terminal amidated. It was shown previously that GB REMD 
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simulation with this peptide gave inaccurate salt bridge strength and geometry compared to EXP 

REMD [91]. 

2.2.2 Small peptide EXP REMD 
Simulation trajectories used here are from Okur et al. [91] and also an additional run they 

did subsequently. The simulation parameters and procedure they used were as follow. The 

AMBER simulation package [62] version 9 and ff99SB force field [64] were used. The peptide 

was solvated in a 16 Å truncated-octahedral TIP3P [65] water box, containing 2286 water 

molecules. Minimization and equilibration were done at 300 K for 65 ps, with reducing harmonic 

positional restraints on the solute atoms. They used 46 replicas spanning temperatures from 296 

K to 584 K, which gave a uniform exchange acceptance ratio of about 25%. Time step was 2 fs, 

and the exchange between neighboring temperature-replicas was attempted every 1 ps. The 

REMD was run for 30 ns, which means there were 30,000 exchange attempts for each replica. 

All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using SHAKE [28] with geometry 

tolerance of 10
-7

. Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) [29-32] was used to calculate long range 

electrostatic interactions, and a 7 Å cutoff was used for vdW interactions. REMD was run in 

NVT ensemble with Berendsen temperature control [25]. Backbone of the peptide was restrained 

to the most populated structure of unrestrained TIP3P REMD using a harmonic potential (1 

kcal/mol∙Å
2
). They also performed another REMD run with different velocity seeds to check for 

convergence. The first 5 ns trajectory structures from simulations were discarded to avoid bias 

from the initial structure, which gave a 50 ns combined trajectory. The last 36 ns of the 

combined trajectory at 300 K was used for PMF plot and cluster analysis. All 50 ns combined 

trajectory at 300 K was used for the lowest energy plot (see below). 

2.2.3 Small peptide GB REMD 
We performed GB REMD simulations with the sander module in AMBER simulation 

package version 10 [24]. The ff99SB force field [64] and GB-OBC implicit solvent model [63] 

were used (igb = 5 in AMBER). The mbondi2 intrinsic radii set [63, 98, 99] was used with the 

H
n
 radii modifications (H

n
 denotes Hε and Hη on Arginine residue side chain). In total 3 sets of 

GB REMD simulations were carried out, which only differ in their H
n
 intrinsic radii: 1.3 Å 

(standard mbondi2), 1.2 Å and 1.1 Å were used, respectively. For each REMD simulation, 6 

replicas were chosen spanning temperatures from 300 K to 636 K, and no cutoff on non-bonded 

interactions was applied. The simulations were about 50 ns each, and the last 36 ns of each 300 

K temperature trajectory was used for PMF plot and cluster analysis. 

2.2.4 HIVPR MD preparation 
The starting structure of HIVPR simulations were generated by deleting the inhibitor 

from the holo crystal structure 1HVR [100] and introducing active site mutation D25N using 

tleap module in AMBER package. The D25N inactivating mutation is widely used in 

crystallography and NMR studies because the mutant retains native-like fold and binds to its 

natural substrate without initiating catalytic reaction, so that its interaction with the natural 

substrate could be analyzed [101, 102]. The tleap module was then used to add hydrogen atoms, 

evaluate the crystal structure in terms of bond, angle, and clashes, and add water molecules for 

explicit solvent simulations.  A truncated-octahedron TIP3P water box was added with 8 Å 

minimum clearance from the boundaries,   resulting in adding 7,219 water molecules. For both 
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GB and explicit solvent MD simulations, AMBER simulation package version 10 and ff99SB 

force field were used. Following energy minimization, the system was heated gradually from 100 

K to the desired temperature, with harmonic restraints added first on heavy atoms and then on 

backbone atoms only. The restraint force constant decreased from 100 to 0.1 kcal/mol∙Å
2
 during 

the equilibration. The equilibration was 750 ps for explicit solvent and 125 ps for GB 

simulations. 

2.2.5 HIVPR EXP MD 
We performed 400 ns unrestrained MD simulations of HIVPR inTIP3P explicit solvent. 

Time step was 2 fs. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using SHAKE with 

geometry tolerance of 10
-5

. Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) was used for long range electrostatic 

interactions and 8 Å cutoff was applied to vdW interactions. Berendsen temperature and pressure 

control was used to maintain the system at 325 K and 1 atm.  

2.2.6 HIVPR GB MD 
We performed two 60 ns HIVPR simulations with GB-OBC implicit solvent model. The 

mbondi2 radii set was used besides the H
n
 modifications. The two runs had H

n
 set to 1.3 Å 

(standard mbondi2) and 1.1 Å, respectively. Time step was 1 fs. All bonds involving hydrogen 

atoms were constrained using SHAKE with geometry tolerance of 10
-6

. No cutoff for long range 

electrostatics or vdW interactions was applied. But there was a 25 Å distance cutoff on pair 

interactions involved in effective radii calculation. Forces related to effective radii calculation, 

along with pair interactions whose distance was longer than 15 Å, were evaluated every 4 steps. 

Langevin temperature control (collision frequency 1 ps
-1

) was used to maintain the system at 325 

K.  Harmonic restraints were applied to 4 hydrogen bonds (atom pairs Asp29_Cγ to 

Arg87_Hη21, Asp29_Cγ to Arg87_Hε, Arg87_Hη11 to Leu5’_O, and Arg87_Hη12 to Trp6’_O, 

where Leu5’ denotes Leu5 on the other monomer) at the dimer interface near the termini, to 

prevent formation of helical structures in the termini region (Figure 2-3). The Cγ atom on Asp29 

was chosen to account for carboxyl rotamers. For each atom pair, a distance cutoff was chosen 

based on its average distance measured from explicit solvent simulations, which were 4 Å for 

pairs involving Asp Cγ and 3 Å for the rest. An atom pair was only restrained when the distance 

went beyond the cutoff, and the restraint force constant was 10 kcal/mol∙Å
2
. The velocity seeds 

were changed during the simulations to unsynchronize Langevin dynamics [103]. 

2.2.7 Distance and root mean square deviation (RMSD) measurements 
Ptraj module in AMBER package was used for distance and RMSD measurements. 

HIVPR flap RMSD was calculated using the Cα atoms of residues 46-55 in both monomers (46-

55 and 46’-55’) as mask. Crystal structures with the closed (PDB ID 1HVR [100]) or semiopen 

(1HHP [104]) flap conformation were used as references. 

2.2.8 Potential of mean force (PMF) 
PMF as a function of atom pair distance was used to represent the salt bridge strength of 

residue pair Arg-Glu and Arg-Asp. Cγ atom from Asp, Cδ from Glu and Cζ from Arg were 

chosen for atom pair distance measurement, to account for rotamers. The 300 K temperature 

trajectory was used to histogram pair distances. Then the histogram was converted to PMF using 
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Equation 2-3. Energies zeroed at most populated bin. The first and second half of each data set 

were compared to generate error bars for PMF plots. 

          (      ) 

Equation 2-3  Conversion from equilibrium population to free energy difference, where P is the 

population of a certain conformation (bin), and Pref is population of the reference conformation 

(bin). Pref usually is the most populated conformation (bin). 

2.2.9 Cluster analysis  
Salt bridge geometry was investigated by clustering the small peptide 300 K temperature 

REMD trajectories based on a RMSD similarity cutoff. The clustering was performed using 

Moil-View [105] using the following heavy atoms as the similarity criterion: Arg_Cδ, Arg_Nε, 

Arg_Nη1, Arg_Nη2, Arg_Cζ, Glu_Cδ, Glu_Oε1, Glu_Oε2. Every 2
nd

 structure from TIP3P and 

GB trajectories was combined, and then the resulting combined trajectory was subjected to 

clustering using bottom-up approach and 1.3 Å similarity cutoff. Each structure was initially 

assigned into a unique cluster, and then clusters with the smallest RMSD were merged, until the 

smallest cluster RMSD was greater than the similarity cutoff. After clustering, the combined 

trajectory was again sorted into different simulations (explicit solvent simulation, or GB 

simulations with certain H
n
 radii). The percentage of individual simulation’s structures within 

each cluster was plotted, and by comparing the distribution of each simulation’s structures in 

different clusters, we determined the geometry similarity of conformations sampled by different 

simulations. 

2.2.10 Lowest energy profile 
Because simulation with PB is too slow to be feasible at present, we used lowest energy 

profile to focus the GB-PB comparison on those energetically favored conformations, given a 

reservoir of structures [64]. The combined 300 K temperature trajectory of small model peptide 

explicit solvent simulation (50 ns, 50 000 structures) was used as the structure reservoir.  Four 

sets of energy calculations were carried out: two GB calculations which only differ in H
n
 

intrinsic radii (1.1 or 1.3 Å), and two PB calculations which only differ in H
n
 intrinsic radii (1.1 

or 1.3 Å). Non-H
n
 atoms in both GB and PB calculations used mbondi2 intrinsic radii set. The 

GB calculations were performed using AMBER 10 package, GB-OBC solvent model, and no 

non-bonded cutoff was applied. The calculations gave the potential energy which includes 

bond/angle/torsion energies, electrostatic energy, vdW energy, and polar solvation (GB) energy. 

The PB calculations were performed using DelPhi [106] package with 0.25 Å grid spacing. The 

internal and external dielectric constants were set to 1 and 78.5, respectively, to be consistent 

with AMBER calculations. The polar electrostatic energy calculated by Delphi was added to the 

non-solvation energies calculated by AMBER to get potential energy of PB calculations. After 

potential energy calculation, structures were histogramed according to the salt bridge distance 

(bin size 1 Å). The average potential energy of the 20 lowest-energy structures in each bin was 

plotted against the salt bridge distance to get “lowest energy profile” [64]. Each curve was 

zeroed at its minimum for easier comparison. The error bar was generated by comparing the first 

and second half of data. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Test in a small model peptide system 
We performed REMD simulations of salt-bridge model peptide (Ace-Arg-Ala-Ala-Glu-

NH2) using GB-OBC implicit solvent model, and compared results to TIP3P explicit solvent 

REMD simulations. 

Potential of mean force (PMF) profiles are plotted as a function of the salt bridge distance 

between Arg Cγ atom and Glu Cδ atoms (Figure 2-5). The depth of the global minimum in the 

PMF profile represents the strength of the salt bridge. For example, in the TIP3P explicit solvent 

simulation (blue curve in Figure 2-5), the global minimum is stabilized by a 2 kcal/mol energy 

barrier at around 5.2 Å salt bridge distance. This minimum represents the direct hydrogen 

bonding between the Arg and Glu residues (Figure 2-1).When this energy barrier is overcome, 

there is a local minimum at around 6.3 Å salt bridge distance stabilized by a 0.5 kcal/mol energy 

barrier. This minimum represents the water mediated hydrogen bonding between the Arg and 

Glu residues (Figure 2-6). For GB-OBC simulations with mbondi2 radii (H
n
 denotes Hε and Hη 

on Arginine residue side chain, H
n
 atoms in mbondi2 have default value 1.3 Å), however, the salt 

bridge has an energy barrier of about 4 kcal/mol, which is 2 kcal/mol over-stabilization 

compared to explicit solvent simulations. Reducing intrinsic radii of H
n
 reduces the energy 

barrier. This is expected because reducing intrinsic radii of hydrogen is equivalent to reducing its 

polarity, thus weakening the salt bridge.  The best match to explicit solvent simulations is 

achieved when the H
n
 atoms have 1.1 radii. However, we also noticed that all the GB-OBC 

curves are missing the second minimum at around 6 Å salt bridge distance, and their global 

minima fall to the right of the one from explicit solvent simulation. Missing the water-mediated 

hydrogen bond in GB-OBC is understandable since that needs explicit modeling of water 

molecules. We compared salt bridge geometry to answer the second question. 
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Figure 2-5  Potential of mean force (PMF) for salt bridge distance in small peptide. Curves were 

calculated from 300 K temperature REMD trajectory with different solvent models (GB-OBC 

implicit solvent with different H
n
 radii, and TIP3P explicit solvent).   

 

Figure 2-6  Water mediated salt bridge between Arg and Glu residues. 

To compare popular structures sampled in different types of simulations, we performed 

cluster analysis on a trajectory combining structures from explicit solvent REMD simulations (of 

the small model peptide) as well as implicit solvent REMD simulations with different H
n
 

intrinsic radii. Cluster analysis on the combined trajectory enabled us to compare these 

simulations under the same criterion. A structure-based similarity cutoff was used for clustering 

(see the methods section for details), and similar structures, from either the same or different 

REMD simulations, were put in the same cluster. Then we evaluated different simulations’ 

structural preference, by comparing the distribution of simulation structures in different clusters 

(Figure 2-7). The representative structures of the four largest clusters are shown in Figure 2-7A. 

Comparing Figure 2-7 with Figure 2-1, it is clear that cluster 1 represents the salt bridge 

geometry most populated in explicit solvent simulations (Figure 2-1 left), while cluster 3 
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represents the salt bridge geometry most populated in GB-OBC simulations with original 

mbondi2 intrinsic radii (Figure 2-1 right), which indicates that our results are consistent with the 

previous study [91]. The population distribution of simulation structures in different clusters is 

shown in Figure 2-7 B-D. Overall, when the H
n
 intrinsic radii is decreased from 1.3 Å to 1.1 Å, 

the correlation coefficient between GB-OBC model and TIP3P explicit solvent increased from 

0.36 to 0.90. The biggest improvement is the decreased population of cluster 3 structures, and the 

increased population of cluster 1 structures in GB-OBC model, which adapt GB-OBC structural 

preference to that of TIP3P water model. The small clusters are also in better agreement with 

TIP3P model when the H
n
 is 1.1 Å. The cluster 4 and 24 have worse correlation in 1.1 Å  H

n
 

radii than original 1.3 Å H
n
 radii, but the difference is much less significant compared to the 

improvement in cluster 1 and 3. Therefore, we concluded that decreasing H
n
 improves the 

agreement with TIP3P explicit solvent model. This also stresses the importance of having a 

multi-dimensional geometry comparison: the GB-OBC implicit solvent model and TIP3P 

explicit solvent model have big influence on salt bridge geometry, but they have only small 

difference in more simplistic 1D distance measurement. 

 

 

Figure 2-7  Cluster analysis of model peptide REMD simulations. Trajectories from GB and explicit 

solvent simulations were combined for clustering. A) The representative structures of four largest 

clusters. B-D) Comparing population distribution of simulation structures in different clusters. X 

and Y axis are the percentage of simulation structures in certain cluster. Ideally, if a GB model is 
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totally correlated with explicit solvent, then they should have exactly the same distribution in 

different clusters so that clusters would line up on the diagonal.   

Poisson Boltzmann (PB) has been another way to calculate the solvent electrostatic 

effect, and serves as the standard for GB model optimization in many studies [99, 

107].Therefore, we wanted to evaluate the dependence of PB on intrinsic radii choice. Since 

simulations with PB are too computationally expensive to be feasible, we compared the salt 

bridge strength of PB and GB methods on a structure reservoir, focusing on the energetically 

favored structures. The “lowest energy profile” method was proved useful previously in 

comparing different simulation settings [64]. The method compares the geometry preference of 

different simulation parameter sets by calculating the energy of a reservoir of structures using 

each parameter set. We plotted the lowest energy profile of salt bridge strength in Figure 2-8.  

Comparing it with the PMF profile in Figure 2-5, the lowest energy profile shows bigger error 

bars since much fewer structures were considered. But the trend is similar between the two 

figures: reducing H
n
 radii systematically decreases the salt bridge strength. If we set GB-OBC 

model with 1.1 Å H
n
 radii as the standard, since it has the closest agreement with the TIP3P 

water model, then the PB method also needs the intrinsic radii change to get better agreement 

with explicit solvent model. This result suggests caution in using PB as a standard in GB model 

optimization. At least using PB to calibrate salt bridge strength is insufficient, since PB is itself 

highly sensitive to intrinsic radii choice that defines the molecular surface. This result is 

consistent with a previous finding that the best GB method in reproducing PB results is not the 

one that best matches folding experiment [108].  

 

Figure 2-8  Lowest energy profile of GB or PB implicit solvent models using 1.1 Å or 1.3 Å H
n
 radii. 

Each point on the curve represents the average energy of 20 lowest energy structures with salt 

bridge distance within corresponding distance range (bin size 0.1 Å). Curves are zeroed at their 

global minimum for easier comparison. Error bar was generated using the first and second half of 

data. 
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2.3.2 Validation in HIV-1 protease (HIVPR) system 
After validating the intrinsic radii modification in a small peptide system, we wanted to 

validate it in a macromolecule system. We chose HIVPR because our lab has previously carried 

out extensive studies on HIVPR using both GB and explicit solvent simulations [42, 43, 96, 97, 

109]. From our experience, flap deformation occurs in GB simulations of HIVPR, especially for 

the D25N active site mutant.  The deformation happens on nanosecond time scale. The D25N 

mutant HIVPR is widely used in experiments since it retains native fold and is able to bind 

natural substrates without initiating catalytic reaction. Although it has been found that D25N 

decreases protease dimer stability [110], we suspect that the flap deformation on such a small 

time scale is caused by simulation artifacts, probably the strong salt bridge near the flap elbow 

region. Therefore, we compared HIVPR GB simulations with 1.3 Å or 1.1 Å H
n
 radii, 60 ns 

each, to 400 ns EXP simulation.   

There are four salt bridges involving Arginine near the elbow region, two on each 

monomer (Figure 2-4), and we calculated the PMF of them (Figure 2-9). For the salt bridge 

between Arg57 and Glu35, reducing H
n
 radii from 1.3 Å to 1.1 Å clearly improved the 

agreement between GB and TIP3P model (Figure 2-9 A-B). When H
n
 radii were set to 1.3 Å, salt 

bridge distance was always below 6 Å, which means the salt bridge never breaks. After 

decreasing H
n
 radii to 1.1 Å, the salt bridge strength in GB was closer to TIP3P model. The salt 

bridge between Arg41 and Asp60 (Figure 2-9 C-D) breaks more often than the Arg57-Glu35 salt 

bridge, which is indicated by the lower relative energy at longer salt bridge distance (more 

populated). Interestingly, although the 1.1 Å H
n
 radii profiles are consistent between two 

monomers, there is a 0.5 kcal/mol shift for both 1.3 Å H
n
 radii profiles and TIP3P model 

profiles, indicating inadequate conformational sampling in both simulations, which is a common 

problem faced in macromolecule simulations. Overall, although the agreement between GB-

OBC-with-reduced-H
n
-radii and TIP3P is less pronounced in Arg41-Asp60 salt bridge than in 

Arg57-Glu35 salt bridge, the 1.1 Å radii simulations still overlap with TIP3P better than 1.3 Å 

radii simulations. Therefore, we concluded that reducing H
n
 radii gives an overall better 

agreement between GB and explicit solvent on HIVPR elbow salt bridge strength.  
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Figure 2-9  Potential of mean force (PMF) profile of salt bridges on the flap elbow of HIVPR. A-B) 

Salt bridge distances between Arg57_Cζ and Glu35_Cδ on each monomer, C-D) salt bridge 

between Arg41_Cζ and Asp60_Cγ on each monomer. Error bars in each set were obtained by 

comparing the first and second half of data. 

We then evaluate if the improvement in salt bridge description would indeed improve the 

behavior of HIVPR GB simulation. We looked at the time dependence of salt bridge distances as 

well as flap RMSD (Figure 2-10). Looking at the salt bridge distances on the left, the TIP3P 

explicit solvent simulation have all four salt bridges break and form over 400 ns simulation time, 

although the salt bridge between Arg57 and Glu35 (on both monomers) is stronger than Arg41-

Asp60 salt bridge (Figure 2-10 C, the salt bridge is formed when the pair distance maintains at 

lower distances). However, the Arg57-Glu35 salt bridge in the GB simulation with 1.3 Å radii 

almost never breaks (Figure 2-10 A), and the Arg41-Asp60 salt bridge is also much stronger 

compared to TIP3P simulations. Comparing their flap dynamics, in the TIP3P explicit solvent 

the HIVPR flaps maintained closed conformation throughout the 400 ns simulation (Figure 2-10 

D, the flap RMSD to closed flap conformation is always small and lower than the RMSD to 

semiopen flap conformation), while in the GB implicit solvent with1.3 Å H
n
 radii the HIVPR 

flaps stayed open flap conformations (flap RMSD values to closed and semiopen flap 

conformation are both above 9 Å) more often and ended at very high flap RMSD which is an 

indication of serious flap deformation (Figure 2-10 B). The last snapshots of both simulations 
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(Figure 2-10 B and D) are consistent with the flap RMSD: the TIP3P simulation stayed at closed 

flap conformation while the GB simulation with original H
n
 radii suffered from flap deformation. 

In contrast, when the H
n
 radii was reduced to 1.1 Å, the elbow salt bridges broke more 

often than the original radii GB simulations (Figure 2-10 E). The ratio of broken/formed salt 

bridges is comparable to TIP3P solvent simulation (Figure 2-10 C), although the salt bridge 

break/form time scales are not the same due to the viscosity difference between the two solvent 

models. The flap RMSD with reduced radii (Figure 2-10 F) indicates multiple flap handedness 

switching events, where the lowest RMSD switches between the black and red curves (meaning 

the flaps go from one conformation to the other conformation). Also there were multiple 

transient flap-opening events, during which the RMSD steadily increases to more than 9 Å and 

then decreases back to low RMSD to either reference structure. The last snapshot of the 1.1 Å 

radii simulation shows the HIVPR having one flap open and the other flap closed, which is a 

common transition state in HIVPR simulations [42]. Overall, reducing H
n
 radii corrected the salt 

bridge strength and prevented flap deformation in HIVPR simulations in GB-OBC implicit 

solvent model. 

We also noticed that the flap RMSD does not seem to correlate with salt bridge distances 

directly, since salt bridge forming and flap opening do not happen at the same time. Therefore 

we hypothesize that, through an allosteric control, the salt bridges at the elbow region would 

increase/decrease the chance of flap opening upon formation/breaking, respectively.  
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Figure 2-10  Salt bridge distance (A, C, and E) and flap RMSD (B, D, and F) calculated from 

HIVPR simulations. A-B) GB simulation with 1.3 Å H
n
 radii. C-D) TIP3P EXP simulation. E-F) GB 

simulation with 1.1 Å H
n
 radii. The salt bridges between atom pair Arg57_Cζ to Glu35_Cδ, Arg41_ 

Cζ to Asp60_Cγ, Arg57’_Cζ to Glu35’_Cδ, and Arg41’_ Cζ to Asp60’_Cγ are plotted in orange, 

red, blue and cyan, respectively. Flap RMSD to the closed and semiopen crystal structures are 

plotted in black and red, respectively. The final frame of each simulation is shown above the RMSD 

curves. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
In this study, we improved salt bridge strength and description in simulations with 

ff99SB force field and GB-OBC implicit solvent by decreasing the H
n
 radii (H

n
 denotes Hε and 

Hη on Arginine residue side chain). It was suggested previously that the radius of a hydrogen 

atom should be smaller when the electronegativity of its bonding partner is greater [99]. We 

attempted H
n
 radii modification, and the simulations from both small model peptide and 

macromolecule HIVPR verified the approach of reducing H
n
 radii. Therefore, differentiating 

between H
n
 atoms and backbone hydrogen atoms when assigning intrinsic radii may be 

necessary to achieve better GB simulation results, and we suggest considering 1.1 Å H
n
 radii for 

peptide or protein simulations with ff99SB/GB-OBC. 

Apart from comparing GB simulations with different H
n
 radii against TIP3P explicit 

solvent simulations, we also evaluated the intrinsic radii dependency of PB method, which is also 

widely used as a standard for GB model optimization. Our results demonstrated that PB method 

itself is also strongly dependent on intrinsic radii selection, and PB calculations with original H
n
 

radii is equally erroneous as GB methods, if not worse. Therefore, optimizing intrinsic radii 

might be needed for all implicit solvent methods. We recommend using explicit solvent 

simulations as the standard when optimizing intrinsic radii parameters, as performed previously 

[111].  

Importantly, the optimized HIVPR GB simulation protocol developed here would serve 

as the foundation for the study of HIVPR flap population distribution (chapter 3), which is too 

time-consuming using explicit solvent simulations.  
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Chapter 3 Spin-labeled HIV-1 subtype protease simulations explain 

EPR spectrum shift and AIDS drug resistance mechanism 

3.1 Introduction 
Due to development of antiretroviral therapy, the AIDS related death rate is decreasing 

steadily, although it is still on the order of million per year globally. One of the biggest obstacles 

in HIV inhibition is its extreme genetic heterogeneity, which results from the rapid viral 

turnover, the high virus burden, and the lack of proofreading machinery in error-prone reverse-

transcription [112, 113]. Naturally occurring polymorphisms and drug-induced mutations can 

lead to changes in anti-HIV drug targets, so that drugs designed toward one sequence may not 

work well for other sequences.  

HIV sequences have been classified into types and subtypes according to their 

phylogenetic relationship. There are two types, HIV type 1 (HIV-1) being more infectious than 

HIV type 2 (HIV-2).  Most studies have been focused on type 1, which is then divided into three 

groups: M (major), O (outlier), and N (neither M nor O) group. The M group is further separated 

into subtypes and circulating recombinant forms (CRF). Most experimental and clinical data 

were collected for subtype B (responsible for 10% of global infections [114], Figure 3-1) 

because of its prevalence in developed countries. In contrast, relatively few data are available for 

non-B subtypes, such as subtype C (responsible for 50% of global infections [114] and is 

prevalent in Africa, Figure 3-1). There is evidence that polymorphisms often worsen drug 

binding [115, 116], and many polymorphisms found in non-B subtypes coincide with drug 

resistant mutations (Figure 3-2) in subtype B [117]. Therefore, studying non-B subtypes would 

contribute to AIDS treatment in developing countries, prepare developed countries for rapid 

globalization, and enrich existing knowledge on subtype B drug resistance. 

 

Figure 3-1  Subtype epidemic of HIV (www.hivviralload.com). Leftmost labeled pie plot shows the 

composition of global infections in terms of different subtypes. The other unlabeled pie plots 
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demonstrate the composition in different regions and are proportional in size to the number of 

regional infections. 

 

 

Figure 3-2  Primary and secondary mutation sites in HIV-1 protease. Residue numbers are labels 

on the monomer on the left, and the right monomer has the same mutation sites because of the 

homodimer symmetry. Primary mutation sites are shown as red balls, and secondary mutation 

sides are shown as blue balls. The inhibitor and catalytic site residues are shown in licorice 

representation. 

One popular drug target in AIDS treatment is HIV-1 protease (HIVPR), which is crucial 

for viral maturation [118]. The functional form of HIVPR is a homodimer. Two catalytic 

aspartate residues, one on each monomer, reside on the dimer interface and are shielded by two 

flexible β-hairpin flaps (Figure 3-3). Because the two flaps govern the ligand access to the active 

site, many studies have been done to characterize their structure and dynamics. All existing 

crystal structures demonstrate that the ligand bound form of HIVPR has closed flap 

conformation, where the two flaps form extensive contact with the ligand [3], while the apo form 

can adopt semiopen and open forms besides the closed conformation (Figure 3-4). Semiopen flap 

conformation [4, 104] has the opposite flap handedness (the right flap is always in front of the 

left flap when viewed in the flap-up orientation shown in Figure 3-4 VII) and larger flap-tip-to-

active-site distance, compared to closed conformation.  Open flap conformation [119, 120] 

features much larger distance between flap tips which permits the entry of substrate peptide. 

However, there are limitations in crystallography that need to be considered when interpreting 

these structures: inter-flap interactions are missing in semiopen crystals because they are solved 

as monomers, apo HIVPR crystals with closed flap conformation are tethered in the termini 

region (Figure 3-4 II and VI, although the linker region is not resolved in the crystal structure) 

[121, 122], and the capture of transient and relatively high energy open flap conformation in 

crystals is largely due to crystal packing [109] etc. As Freedberg et al. concluded in their solution 

NMR study, apo HIVPR likely adopts various conformations from fully closed to wide open 

prior to ligand binding [123]. Their data suggest that flap tips fluctuate on the sub-nanosecond 

time scale, and the flaps open up on the microsecond to millisecond time scale [123-125]. 

Besides structures from crystallography and rates from NMR, molecular dynamics (MD) 
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simulations use physical laws to animate proteins and model their dynamics in real life. Hornak 

et al. showed for the first time the reversible interconversion of closed and semiopen forms, as 

well as the reversible and transient flap opening events [42]. Moreover, the flap-ligand 

interaction and ligand binding pathway have also been explored by different groups [51, 52]. 

 

Figure 3-3  HIV-1 subtype B (I) and C (II) protease simulation starting structures built from a 

crystal structure of holo subtype C (PDB ID: 2R5P). Protein backbone is shown in yellow. MTSL-

attached Cys55 on both monomers are shown in licorice representation. Polymorphisms are shown 

in ball representation, colored by their residue type, and labeled with residue number in panel I. 

Catalytic residues are colored red and shown in licorice representation in panel II. 

 

Figure 3-4  Crystal structures of holo and apo HIVPR. Panel I to IV are the top views of the flaps, 

while panel V to VIII are the front views of the whole molecule. From left to right: holo HIVPR is 

shown in green (PDB ID: 1HVR); apo HIVPR with closed flap conformation is shown in orange 

(PDB ID: 1G6L, in which the two protease monomers are tethered at the termini region, although 

the linker region is disordered in the crystal structure); apo HIVPR with semiopen flap 

conformation is shown in blue (PDB ID: 1HHP, the biological unit is used for rendering); and apo 

HIVPR with open flap conformation is shown in magenta (PDB ID: 1TW7). 

 

Although apo HIVPR can adopt different flap conformations, the open form is needed for 

substrate entry and the closed form is needed to optimize the substrate orientation for catalytic 
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reaction. Previous simulations suggest that the substrate binds to the apo HIVPR with open flaps, 

induces the flap closure, and confines the holo protease flaps to the closed state until the 

substrate is cleaved [43, 44].  The holo structure is stabilized by the favorable interactions 

between the ligand and the enzyme, which offset the strain caused by the loss of conformational 

entropy, and also the unfavorable structural change, if any, to accommodate the binding. With 

the implication from crystallography and MD simulations, it is desirable to obtain the exact 

equilibrium information of HIVPR before and after drug binding, because the shift in 

equilibrium is directly related to the strain penalty upon binding [126]. In recent years, electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy method has been successfully applied to HIVPR to 

help answer the flap population question. In so called site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) double 

electron-electron resonance (DEER) experiment, which is also referred to as pulsed electron 

double resonance (PELDOR), MTSL spin labels are attached to cysteine residues in the HIVPR 

flaps (one on each flap, Figure 3-3). With pulsed EPR, the modulation of the echo intensity of 

the nitroxide signal is measured and converted to distance profile [127]. However, although EPR 

provides dynamics information which is missing in crystal structures, EPR itself also has 

limitations: spin label local interactions as well as the liquid nitrogen environment may alter the 

EPR spectrum, curve fitting is performed to generate the distance profile, and additional methods 

are needed to connect the spectrum to structure. Previous collaboration between EPR and MD 

enabled assigning different flap conformations to different EPR signals [96, 97, 128, 129]. 

Kear et al. [67] used SDSL DEER to probe the apo flap conformations of HIVPR from 

different subtypes. The most significant difference is found between subtype B and C (Figure 

3-5). Their EPR data, combined with previous MD results, suggests that HIV-1 subtype C 

protease has larger fractional occupancy of open flap conformation than subtype B. However, it 

remains unclear how the polymorphisms, mostly distal from the flap region (Figure 3-3), would 

affect the flap conformation. In order to explain the EPR data and pinpoint polymorphisms that 

are most important in differentiating two subtypes, we performed MD simulations of spin-

labeled subtype B and C proteases (denoted as “sub.B” and “sub.C” later on). Because the flap 

opening happens in microsecond to millisecond time scale, we used batch simulations and 

implicit solvent model, both of which were shown to speed up the convergence of 

conformational sampling [71, 130]. After three most important polymorphisms were identified 

(M36I/S37A/H69K), we validated the finding by performing batch simulations on sub.C with the 

three polymorphisms back-mutated to sub.B sequence (denoted as “mutant” later on, which is 

expected to behave just like subtype B).  
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Figure 3-5  Normalized histogram of inter-label nitroxide nitrogen distances compared to EPR data 

from Kear et al. 2009 JACS paper (I) and inter-label Cys-MTSL CαCα distances (II) measured 

from simulations. Error bars were calculated as standard error of the mean of independent runs. 

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Simulation setup 
The crystal structure of HIV-1 subtype C protease complexed with Indinavir (PDB ID: 

2R5P [131]) was used to build the starting structures for both subtype B and  C, to eliminate 

influence from different crystallization conditions. Virtual mutations were performed using 

SwissPdbViewer [132] to match subtype sequences to those used in the EPR experiment [67]. 

All simulated sequences contain mutations for EPR experiments 

(Q7K/L33I/L63I/C67A/C95A/D25N and K55C for MTSL attachment). Apart from these 

mutations, subtype B sequence follows consensus LAI sequence [67], while subtype C contains 

nine polymorphisms: T12S/I15V/L19I/M36I/S37A/H69K/N88D/L89M/I93L. Later we also 

carried out subtype C mutant simulations with sequence T12S/I15V/L19I/ N88D/L89M/I93L, 

and subtype B simulations with protonated Histidine at position 69. Protein parameters were 

from ff99SB [64]. Spin label was modeled using charge parameters from Haworth group, to be 

consistent with our previous study [97]. and non-charge parameters from generalized AMBER 

force field (GAFF [133, 134]).  GB-OBC implicit solvent model [63] was used, with reduced 

Arg polar hydrogen radii to improve the salt bridge strength description [130]. We left out the 

surface area term, which accounts for hydrophobicity, because of the limitation in current 

implementations [135-138]. 

3.2.2 Simulation  
All simulations used the AMBER 11 simulation package [23]. Subtype B and C starting 

structures were subjected to energy minimization and equilibration prior to the production runs. 

All MD equilibrations/simulations used 1 fs time step, SHAKE [28] constraints on bonds 

involving hydrogen atoms (tolerance 10
-6

), Langevin temperature control (collision frequency 1 

ps
-1

), and no nonbonded cutoff. Forces related to effective radii calculation, along with each 
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interaction pair greater than 15 Å, were updated every 2 steps in equilibrations and every 4 steps 

in production. Firstly, hydrogen atoms were minimized for 10,000 steps (first 1000 steps being 

steepest descent gradient, and the rest being conjugate gradient) with harmonic positional 

restraints on all other atoms (force constant 100 kcal/mol·Å
2
) to maintain their starting positions. 

Secondly, the system was heated from 100 K to 300 K during 250 ps and then maintained at 300 

K for 250 ps, while keeping the same harmonic restraints on non-hydrogen atoms. Thirdly, 

hydrogen atoms were equilibrated for 500 ps, followed by a 10,000 step energy minimization on 

sidechain atoms while restraining backbone heavy atoms (force constant 100 kcal/mol· Å
2
). At 

last, we again heated and equilibrated at 300 K but only backbone heavy atoms were restrained. 

In the last step, we adopted two slightly different equilibration protocols in order to generate two 

independent equilibrated structures for each subtype. In one protocol, backbone heavy atom 

restraints were added on residues that did not undergo virtual mutation, with force constant 

decreasing from 10 kcal/mol·Å
2
 to 0.1 kcal/mol·Å

2
 over 1.5 ns. In the other protocol, each virtual 

mutation (one on each monomer) was relaxed separately, with restraints (force constant 10 

kcal/mol·Å
2
) added on heavy atoms of residues more than 5 Å away from the mutated residue 

[139], for 50 ps prior to the 1.5 ns sidechain equilibration. Multiple independent production runs 

(28 runs for sub.B and sub.C, and 24 runs for mutant and sub.B within protonated H69, with 

randomized velocity) were carried out from each of the two equilibrated structures. Production 

runs were kept at 325 K. Weak distance restraints were applied to the termini portion of the 

dimer interface during production runs, as described in our previous study [130],  to prevent 

flexible N terminus from forming helical structure. The simulation length for each independent 

run was about 20 ns, totaling about 1 us for each system. Simulation trajectories were recorded at 

1 ps interval and used for distance measurement and energy decomposition. 

3.2.3 Inter-label distance histograms  
Ptraj tool in AMBER 11 simulation package was used for distance measurement. 

Distance histograms were generated for each independent run using the same binning (15 Å to 

55 Å, 100 bins) and then the average population of each bin was plotted, with the standard error 

of the mean (SEM) as the error bar. All histograms were normalized. 
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3.2.4 2D-coordinate system for flap opening  
Inter-label CαCα distance and handedness dihedral were combined to probe global motion of 

HIVPR. Handedness dihedral was defined by the center-of-mass positions of four groups: C 

atoms of residue 48/49/52/53 on monomer A as group one, C atoms of residue 87 to 92 on 

monomer A as group two, C atoms of residue 87 to 92 on monomer B as group three, and C 

atoms of residue 48/49/52/53 on monomer B as group four (Figure 3-6). 

 

Figure 3-6  HIVPR flap conformation described by a 2D-coordinate system. Structures took from 

simulations. I) Inter-label Cys-MTSL CαCα distance, with two Cys55 Cα atoms highlighted. II) 

Flap opening dihedral. The Cα atoms involved (48/49/52/53/87/88/89/90/91/92) are shown as vdW 

spheres, and four centers of mass are highlighted to illustrate the opening dihedral. 

3.2.5 Free energy profile  
After 2D binning using inter-label CαCα distance and handedness dihedral as criteria 

(Binning limits were 15 Å to 45 Å in CαCα distance, and -40 ° to 40 ° in handedness dihedral, 

with 15 and 20 bins on each coordinate, respectively), the population of structures in each bin 

was converted to PMF using Equation 2-3. Only bins with more than 100 structures are shown. 

3.2.6 Convergence check  
The convergence of conformational sampling was evaluated by comparing free energy 

profiles of independent runs (Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8, and Figure 3-9). 
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Figure 3-7  PMF of sub.B and sub.C simulations (II) compared with inter-label nitroxide nitrogen 

distance histogram (I). Error bars are calculated as SEM of independent runs. 

 

Figure 3-8  Convergence check of sub.B (I and II) and sub.C (III and IV) free energy profiles – part 

1 of 2. Simulations trajectories were concatenated and then the first and second half data were 

plotted separately. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by purple and black squares, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3-9  Convergence check of sub.B HIP (I and II) and mutant (III and IV) free energy profiles 

– part 2 of 2. Simulations trajectories were concatenated and then the first and second half data 

were plotted separately. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by purple and black 

squares, respectively. 

 

3.2.7 Potential energy profile  
The same 2D-coordinate system as the free energy profile was used, and the average 

potential energy of each bin was plotted. Energies were zeroed at most populated bin. Only bins 

with relative energy between -40 kcal/mol to 40 kcal/mol were shown, and bins with relative 

energy out of bounds or population less than 100 were shown in black.  

3.2.8 Energy decomposition  
Simulation trajectories were combined and subjected to Molecular Mechanics 

Generalized Born Surface Area (MMGBSA) energy decomposition using sander module in 

AMBER, during which the potential energy of each structure was calculated and decomposed 

into per-residue and per-residue-pair components [140, 141]. In per-residue energy 

decomposition, a particular residue’s energy is the sum of any atoms in this residue. In per-

residue-pair decomposition, only the energy terms that are between one atom from the first 
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residue and another atom from the second residue are included. For GB energy, the effective 

radii are determined from all the atoms in the system, and then the pairwise energy terms are 

calculated. We included 1-4 vdW and 1-4 electrostatic energies into vdW and electrostatic 

energy, respectively. We used exactly the same parameters as the GB simulations, therefore the 

SA term was left out. Although we included termini restraints during the simulation, which were 

not considered in the energy decomposition calculation, the restraint energy turned out to be 

small (less than 0.5 kcal/mol) 91% of the time and had minimal influence on the simulation.   

3.2.9 Select residues for per-residue energy ranking  
We wanted to cut down the number of residues being ranked by searching 

polymorphisms and their neighbors, whose potential energy sum could give a decent match to 

the free energy profile. Polymorphisms are all included in the energy ranking. Neighbors of 

polymorphisms are differentiated based on their distance to the nearest polymorphism, and we 

tested different distance criteria to determine how many neighboring residues to include in the 

ranking. Different protease structures (Figure 3-10) were considered to account for protein 

flexibility: a neighbor-polymorphism distance may be smaller or larger than the distance 

criterion depending on the protease conformation, and we took the minimum distance found in 

all structures.  We plotted out energy sum (vdW and electrostatic) of residues within certain 

distance cutoff from the polymorphisms (2 Å to 6 Å, see Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12, Figure 3-13, 

and Figure 3-14) and compared to the total molecular energy profiles (Figure 3-15 and Figure 

3-16, V-VIII). The vdW energy profiles are essentially the same between two subtypes for the 

residues within distance cutoffs we analyzed (Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12), so the relative vdW 

energy difference found in Figure 3-15 V-VI should come from residues distal from 

polymorphisms, most likely the flap region. It is possible that changes in protease core region 

have effect on vdW interactions elsewhere, but overall the vdW difference is much more subtle 

than the electrostatic difference. Based on electrostatic energy profiles (Figure 3-13 and Figure 

3-14), we concluded that distance cutoff 2 Å is enough to give similar trend without involving 

too many residues. 
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Figure 3-10  I-II) Simulations starting structures and crystal structures are labeled on the free 

energy surface. B1 and B2 denote structures after two independent equilibrations of subtype B. C1 

and C2 denote structures after two independent equilibrations of subtype C. Three crystal 

structures are mapped: 2R5P as closed, 1HHP as semiopen, and 1TW7 as open flap conformation. 

III-IV) Five structure clusters used for determining nearby-residue mask and filtering per-residue 

energy contribution are labeled on the free energy surface. 
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Figure 3-11  Sum of per-residue vdW energy, including polymorphisms and nearby residues within 

certain distance cutoff – part 1 of 2. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by purple 

and black squares, respectively. 
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Figure 3-12  Sum of per-residue vdW energy, including polymorphisms and nearby residues within 

certain distance cutoff – part 2 of 2. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by purple 

and black squares, respectively. 
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Figure 3-13  Sum of per-residue electrostatic energy, including polymorphisms and nearby residues 

within certain distance cutoff – part 1 of 2. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by 

purple and black squares, respectively. 
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Figure 3-14  Sum of per-residue electrostatic energy, including polymorphisms and nearby residues 

within certain distance cutoff – part 2 of 2. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by 

purple and black squares, respectively. 
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Figure 3-15  Energy decomposition of sub.B and sub.C simulation snapshots – part 1 of 2. Closed 

and open flap conformations are indicated by purple and black squares, respectively. 
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Figure 3-16  Energy decomposition of sub.B and sub.C simulation snapshots – part 2 of 2. Closed 

and open flap conformations are indicated by purple and black squares, respectively. 

3.2.10 Plotting and structural rendering  
All data plots were generated using Matplotlib module in python [142]. All structure 

images in this article were generated with VMD [1]. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Population shift studied by 1D inter-label distance measurement  
After performing MD simulations of spin-labeled subtype B and C proteases, we 

compared simulation results against EPR experimental data to validate our modeling. In both 

EPR experiment and our MD simulations, MTSL spin labels were added at Cys55 on both 

monomers (Figure 3-10). For a direct comparison to experimental inter-label distance 

population, we histogramed inter-label NN distance (N as nitrogen in the nitroxide group) for 

sub.B and sub.C simulations (Figure 3-17). Consistent with EPR data, the sub.C has population 

shifted from below 35 Å to above, compared to sub.B. The peak around 40 Å in EPR data was 

suggested to represent the open flap conformations [67]. Therefore, both EPR and simulation 

data suggest that subtype C has a larger population of open flap conformation ensemble. We also 
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noticed that the leftmost peak around 30 Å is not reproduced in the simulation, and simulations 

have larger population at long distance (around 45 Å) compared to EPR experiment. These could 

be due to the lack of hydrophobic effects in the implicit solvent model we used. Hydrophobicity, 

if modeled correctly, would promote the curling of flaps, which is suggested to form the leftmost 

peak [67], and discourage the more open/extended flap conformations, which correspond to long 

NN distances. However, we left out the hydrophobic term because of the limitation in current 

implementations [135-138]. Overall, our modeling reproduced the major trend in experimental 

data, and we followed up with more analysis below to elucidate the cause of the difference 

between the two subtypes.   

 

Figure 3-17  Normalized histogram of inter-label nitroxide nitrogen distances compared to EPR 

data from Kear et al. 2009 JACS paper (I) and inter-label Cys-MTSL CαCα distances (II) 

measured from simulations. 

EPR distance populations are converted from spin-label echo intensity. One advantage of 

all-atom MD simulation is that coordinates of every atom are recorded throughout the 

simulation, which can then be processed to retrieve information (distance, torsion, energy, etc.) 

that is not restricted to part of the structure (spin labels in the case of EPR). We measured inter-

label CαCα distance (Cα comes from Cys55 to which the MTSL label is attached, Figure 3-17 II 

and Figure 3-6 I) to eliminate possible influence from the spin label movement. Compared to NN 

distance, CαCα measurement demonstrates more fine details. In other words, NN distance 

distribution curves are smoothed out.   

3.3.2 Spin label dynamics  
Apart from the smoothing effect, using site-directed spin labeling to study HIVPR flap 

dynamics relies on the assumption that spin label does not interact with its surroundings, or does 

so in a consistent way [143], otherwise the population measured would be biased. Here we test 

this assumption by examining the spin label dynamics during the simulation. The sidechain 

dihedral histogram of spin labels are shown in Figure 3-18, Figure 3-19, and Figure 3-20. 

Comparisons were made between different subtypes, different monomers, and different flap 

conformations. Strikingly, the biggest outlier was found to be the X3 angle of spin labels on 

subtype C (column three in Figure 3-18, Figure 3-19, and Figure 3-20, compared row three to the 

other rows), which resulted from sampling of rare X3 dihedral change during the equilibration 

(before production runs). The time dependence of inter-label NN distance, as well as dihedrals 
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further confirmed that sampling of X3 is the slowest of all five sidechain dihedrals (Figure 3-21). 

We then asked if the X3 difference would lead to difference in distance measurement. The NN 

distances for subtype C protease with semiopen flap conformations are 36.3±3.0 and 36.8±2.9 Å 

for negative and positive X3 dihedrals, respectively, which are very close on the distance 

histogram (Figure 3-17 I). Therefore, we concluded that dihedral angle preference of the spin 

label is not affected by different flap conformations.  

 

Figure 3-18  Polar plot of spin label sidechain dihedral during subtype B and subtype C 

simulations. All simulation structures were included in the calculation. 
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Figure 3-19  Polar plot of spin label sidechain dihedral during subtype B and subtype C 

simulations. Only simulation structures with semiopen flap conformations were included in the 

calculation. 
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Figure 3-20  Polar plot of spin label sidechain dihedral during subtype B and subtype C 

simulations. Only snapshots with closed flap conformations were included in the calculation. 

 

Figure 3-21  For subtype C run 11, the time dependence of NN distance as well as different spin 

label side chain dihedral angles are plotted out.  
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However, although the sidechain dihedral distributions are independent of flap 

conformations, the distribution is less symmetric compared to the MTSL rotamer distribution 

published earlier, where Polyhach et al. fixed position of the protein backbone and spin label Cβ 

atom and sampled MTSL sidechain conformations by heating and annealing [144]. For example, 

their MTSL X1 have an even distribution at 60, 180, and 300 degrees, while X1 prefers 180 

degrees in our simulation (Figure 3-18 column one). This could be due to specific local 

interactions that alter spin label rotamer preference.  We calculated the density of the oxygen in 

nitroxide group, to inspect local interactions (Figure 3-22). Although the space visited by the 

nitroxide group is large (Figure 3-22 I), there are two constricted locations with significantly 

higher density, which correspond to spin-label electrostatic interaction with Arg57 (Figure 3-22 

II) and vdW interaction with Pro44/Met46 (Figure 3-22 III and IV). These two interactions can 

form with various χ2/χ3 combinations, but χ1 needs to be near 180 degrees, so local interactions 

likely result in the χ1 preference observed here. Using 5 Å as cutoff for the spin-label-nitroxide 

oxygen to Arg57 Cζ atom distance measurement, the hydrogen bond interaction between the two 

residues is formed about 20% of the time throughout the simulation, for both subtype B and C. 

Therefore in our case the local interactions do not seem to affect subtype comparison. 

 

Figure 3-22  Local specific interactions involving spin label residues. Contour surfaces of spin label 

(nitroxide) oxygen density are shown in transparent blue (low density contour in panel I and high 

density contour in panel II and III). The two highest density regions correspond to spin-label 

electrostatic interaction with Arg57 (shown in licorice representation in panel II) and vdW 
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interaction with Pro44 and Met46 (shown in licorice representation in panel III and in vdW sphere 

representation in panel IV). Spin label residue is labeled as Cnx55.   

3.3.3 Population shift studied by 2D-coordinate system  
In order to more unambiguously delineate population peaks and correlate them with flap 

structure, we defined opening dihedral measurement, in which the flap tip and helix from both 

monomers (Figure 3-6 II) were used to detect the flap handedness switch. Then, a 2D-coordinate 

system involving spin label C to C  distance and opening dihedral measurement was used to 

disperse the 1D distance profile over a 2
nd

 dimension. The population dispersion was then 

converted to free energy profile for comparison. To give a concrete example of the 2D 

dispersion, we also mapped simulation starting structures and crystal structures on the map 

(Figure 3-10 I-II). There are many small differences between sub.B and sub.C free energy 

profiles (Figure 3-23 I-II), but we focused on the central region since the difference around the 

edges (less populated) may result from insufficient sampling. More specifically, since the 

relative energy of semiopen flap conformation (energies are zeroed at the most populated bin, 

see method section for details) is nearly the same in two subtypes, we focused on the difference 

in relative population/energy of closed and open flap conformations (in squares on the free 

energy profile). Experimental 1D distance profile suggests that subtype C disfavors closed flap 

conformation and favors open flap conformation compared to subtype B, our 2D dispersion 

profile confirmed this assumption (Figure 3-23 I-V).  
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Figure 3-23  Free energy profile of sub.B (I), sub.C (II), and mutant (III), and free energy 

difference map of sub.C (IV) and sub.C I36M/A37S/K69H triple mutant (V). In sub.B profile (I), 

the areas corresponding to ensembles of closed, semiopen, and open flap conformations are labeled 

on the 2D map. Two flaps from monomer A and monomer B are colored in orange and magenta, 

respectively, and their heavy atoms are shown in licorice. The regions corresponding to closed 

(purple square) and open (black square) flap conformation peaks are shown in all maps. The 

regions corresponding to semiopen flap conformation are not squared because their relative 
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energies within each subtype are the same. The free energy difference of sub.C and sub.B, and the 

free energy difference of mutant and sub.B, are plotted in panel IV and V, respectively.   

3.3.4 Population shift explained by energy decomposition 
After demonstrating the population shift on a 2D map, we wanted to pinpoint key 

residues responsible for the shift. We expected the changes to come from the polymorphisms, 

since sub.B and sub.C simulations only differ in these locations (see method section for details). 

But we included all residues in our analysis for a more systematic approach. We analyzed each 

residue’s contribution by performing energy decomposition on simulation, and then identified 

key residues through filtering out less relevant ones. It’s worth noting that, due to noise from 

thermal fluctuation and unconverged conformational sampling, using energy decomposition to 

identify key residues has always been challenging [141, 145]. Below, we would first validate that 

the energy profile from energy decomposition reproduces the trend shown in free energy profile 

(converted from and thus equivalent to population profile), and then pinpoint residues 

contributing most to the profile difference between two subtypes.  

We performed energy calculation on snapshots of sub.B and sub.C simulations (about 1 

million structures each) and mapped them onto the same 2D coordinates used for free energy 

profiles (Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16). The total energy terms calculated include internal (bond, 

angle, and dihedral), vdW, electrostatic, and GB solvation energy. The mapped total energy 

profiles (Figure 3-15 I-II) match well with the free energy profiles (Figure 3-23 I-II): subtype B 

has lower relative energy in closed flap structures, which are more populated, and higher relative 

energy in open flap structures, which are less populated. The total energy trend will not match 

the free energy trend exactly, because factors like entropy were not included in the calculation. 

Generally, structures with small  C to C  distance indicates collapsed flaps and less entropy, 

while structures with large C to C  distance means detached flaps and more entropy. But here 

we assume entropy acts similarly on different systems since they share the same flap sequence. 

Looking at energy components (Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16 III-X), relative internal energies are 

essentially the same for the two subtypes, relative vdW energies are the same for open flap 

conformations but have some difference in closed flap conformations, and relative electrostatic 

energies match very well with the total energy trend although they are offset by GB solvation 

energies. Therefore, we decided to focus on vdW and electrostatic energies for further analysis. 

The good match between the molecular potential energy profile and the free energy 

profile ensures that we could find key residues, which are responsible for the population shift, by 

decomposing the potential energy into per-residue contribution. We asked whether 

polymorphisms and their neighbors cause most of the population shift. By filtering per-residue 

energies with different distance criteria, we confirmed that the energy sum of polymorphisms 

and their neighbors within 2Å, which includes 24 residues out of 198 residues, gives a decent 

match to the free energy profile (Figure 3-14 IX and X compared to Figure 3-23 I and II, see the 

methods section for details). These 24 residues were ranked (Table 3-1 and Table 3-2) which 

showed that subtype B has favorable energy for closed structures mainly due to residue 69 and 

35, contributing -3.7 and -3.4 kcal/mol, respectively, and subtype B has less favorable energy for 

open structures mainly due to residue 69 and 88, contributing 5.6 and 4.6 kcal/mol, respectively. 

We then investigated these three residues’ contribution by ranking per-residue-pair energies 

among the three polymorphisms (35/69/88) and their neighbors (within 5Å distance cutoff) in 

subtype C simulations. From the 2D map of pairs picked out, interactions near residue 35 and 69 
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led to big change in the relative energy of closed and open flap conformations, interactions near 

residue 88 are not as distinguishing (Figure 3-24). Therefore, we examined simulation 

trajectories to determine the mechanism through which change at residue 35 and 69 can lead to 

difference in flap dynamics.    

Residue Subtype B Subtype C Subtype B – subtype C 
   69   0.1 +/-  0.0   3.8 +/-  0.3  -3.7 

   35  -13.9 +/-  0.7  -10.5 +/-  1.9  -3.4 

   88  -0.6 +/-  0.1   1.2 +/-  0.4  -1.8 

   14  -1.1 +/-  0.6   0.2 +/-  0.6  -1.3 

   15   0.0 +/-  0.1   0.2 +/-  0.1  -0.2 

   20   3.2 +/-  0.5   3.3 +/-  0.7  -0.1 

   37  -0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.0 +/-  0.0  -0.1 

   11  -0.1 +/-  0.0  -0.1 +/-  0.1   0.0 

   13   0.0 +/-  0.0  -0.0 +/-  0.1   0.0 

   16   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   19  -0.0 +/-  0.0  -0.1 +/-  0.1   0.0 

   38  -0.1 +/-  0.0  -0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.0 

   66  -0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.1  -0.0 

   68   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   90   0.0 +/-  0.1  -0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   94   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   12   0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.1 +/-  0.0   0.1 

   36   0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.0 +/-  0.0   0.1 

   89   0.0 +/-  0.0  -0.1 +/-  0.2   0.1 

   93   0.2 +/-  0.0  -0.0 +/-  0.1   0.2 

   18   0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.2 +/-  0.1   0.3 

   92   0.4 +/-  0.5  -0.2 +/-  0.2   0.6 

   70   0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.9 +/-  0.6   1.0 

   87   1.4 +/-  0.2  -0.1 +/-  1.0   1.5 

Table 3-1  Per-residue (relative) electrostatic energy. From left to right: residue number, relative 

energy of subtype B protease dimer with closed flap conformation (square [18, 24, -28, -11]) relative 

to semiopen conformation (square [25, 27, -10, 5]), relative energy of subtype C closed 

conformation relative to semiopen conformation, subtype B relative energy minus subtype C 

relative energy. Error bars calculated as the difference between two monomers. Residues are 

ranked by the last column. Important residues picked out are shown in bold. 
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Residue Subtype B Subtype C Subtype B – subtype C 
   87  -4.6 +/-  0.6  -2.7 +/-  0.4  -1.9 

   92   2.1 +/-  0.2   3.1 +/-  0.7  -0.9 

   35   7.4 +/-  2.2   8.0 +/-  0.6  -0.6 

   14   1.1 +/-  0.2   1.5 +/-  0.1  -0.4 

   89  -0.0 +/-  0.0   0.2 +/-  0.1  -0.3 

   18   0.2 +/-  0.0   0.3 +/-  0.0  -0.2 

   37  -0.0 +/-  0.1   0.0 +/-  0.0  -0.1 

   38   0.1 +/-  0.0   0.2 +/-  0.0  -0.1 

   90   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.1 +/-  0.0  -0.1 

   16   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   36  -0.1 +/-  0.0  -0.0 +/-  0.1  -0.0 

   66   0.2 +/-  0.0   0.3 +/-  0.0  -0.0 

   68   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   93   0.1 +/-  0.0   0.1 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   94   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 +/-  0.0   0.0 

   11   0.2 +/-  0.1   0.2 +/-  0.0   0.1 

   12   0.0 +/-  0.0  -0.1 +/-  0.1   0.1 

   13   0.2 +/-  0.1   0.1 +/-  0.0   0.1 

   15   0.1 +/-  0.1  -0.0 +/-  0.1   0.1 

   19   0.1 +/-  0.0   0.1 +/-  0.0   0.1 

   20  -0.0 +/-  0.7  -0.5 +/-  0.2   0.5 

   70   3.0 +/-  0.6   1.4 +/-  0.2   1.7 

   88   0.0 +/-  0.2  -4.7 +/-  2.0   4.7 

   69  -0.1 +/-  0.1  -5.6 +/-  0.3   5.6 

Table 3-2  Per-residue (relative) electrostatic energy. From left to right: residue number, relative 

energy of subtype B protease dimer with open flap conformation (square [28, 34, -12, -5]) relative to 

semiopen conformation (square [25, 27, -10, -5]), relative energy of subtype C closed conformation 

relative to semiopen conformation, subtype B relative energy minus subtype C relative energy. 

Error bars calculated as the difference between two monomers. Residues are ranked by the last 

column. Important residues picked out are shown in bold. 
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Figure 3-24  Electrostatic pair energy near residue 35, 69, and 88. I-II) Electrostatic energy of pair 

35-57. III-IV) Electrostatic energy of pair 69-93 and 69-99’. V-VI)  Electrostatic energy of pair 30-

88 and 31-88. Closed and open flap conformations are indicated by purple and black squares, 

respectively. 
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Comparing subtype B and C with closed flap conformation we found that M36I and I15V 

polymorphisms likely cause the disruption of vdW packing among residue 36, fulcrum region 

(residue 10 to 23), and other branched residues in the back (Ile33, Leu38, etc. in Figure 3-25 I-

II). This disruption, along with the S37A polymorphism, worsens the hydrogen bonding network 

involving Arg57 and Glu35 (Figure 3-25 I-II). The decoupling between fulcrum and elbow 

(residue 37 to 42) due to vdW packing disruption, and the decoupling between elbow and flap 

region due to hydrogen bond disturbance, likely promotes the flap motion and transition to 

semiopen and open flap conformations. The open conformations feature tighter packing between 

the fulcrum and elbow, and have more favorable entropy at flap tips. 

Comparing subtype B and C with open flap conformation (Figure 3-25 III-IV), the 

superior ability of subtype C protease to form salt bridge between residue 69 and termini 

residues is quite obvious. Because of the H69K polymorphism, Lys69 in subtype C protease has 

longer and charged sidechain to optimize its hydrogen bonding with terminal residue Phe99 on 

the opposite monomer, and Leu83 on the same monomer. These hydrogen bonds in turn bring 

the cantilever (residue 59 to 75) closer to the termini region, which stabilizes the open flap 

conformation. In contrast, in our simulations of subtype B with either neutral or protonated 

His69, the hydrogen bond is much weaker. 

 

Figure 3-25  Simulation snapshots of subtype B (I and III) and subtype C (II and IV) with either 

closed flap conformation (protein backbone in grey, I and II) or open flap conformation (protein 
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backbone in pink, III and IV). Residues are shown in licorice representation and labeled with black 

text. Residues in the back are rendered as transparent with cyan label to facilitate visualization. 

Hydrogen bonds are indicated with black dotted lines. 

Histidine has a pKa value near physiological pH. We had modeled His69 (the only 

Histidine in sub.B sequence) as neutral. However, H69 may become protonated when it comes 

closer to the termini region. Therefore, we also performed subtype B simulation with protonated 

His69 to investigate the influence of protonation/size. Both 1D distance measurement (Figure 

3-26 I and II) and 2D free energy map (Figure 3-26 III and IV) show that the influence is 

negligible. 
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Figure 3-26  Normalized histogram of inter-label nitroxide nitrogen distances compared to EPR 

data from Kear et al. 2009 JACS paper (I) and inter-label Cys-MTSL CαCα distances (II) 

measured from simulations. Error bars were calculated as standard error of the mean (SEM) of 

independent runs. Free energy profile of sub.B HIP (IV) compared to sub.B (III). Closed and open 

flap conformations are indicated by purple and black squares, respectively. The free energy 

difference of sub.B HIP and sub.B is plotted in panel V.   
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3.3.5 Key polymorphisms validated and linked to drug resistant mutations  
Since we included assumptions and simplifications in our study (potential energy profile 

does not match free energy profile perfectly, we did not study solvation energy in details, etc.), it 

is possible we have left out important information. In order to validate our hypothesis, we 

simulated subtype C mutant where three polymorphisms were back-mutated to subtype B 

sequences: M36/S37/I15. We expected the mutant simulation to give similar profile as subtype 

B, since the three residues were proposed to cause the predominant difference in flap 

conformations. Indeed, both the 1D distance measurement (Figure 3-17) and the 2D free energy 

map (Figure 3-23) show that the mutant has more population with closed flap conformation and 

less population with open flap conformation, just like subtype B.  

Both M36 and H69 are susceptible to drug resistance associated mutation. Commonly 

found mutations are M36I, M36L, M36V, H69K and H69R. The resistance strategy at each 

location seems well defined: 1), all three mutations at position 36 are transforming methionine 

into a shorter, branched, and non-polar residue, so that the packing with surrounding branched 

residues is hampered, and 2), both mutations at position 69 are transforming Histidine into a base 

with a longer sidechain, so that the hydrogen bonding with the termini is facilitated. Putting it all 

together, these mutations work synergically to shift the flap conformation population from closed 

to semiopen and open. Since existing drugs inhibiting HIVPR are all targeting the closed 

conformation, it is conceivable that a protease less prone to close the flaps is less likely to bind 

drug well (it needs to overcome greater strain energy to accommodate the binding). Moreover, 

like the binding pathway studies suggested [51, 52]. due to the size difference between 

commercial drugs and polypeptide chains (as natural substrate of retroviral proteases), the fast 

tumbling of drugs could expediate their release when the flaps are not properly closed, while the 

long substrate could be kept in as long as the flaps are not fully open.   

 

3.4 Conclusions 
In this study, we performed MD simulations of spin-labeled HIVPR subtype B and C, to 

provide atomic explanation of the flap-conformation preference change previously suggested by 

EPR data. We combined batch simulation technique and implicit solvent model (previously 

validated on HIVPR [130]) to speed up conformational sampling, and used energy 

decomposition to propose key polymorphisms (M36I, S37A, and H69K) for the preference 

change. Structural analysis revealed that these polymorphisms work synergically to shift the flap 

conformation population from closed to open, which seems tightly related to the drug resistance 

strategy at position 36 and 69: the equilibrium shift results in an expanded binding pocket that 

may loosen the binding of small drugs but retain long substrate chain. We validated our 

hypothesis by additional batch simulations of mutant strains, and predicted EPR curves suitable 

for future experimental comparison. We also examined the local interactions of spin labels with 

HIVPR residues, which is hard to probe with experiments. Our results suggest that spin label 

sidechain rotation smoothes out EPR curves, and spin labels do have specific non-bonded 

interactions with nearby residues. However, their dihedral preference is not affected by different 

flap conformations, nor do the subtype spectral differences arise from conformational differences 

in the labels. Overall, by collaborating with experimentalists and providing insights into the 

dynamics and energetics of polymorphisms/drug resistance, we plan to design next generation 
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HIVPR inhibitors with higher efficacy towards non-B subtypes and multi-drug resistant strains in 

the future.  
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Chapter 4 HIV-1 protease multi-drug resistance studied by binding 

affinity calculations and communication network analysis 

4.1 Introduction 
Current anti-AIDS drugs include those inhibiting viral entry and those inhibiting key 

enzymes in HIV life cycle. The protease inhibitors were among the first anti-AIDS drugs to be 

marketed, and helped to turn AIDS from a death sentence to a chronic disease. However, soon 

after the anti-AIDS drugs were released to the market, the drug resistance problem emerged. 

Drugs were no longer as effective as when they were first taken, which called for continuous 

development of new AIDS inhibitors. The drug resistance problem is particularly obstinate in the 

case of HIV because of its heterogeneous genome.  

To date, nine drugs targeting HIV protease have been approved by FDA (Table 4-1). 

Their inhibitors are larger than average drugs on the market, each having around 100 atoms and 

15 rotatable bonds (Figure 4-1). They also differ in the entropy-enthalpy composition of their 

binding free energies to the protease. The binding of earlier protease inhibitors are usually 

entropy driven, while the binding of more recent inhibitors have significant gain in the enthalpy 

component. 

 

Brand Name Generic Name Manufacturer Name Approval Date 

Invirase Saquinavir(SQV) mesylate Hoffmann-La Roche 6-Dec-95 

Norvir Ritonavir (RTV) Abbott Laboratories 1-Mar-96 

Crixivan Indinavir (IDV) Merck 13-Mar-96 

Viracept Nelfinavir (NFV) mesylate Agouron Pharmaceuticals 14-Mar-97 

Fortovase Saquinavir (no longer marketed) Hoffmann-La Roche 7-Nov-97 

Agenerase Amprenavir (APV) GlaxoSmithKline 15-Apr-99 

Kaletra Lopinavir and ritonavir (LPV/RTV) Abbott Laboratories 15-Sep-00 

Reyataz Atazanavir (ATV) sulfate Bristol-Myers Squibb 20-Jun-03 

Lexiva Fosamprenavir (FOS-APV) Calcium GlaxoSmithKline 20-Oct-03 

Aptivus Tipranavir (TPV) Boehringer Ingelheim 22-Jun-05 

Prezista Darunavir (DRV) Tibotec, Inc. 23-Jun-06 

Table 4-1 Information on HIV protease drugs proved by FDA. 
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Figure 4-1  2D representation of HIV protease inhibitors.  

To design new protease inhibitors that remain efficient upon drug resistant mutations, we 

aimed to understand the mechanisms of drug resistance. We are mainly interested in two 

problems: 1) how does certain HIVPR drug respond to drug resistance mutations, and 2) how the 

responses differ in different protease drugs. All-atom MD simulation is a good method for 

answering these questions, because the method has been improved over several decades through 

tuning parameters against experiments [64, 70, 77, 84], and was applied to study protein-ligand 

interactions over years due to its high resolution in time (femtosecond time scale) and space 

(atomic resolution) [146-148]. Using MD simulation as a tool, we studied the binding free 

energy change of protease-inhibitor complex due to drug resistance mutations. The drug 

resistance mutations involve those near the active site, and those distal from the active site 

(Figure 3-2). We first used thermodynamic integration (TI) method to study the binding free 

energy change upon active-site drug-resistance mutation. Then, since we are more interested in 

the drug resistance mutations distal from the active site, whose influence to the binding is less 

clear, we compared the response of first generation HIVPR drug, second generation inhibitor 

drug, and natural substrate upon multi-drug-resistance mutations. It was suggested previously 

that second generation drugs perform better upon multi-drug-resistance mutations than the first 

generation drugs [149], we expected to see that first generation drug loses more binding affinity 

than the second generation drug, while the natural substrate is less or equally affected by the 

mutations compared to the second generation drug. The goal of this study is to elucidate the role 

of distal mutations from the active site that cause drug resistance, and then suggest ways to 
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improve the efficacy of current inhibitors accordingly. Such information is not readily available 

from experimental data. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Thermodynamic integration 
Thermodynamic integration (TI) is a way to calculate the free energy difference between 

two states by sampling configurations of the intermediate states, and MD simulation is usually 

used for the configuration sampling. Given two states A and B, with potential energy UA and UB, 

we could create a new potential energy function defined as: 

 ( )        (       ) 

Equation 4-1  Potential energy function in thermodynamic integration.  

Here, λ is a coupling factor between 0 and 1, and thus the potential energy is a function of λ. 

When λ is 0 the potential energy is the same as state A, when λ is 1 the potential energy is the 

same as state B, and when λ is a value between 0 and 1 the potential energy becomes an 

intermediate as well. 

In canonical ensemble, where N, V, and T are constant, the partition function of the 

system can be written as: 

 (       )   ∑   [   ( )   ]

 

 

Equation 4-2  Partition function in thermodynamic integration. 

Then we could derive the change in free energy by taking its derivative with respect to λ and we 

get: 
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Equation 4-3  Derivation of thermodynamic integration. 

 

So the change in free energy between state A and B can be computed by integrating the 

ensemble average for the change in potential energy as a function of parameter λ. In practice, a 

potential energy function linking state A and B is defined first. Then  a series of MD simulations 

is performed, each sampling structures of one particular point on the path between A and B. 

Then the derivative of the potential energy in respect to parameter λ is calculated for each point 

along the path.  At last the integration is performed to obtain the free energy change between the 

two states. 
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Commonly, TI is used in combination with a thermodynamic cycle. For example, when 

calculating the binding free energy difference between wild type protease and mutant protease to 

the same inhibitor, we could construct a thermodynamic cycle linking the states of apo and 

bound proteases (Figure 4-2). The advantage of such thermodynamic cycle is that using the 

Equation 4-4, we could calculate the binding free energy difference using the 

alchemical/imaginary pathways (blue arrows in Figure 4-2), which are only achievable through 

simulations but gives the same energy difference as if we simulated the more difficult binding 

processes (green arrows in Figure 4-2 that require simulating the inhibitor coming from 

extremely far away). 

 

 

Figure 4-2  A diagram illustrating the thermodynamic cycle of thermodynamic integration for 

protease-inhibitor binding. MU: mutant protease. WT: wild type protease. MU-DRUG: mutant 

protease bound to inhibitor. WT-DRUG: wild type protease bound to the same inhibitor. 

∆Gsolventenv: free energy difference between MU and WT in solvent environment where the active 

site is exposed to solvent. ∆Gcomplexenv: free energy difference between MU-DRUG and WT-

DRUG in complex environment where the active site is bound with the ligand (complex solvated in 

solvent). ∆Gmubind: free energy difference between apo and holo mutant protease in solvent. 

∆Gwtbind: free energy difference between apo and holo wild type protease in solvent.   

 

                                              

Equation 4-4  Equation of the thermodynamic cycle of thermodynamic integration for protease-

inhibitor binding. 
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4.2.2 Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MMPBSA) 
Apart from TI, molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MMPBSA) is 

another way to calculate binding affinity. Similar to TI, the theory of MMPBSA could also be 

illustrated by a thermodynamic cycle, but the cycle would involve binding in two phases: solvent 

environment and vacuum environment (Figure 4-3). According to the thermodynamic cycle 

constructed, we could calculate the binding free energy of the ligand and the protein in solvent 

environment using Equation 4-5:  

 

Figure 4-3  Diagram illustrating the thermodynamic cycle of MMPBSA for protein-ligand binding. 

Yellow square represents the ligand, while the pink pie represents the protein. ∆Gvacuum_bind: 

binding free energy in vacuum. ∆Gvacuum_bind: binding free energy in vacuum. ∆Gsolv_bind: 

binding free energy in solvent. ∆Gsolv_ligand: solvation free energy of the ligand. ∆Gsolv_protein: 

solvation free energy of the protein. ∆Gsolv_complex: solvation free energy of the complex. 

 

                                             (                             ) 

Equation 4-5  Equation of the thermodynamic cycle of MMPBSA for protease-ligand binding. 

 

The terms on the right side of the Equation 4-5 could be calculated accordingly using MMPBSA. 

More specifically, ∆Gvacuum_bind is calculated by molecular mechanics (MM), while the polar 

and nonpolar components of the solvation energies (∆Gsolv_ligand, ∆Gsolv_protein, and 
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∆Gsolv_complex) are calculated by Poison-Boltzmann (PB) and surface area (SA) terms, 

respectively. Since these calculations don’t involve entropy components, an entropy term could 

be added using methods such quasi-harmonic analysis [150], if necessary. 

The binding free energy examined from MMPBSA is the absolute energy of protein-

ligand binding, rather than the free energy change calculated by TI.  There are generally two 

ways to perform MMPBSA calculation on protein-ligand binding: the one-trajectory method and 

the three-trajectory method (Figure 4-4). In one-trajectory method only the protein-ligand 

complex is simulated, and then the coordinates of the protein and the ligand are extracted from 

the complex trajectory, to represent their dynamics before the binding. In three-trajectory 

method, three independent simulations are carried out for the ligand, the protein, and the 

complex, respectively. The three-trajectory method takes care of the dynamics change of the 

partners before and after the binding. However, because it also introduces noise that may take 

much longer time to converge, the one-trajectory method is used more often instead [139, 141, 

151]. 

 

Figure 4-4  Comparison between one-trajectory (green background) and three-trajectory (purple 

background) MMPBSA method. Yellow square represents the ligand, while the pink pie represents 

the protein. In one-trajectory method, only the protein-ligand complex simulation is performed. In 

three-trajectory method, three simulations are carried out, corresponding to the ligand, the protein, 

and the complex, respectively. 

4.2.3 Communication network analysis 
Communication network analysis could be done on structures generated through MD 

simulations or elastic network models to understand the signal propagation in protein dynamics 

and function [152, 153]. We utilized such method to test the hypothesis that those drug resistance 

mutations distal from the active site may affect the binding through altering their communication 

with the active site. More specifically, we defined the communication propensity (CP) of each 

residue pair as the variance of the pair distance, as defined in Equation 4-6 [153]: 

    〈(           )
 
〉 

Equation 4-6  Communication propensity (CP) of residue i and j, where dij is the distance between 

the Cα atoms of residue i and j, and dij,ave is the average distance between the Cα atoms of residue i 

and j. 

Under such definition, the two residues whose distance has small amplitude fluctuations (small 

CP values) are regarded as communicating efficiently since the change in position of one residue 
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would influence/reflect on the other residue, while the two residues whose distance has large 

amplitude fluctuations (large CP values) are regarded as communicating poorly since the change 

in one residue’s position may not affect its partner because of the intrinsic amplitude of distance 

fluctuation. 

4.2.4 HIVPR-inhibitor binding free energy change upon active site mutations 

4.2.4.1 Simulation setup 

Four crystal structures were used in this study, with PDB ID 1MRW, 1MRX, 1MSM, and 

1MSN [154]. 1MRW is the wild type protease bound to experimental inhibitor KNI577 (WT-

577), 1MRX is the active site mutant (V82F/I84V) bound to experimental inhibitor KNI577 

(MUT-577), 1MSM is the wild type protease bound to experimental inhibitor KNI764 (WT-

764), and 1MSN is the active site mutant (V82F/I84V) bound to experimental inhibitor KNI764 

(MUT-764). All four crystals contain triple mutation Q7K/L33I/L63I to prevent the HIVPR 

auto-cleavage event during experiments. The non-charge parameters of the inhibitors (KNI577 

and KNI764) were obtained from generalized AMBER force field (GAFF [133, 134]). The 

AM1BCC method [155] was used for their charge parameters. 

Binding free energy change was calculated for three systems: L19A mutation (alchemical 

pathway) when the protease is either apo or bound to KNI577 inhibitor, V82F/I84V active site 

mutation when the protein is either apo or bound to KNI577 inhibitor, V82F/I84V active site 

mutation when the protein is either apo or bound to KNI764 inhibitor (Figure 4-5 and Figure 

4-6).  

 

Figure 4-5  The chemical structure of KNI577 (A) and KNI764 (B). Both inhibitors share the same 

scaffold and functional groups, the only exception is at P2’ position. 
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Figure 4-6  Binding free energy change were calculated for three systems using thermodynamic 

integration. Protein backbone shown as green ribbon, with the flaps removed to facilitate 

visualization. The inhibitor heavy atoms are shown as yellow vdW spheres. Left: control 

experiment where we mutated a surface residue distal from the active site while the protease is 

bound to inhibitor KNI577. The mutation sites on both monomers are shown as blue vdW spheres. 

Middle: mutation at two residues near the active site while the protease is bound to inhibitor 

KNI577. The mutation sites on both monomers are shown as red vdW spheres. Right: mutation at 

two residues near the active site (same mutations as the middle image) while the protease is bound 

to inhibitor KNI764. The mutation sites on both monomers are shown as red vdW spheres. 

 A truncated-octahedron TIP3P water box was added, with 8 Å minimum clearance from 

the boundaries, to each apo or holo structure prior to TI simulations, resulting in adding about 

7,200 water molecules. 

4.2.4.2 TI Simulation 

With thermodynamic integration method implemented in AMBER simulation package 

[24], we calculated the free energy change upon mutation of specific protease residue(s) (Figure 

4-2). The alchemical pathway of mutating protease residues is broken down into three steps: 

disappearing the charge of mutated residue(s), vdW volume transformation, and appearing the 

charge of the new residue(s). Breaking down the transformation as well as using a “softcore” 

Lennard-Jones scaling ([156]) help to improve simulation stability when large changes are 

simulated. In total six sets of simulations were carried out for each TI cycle (to get binding free 

energy change for one system in Figure 4-6): three-step-transformation when the apo protease is 

in the solvent and three-step-transformation when the holo protease is in the solvent. 

For the free energy change upon L19A mutation, which is a surface residue, only 19 

windows each transformation step were needed to get smooth energy derivative vs. lambda curve 

for the integration. For free energy change upon V82F/I84V double mutation, which involves 

residues near the active site and presumably have more influence on the binding, 39 windows 

were needed for each transformation step to get smooth energy derivative vs. lambda curve for 

the integration. 
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For each window, the solvated initial structure was first subjected to a 5000-step energy 

minimization. Then, the system was heated from 100 K to 298 K temperature over 100 ps while 

positional restraints are added on the heavy atoms (force constant 100 kcal/mol•Å
2
), after which 

the system was equilibrated at 298 K for 300 ps with the positional restraints   force constant 10 

kcal/mol•Å
2
. Then sidechains were equilibrated at 298 K for a total of 500 ps: in the first 250 ps, 

positional restraints were added on backbone heavy atoms with force constant 10 kcal/mol•Å
2
, 

and in the second 250 ps, the force constant was decreased to 1 kcal/mol•Å
2
. At last, 1 ns 

unrestrained constant pressure TI simulation was performed for each window, from which the 

energy derivatives were calculated. Time step was 2 fs. SHAKE Berendsen temperature and 

pressure control [25] were used. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using 

SHAKE [28] with geometry tolerance of 10
-5

. Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) [29-32] were used to 

calculate long range electrostatic interactions, and a 8 Å cutoff was used for vdW interactions. 

For the TI transformation mask, only the sidechain atoms of mutating residues were involved. 

4.2.4.3 MMPBSA 

Conventional explicit solvent simulations of protease-inhibitor complexes were carried 

out for WT-577, MU-577, WT-764, and MU-764. Simulation trajectories were then subjected to 

MMPBSA calculations to pinpoint key residues responsible for the binding free energy change. 

Since the HIVPR with deprotonated active site, where both Asp residues are 

deprotonated, would cause the inhibitor to significantly deviate from its crystal position during 

the protease-inhibitor complex simulation, we protonated Asp25 on monomer A. The mono-

protonated active site maintained the inhibitor at an orientation closer to the crystal structure. 

The His69 were treated as protonated on both monomers. A truncated-octahedron water box was 

added with 8 Å clearance from the edges. After energy minimization and equilibration, which 

follow the same protocol as discussed in page 17, three independent production runs, 20 ns each, 

were carried out for each protease-inhibitor complex. Coordinates of the production runs were 

recorded every 2 ps and used for MMPBSA calculation. 

The sander module in AMBER was used for MMPBSA calculation. The solvent probe 

radius probe in Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) energy calculation was 1.6 Å (the default value) and the 

surface tension value in surface area (SA) calculation was 0.0072 (the default value). Energy 

decomposition used the same principles as previously introduced in MMGBSA decomposition 

(page 37). 

4.2.4.4 ACCENT 

The configurationally entropy of the ligand before or after binding was estimated using 

ACCENT program [157, 158]. 

4.2.5 HIVPR-inhibitor binding free energy change upon multi-drug resistance 

mutations 

4.2.5.1 Simulation setup 

The charge parameters of inhibitor IDV (Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1) and TMC-126 (T12, 

Figure 4-7) were generated through multi-conformational RESP charge fitting. First, the 

coordinates of IDV and T12 were obtained from crystal structures 1SDT and 2I4V, respectively. 

Second, hydrogen atoms were added by tleap module in AMBER 11 simulation package [23], 
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and antechamber was used to assign initial charge using AM1-BCC model. Third, each inhibitor 

was then solvated in a TIP3P water box with about 500 water molecules, and went through 

energy minimization, equilibration, and 100 ns unrestrained MD simulation. Fourth, structural 

clustering was performed on simulation trajectories. At last, the representative structures of three 

largest clusters were subjected to geometry optimization (HF/6-31* level) and multi-

conformational RESP charge fitting (MP2 level) using  Gaussian98 [159] and R.E.D server 

[160]. The non-charge parameters of IDV and T12 were generated using antechamber module 

and generalized AMBER force field [133] in AMBER. 

 

Figure 4-7  Comparison of the 2D-scheme between Darunavir (left, also named as DRV or TMC-

114) and TMC-126 (right). The only structure difference is in P2’. 

Six sets of protease-ligand simulations were prepared: wild type HIVPR bound to IDV, 

MDR mutant (L10I/M46I/I54V/V82A/I84V/L90M) bound to IDV, wild type HIVPR bound to 

T12, MDR mutant bound to T12, wild type HIVPR bound to substrate (RT-RH, with sequence 

Ala-Glu-Thr-Phe-Tyr-Val-Asp-Gly-Ala), MDR mutant bound to substrate. Three crystal 

structures were used:1SDT, 2I4V, and 1KJG, corresponding to the protease bound to IDV, T12, 

and RT-RH substrate, correspondingly. Virtual mutations were performed with swissPDB to 

match sequences to ones used in this study. Water molecules found in crystal structures that do 

not introduce clashes with mutated residues are kept. For protease-inhibitor simulations, the 

protease is protonated at one catalytic residue Asp25 (deprotonated on the other catalytic Asp25). 

For protease-natural substrate simulations the protease is diprotonated at the active site. 

Molprobity website (molprobity.biochem.duke.edu) was used to check crystal geometry and add 

hydrogen atoms. The starting structures were then solvated with truncated-octahedron TIP3P 

water box (about 7,200 water molecules added). Counter ions, either sodium or chloride ions, 

were added to neutralize the system.  

4.2.5.2 Simulation 

After energy minimization and equilibration, which followed the same protocol as 

introduced earlier on page 18, we performed batch simulations with random starting velocities, 

to speed up the convergence of conformation/energy samplings [71]. In total 50 runs were 

performed for each protein-ligand set, and each run was 4 ns. Berendsen temperature and 
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pressure control [25] was used to maintain the system at 298 K and 1 atm. Other simulation 

parameters were the same as introduced earlier (page 18). 

4.2.5.3 MMPBSA 

Simulation structures at 200 ps interval were subjected to MMPBSA calculation (about 

10,000 structures for each protease-ligand set) using the sander module in AMBER. The solvent 

probe radius probe in Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) energy calculation was 1.6 Å (the default value) 

and the surface tension value in surface area (SA) calculation was 0.0072 (the default value). 

Energy decomposition followed the same principles as previously introduced in MMGBSA 

decomposition (page 37). 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 HIVPR-inhibitor binding free energy change upon active site mutations 

4.3.1.1 Free energy change studied by thermodynamic integration (TI) 

Previously, Vega et al. performed isothermal titration calorimetry experiments to 

characterize the binding affinity of KNI577 and KNI764 before and after active site double 

mutation (V82F/I84V). They found that KNI764 is more tolerant to drug resistance mutations 

[154]. To assess the ability of thermodynamic integration (TI) method to reproduce 

experimentally measured binding free energy change, we carried out TI simulations of the 

protease bound to KNI577 or KNI764. Additional simulations of protease bound to KNI577 

were performed to calculate binding free energy change upon surface residue mutation (L19A), 

which presumably has little effect on the binding, as a control (Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6).  

The comparison between computed and experimental binding free energy change is 

shown below (Table 4-2). As expected the surface mutation L19A has much less effect than 

active site mutations V82F/I84V, while the KNI764 is more tolerant to the drug resistant active 

site mutations. Although no experimental data are available for L19A mutation, the experimental 

data for the active site double mutation V82F/I84V are close to those calculated from TI. 

inhibitor mutation Computed by TI 

(kcal/mol) 

Experimental data 
KNI577 L19A -0.3  N/A 

KNI577 V82F/I84V  2.7  3.3 ± 0.2 
KNI764 V82F/I84V  1.2  1.9 ± 0.2 

Table 4-2  Inhibitor binding free energy change upon mutation(s) in HIVPR. Experimental data 

were taken from Vega et al. 2004 Proteins paper. The TI error bars are calculated as the sum of 

standard error of the mean (SEM) of six transformation steps in each protein-inhibitor calculation. 

As a way to check the convergence of TI calculations, we plotted out the integral versus 

time information, for each transformation step (Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9). TI simulation is 

assumed to be converged when the integral does not change with time. Notably, vdW 

transformation integral has relatively higher amplitude of fluctuation in both protease-KNI577 

and protease-KNI764 simulations (step2, panel C in both Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9). However, 

although the standard deviation of the data is high, the data average is smooth and comparable to 

step 1 and 3 (panel D in both Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9). Overall, the integral of all steps reached 
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plateau after 1 ns of production run. Therefore, we concluded that our TI simulations are 

converged, and this method could be used in the future to compare the free energy change among 

different protease-inhibitor complexes. 

 

Figure 4-8  Integral vs. time curves for thermodynamic integration simulations of protease bound 

to inhibitor KNI577. Double mutation V82F/I84V was simulated. Complex environment (ligand 
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bound) simulation results are in black, and solvent environment (unbound) simulation results are 

in red. Panels B, D, and F are averaging every 10 data points on panel A, C, and E, respectively. 

 

Figure 4-9  Integral vs. time curves for thermodynamic integration simulations of protease bound 

to inhibitor KNI764. Double mutation V82F/I84V was simulated. Complex environment (ligand 

bound) simulation results are in black, and solvent environment (unbound) simulation results are 

in red. Panels B, D, and F are averaging every 10 data points on panel A, C, and E, respectively. 
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4.3.1.2 Free energy change studied by MMPBSA and ACCENT  

Although TI is good at predicting the relative binding energy, it is less informative for 

understanding where the energy difference comes from. So we performed molecular mechanics 

Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MMPBSA) calculations to study the protease-inhibitor 

interactions. 

Firstly, we compared the calculated free energy change and free energy components 

(Table 4-3) to experiments (Table 4-4). Note that although in experiments the binding enthalpy is 

measured separately from the entropy change, the calculated enthalpy in MMPBSA (third 

column in Table 4-3) already contained the solvent entropy components.  Therefore the absolute 

values of energy components calculated are not comparable directly to the experimental data. 

However, if we assume that solvent entropy change is similar between KNI764 and KNI577 

binding, since the two inhibitors share the same scaffold and water mediated interactions, then 

the relative energy within each energy components (relative energy of the four rows of data 

within column three of Table 4-3, etc.) should be comparable. Similar to experimental data, our 

calculation demonstrated that there is enthalpy loss upon active site mutation when the protease 

is bound to either KNI764 or KNI577, and there is favorable energy gain in the entropy term 

upon mutation when KNI764 is bound to the protease, rather than the unfavorable entropy 

experienced by KNI577 upon active site mutations. The different entropy response between 

KNI577 and KNI764 is likely because KNI764 has one more rotatable bond than KNI577, which 

enables it to better accommodate the drug-resistant mutations. However, probably because of an 

underestimation of the mutant-KNI764 entropy (21.5 kcal/mol), the 3.5 kcal/mol entropy gain is 

much larger the 0.4 kcal/mol entropy gain in experimental data, which affects the free energy 

comparison. Overall, the free energy we calculated is comparable to experimental data, except 

for mutant-KNI764 complex. 

inhibitor Protease sequence ∆H – T∆Ssolv         -∆Sconf ∆G 
KNI764 V82F/I84V -39.2 ± 0.0 21.5 ± 0.0 -17.8 ± 0.0 

KNI764 Wild type -41.9 ± 0.0  25.0 ± 0.0 -16.9 ± 0.0 

KNI577 V82F/I84V -29.5 ± 0.0 18.4 ± 0.0 -11.1 ± 0.0 

KNI577 Wild type -32.6 ± 0.0 17.2 ± 0.0  -15.4 ± 0.0 

Table 4-3  Absolute energy (unit in kcal/mol) of protease-inhibitor binding calculated using 

MMPBSA and ACCENT. Note that solvent entropy change (∆Ssolv) is implicitly accounted for in 

the solvation energy calculation in MMPBSA, while the solute configurational entropy (∆Sconf)  is 

calculated by ACCENT separately. 

 

inhibitor Protease sequence 

seuqence 

∆H        -T∆Ssolv -∆Sconf ∆G 
KNI764 V82F/I84V -5.3 ± 0.3 -7.1 ± 0.3 -12.4 ± 0.1 

KNI764 Wild type -7.6 ± 0.2   -6.7 ± 0.2 -14.3 ± 0.1 

KNI577 V82F/I84V -2.1 ± 0.2 -7.8 ± 0.2  -9.9 ± 0.1 

KNI577 Wild type -4.7 ± 0.2 -8.5 ± 0.2  -13.2 ± 0.1 

Table 4-4  Absolute energy (unit in kcal/mol) of protease-inhibitor binding from experiments 

presented in Vega et al. 2004 Proteins paper. 
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Secondly, we compared non-bonded energy components of MMPBSA among different 

protease-inhibitor complexes (Table 4-5). It is clear that the vdW energy is mainly responsible 

for the energy difference between KNI577 and KNI764, while the electrostatic energy is mainly 

responsible for the energy difference between wild type protease and mutant protease.   

inhibitor Protease sequence 

seuqence 

Evdw        Eele + Epol_solv Enon_pol_sol 

KNI764 V82F/I84V -70.0 ± 0.0 -40.2 ± 0.0 -9.4 ± 0.0 

KNI764 Wild type -70.6 ± 0.0 -37.9 ± 0.0 -9.2 ± 0.0 

KNI577 V82F/I84V -60.9 ± 0.0 -40.2 ± 0.0 -8.7 ± 0.0 
KNI577 Wild type -61.9 ± 0.0 -37.9 ± 0.0 -8.6 ± 0.0 

Table 4-5  Non-bonded energy components of MMPBSA calculations. Evdw: vdW energy. Eele: 

electrostatic energy. Epol_sol: polar solvation energy. Enon_pol_sol: non-polar solvation energy. 

Thirdly, we decomposed the binding energies calculated by MMPBSA into per-residue 

level (Figure 4-10), and looked at those residues with large energy change upon binding (Figure 

4-11). As expected, the residues with large energy change upon binding are all clustered around 

the active site (Figure 4-12): many favorable interactions between the protease and the inhibitor 

are formed upon the binding. There are also some residues, however, that have unfavorable 

energy change upon binding. For example, Arg8 on both monomers. This residue Arg8 can form 

salt bridge interaction with Asp29 (Figure 2-3), however this salt bridge is destabilized when the 

inhibitor is bound. 

 

Figure 4-10  Decomposition of the vdW (VDW) and electrostatic (ELE) interaction energies 

between the protease and the inhibitor into per-residue basis. Different color scales were applied to 

vdW and electrostatic energy panel to facilitate visualization. The white color represents no change 

in residue energy upon binding, the red color represents unfavorable energy upon binding, and the 

blue color represents favorable energy upon binding. HIVPR has 99 residues in each monomer, and 

residues on monomer B are numbers from 100. 
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Figure 4-11  Decomposition of the vdW (VDW) and electrostatic (ELE) interaction energies 

between the protease and the inhibitor into per-residue basis. Only the residues with more than 5 

kcal/mol energy change upon binding are shown. Different color scales were applied to vdW and 

electrostatic energy panel to facilitate visualization. The white color represents no change in residue 

energy upon binding, the red color represents unfavorable energy upon binding, and the blue color 

represents favorable energy upon binding. HIVPR has 99 residues in each monomer, and residues 

on monomer B are numbers from 100. 

 

Figure 4-12  HIVPR residues that have more than 5 kcal/mol vdW energy (A) or electrostatic 

energy (B) change upon inhibitor (KNI577 or KNI764) binding. 

 

Finally, we compared the average structures of different protease-inhibitor simulations, to 

identify the difference in protease-inhibitor interactions between KNI577 and KNI764 inhibitors 
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(Figure 4-13). The favorable vdW energy of KNI764 (compared to KNI577, Table 4-5) is 

between its toluene group and the flap residue, which is indicated by the closer distance between 

the flap residue and the toluene group in Figure 4-13 panel C. The favorable electrostatic 

interaction between wild type protease and the inhibitor (compared to mutant-inhibitor, Table 

4-5) is likely represented by the better hydrogen bond orientation between the hydroxyl group on 

P2 group and Asp29 (on the left side of Figure 4-13 panel E). This better orientation of wild type 

protease is attributable to the V82F mutation, which disrupts the vdW packing at P1 group (on 

the right side of Figure 4-13 panel E) and in turn influences the interactions at the P2 site nearby. 

 

Figure 4-13  Comparison of protease-inhibitor interactions. A) The chemical structure of KNI577 

and KNI764. Both inhibitors share the same scaffold and functional groups, with the only exception 

at P2’ position. B) Top view of the double mutant protease (V82F/I84V) bound to KNI764. Heavy 

atoms from inhibitor and double mutations are shown in licorice representation. C) Front view of 

the average structure of the protease bound to KNI577 (blue) and KNI764 (red). D) Back view of 

the average structure of protease bound to KNI764. Heavy atoms from inhibitor and active site 

residues are shown in licorice representation. E) Back view of the average structure of the wild type 

protease (red) and double mutant protease (green) bound to KNI764. 

4.3.2 HIVPR-inhibitor binding free energy change upon multi-drug resistance 

mutations 
Multi-drug resistance (MDR) has been a major problem in AIDS treatment. Once a HIV 

strain develops resistance against multiple drugs it has been treated with, the virus can start 

replicate again and the infection is likely to worsen. An intriguing question in understanding 

HIVPR drug resistance is how the mutations distal from the binding site could affect the binding 

affinity and influence drug resistance [68].  

Ohtaka et al. previously studied the MDR strain containing six amino acid mutations 

(L10I/M46I/I54V/V82A/I84V/L90M) located near the flap, active site, and also the termini 

region (Figure 4-14). They found that this mutant lowers the affinity of all inhibitors by 2-3 

orders of magnitude, which is more than the sum of individual mutations at corresponding flap, 
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active site, and the termini regions. This indicates the existence of cooperative effects.  

Accordingly, there also have been studies trying to explain the effect of drug-resistance 

mutations outside the active site [161-163]. However, these studies were limited by the technique 

and computational resources available then, and could not provide a clear picture of the 

mechanism behind distal coupling. 

Previous studies also found that different inhibitors have different responses to MDR 

mutations. More specifically, the second generation drugs (ATV, APV, LPV, TPV, and DRV) 

generally have better tolerance against MDR mutations than the first generation drugs (IDV, 

RTV, NFV, and SQV, see Table 4-1 for inhibitor details) [68, 164-166].  An extensive review on 

HIVPR inhibitors and drug resistance has been provided by Ali et al. [68]. 

To investigate the effect of distal drug resistant mutations, and examine whether the long-

range coupling between residues could play a role in drug resistance, we studied the binding of 

wild type and multi-drug-resistance strain of HIV-1 protease (with sequence 

L10I/M46I/I54V/V82A/I84V/L90M, which is the same as the sequence used by Ohtaka et al.) to 

different types of ligands. The ligands we studied include the first generation protease inhibitor 

indinavir (IDV, Figure 4-1), the second generation protease inhibitor TMC-126 which is an 

analog to the most recent HIVPR drug darunavir (DRV, see Figure 4-7 for a comparison between 

DRV and TMC-126), and natural substrate RT-RH (the cleavage site between reverse-

transcriptase and RNase H with the sequence Ala-Glu-Thr-Phe*Tyr-Val-Asp-Gly-Ala where the 

cleavage site is indicated with *). We expect that the multi-drug-resistant mutations would have 

more dramatic effect on the first generation inhibitor IDV than on the second generation drug 

TMC-126 (T12) or the natural substrate RT-RH. 

 

Figure 4-14  Structure of HIV-1 protease showing the location of mutations associated with multi-

drug resistance: M46I in light blue, I54V in orange, V82A in yellow, I84V in green, L10I in red, and 

L90M in blue.  

4.3.2.1 Protease-ligand interactions studied by MMPBSA calculation 

To ensure the convergence of energy/structure sampling, we performed batch simulations 

of protease-inhibitor complexes (50 runs, 4 ns each, totaling about 200 ns for each simulated 

complex). Six complexes were simulated: WT protease bound to IDV, MDR protease bound to 

IDV, WT protease bound to T12, MDR protease bound to T12, WT protease bound to RT-RH, 

and MDR protease bound to RT-RH. Simulation trajectories were post processed to calculate the 
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binding energy using MMPBSA method. The good fit of our MMPBSA results to Gaussian 

indicates convergence of the data (Figure 4-15). The absolute binding energy difference among 

the ligands is unreasonable, since the T12 in reality is a much better binder than IDV. It is worth 

noting that because of the large variation among HIVPR inhibitors, ranking absolute binding free 

energies of different HIVPR inhibitors computationally has been a big challenge. However, 

although the absolute energies are unreasonable, the relative energy difference among three 

ligands still seem reasonable: the first generation inhibitor IDV lost 7 kcal/mol binding energy 

upon MDR mutations, while both natural substrate and the second generation drug T12 are more 

tolerant to the mutations (about 4 kcal/mol energy loss each).  

 

Figure 4-15  Gaussian fitting for protease-ligand binding energies calculated using MMPBSA 

method. The histogram of MMPBSA data is shown in black dots, and the fitted Gaussian curves 

are shown as black lines. The average energy obtained from each Gaussian curve is listed in the 

legend box at the upper-right corner. 

We then looked at the binding energy components of each protease-ligand complex 

(Table 4-6). Interestingly, all three WT-ligand complexes experienced vdW energy loss upon 

MDR mutations, while only the WT-IDV complex has experienced significant loss in 

electrostatic energy component, which is partly offset by polar solvation energy. This difference 
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in electrostatic component also distinguishes IDV from the other two ligands in the total binding 

energy loss.  

Complex Total energy vdW Electrostatic + Solv_pol Solv_nonpol 

IDV_WT -53.2±0.1 -74.3±0.0 31.0±0.1 -10.0±0.0 

IDV_MDR -45.7±0.1 -71.7±0.0 36.1±0.1 -10.1±0.0 

T12_WT -42.8±0.0 -67.5±0.0 33.0±0.0 -8.4±0.0 

T12_MDR -39.1±0.0 -63.7±0.0 33.2±0.0 -8.6±0.0 

RTRH_WT -73.1±0.1 -84.7±0.1 24.0±0.1 -12.4±0.0 

RTRH_MDR -69.1±0.1 -80.6±0.1 24.1±0.1 -12.5±0.0 

Table 4-6  MMPBSA decomposition of protease-ligand binding. From left to right: the protease-

ligand complex studied, total energy, vdW energy, electrostatic and polar solvation energies, non-

polar solvation energy. 

We then decomposed the binding energy into per-residue basis in order to compare the 

contribution of different residues and pick out those that are important (Figure 4-16). We found 

that the decrease in IDV binding affinity almost comes exclusively from the electrostatic energy 

loss of the inhibitor IDV (Figure 4-16 lower panel IDV_WT, residue number 199). 
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Figure 4-16  Decomposition of the vdW (VDW) and electrostatic (ELE) plus polar solvation energy 

(POL) into per-residue basis. Different color scales were applied to two panels to facilitate 

visualization. The white color represents no change in residue energy upon binding, the red color 

represents unfavorable energy upon binding, and the blue color represents favorable energy upon 

binding. 

 

4.3.2.2 Distal coupling within the protease studied by communication network analysis 

In the one-trajectory MMPBSA method we used (Figure 4-4), the same trajectory is used 

to represent both the bound and unbound state of the protease, so the residues distal from the 

active site would hardly experience any energy change upon binding. This is why the method 

always identifies residues near the active site as important. Therefore, although one-trajectory 

MMPBSA method could be useful in studying protease-ligand interaction, it is not helpful in 

explaining drug-resistant mutations distal from the active site.  

  We examined possible long-range communication among protease residues by means of 

communication network analysis ([153], see the methods section for details). We measured the 

fluctuation of residue-residue distance. The residues whose distance has small 

fluctuation/variance are regarded as communicating efficiently, while those residues whose 

distance has large fluctuation are considered as communicating poorly. We are especially 

interested in those residue pairs with long distance and small distance fluctuation. These residues 

are regarded as long-range communicators and they may explain how distal mutations affect the 

binding at the active site. 
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The residue pair distance matrix (Figure 4-17) reasonably reflects the structure of the 

protease. First of all, the distance matrices shown below are all symmetric along the diagonal, 

because of the pair-wise nature of the data. The blue strokes perpendicular to the diagonal are 

generally representing the β-hairpins, where the β-hairpin tip residue i is on the diagonal, and 

residues i+1, i+2, i+3 are close to residues i-1, i-2, i-3, etc. The six darkest strokes represent the 

three β-hairpins (fulcrum, flap, and cantilever, with the hairpin tip as residue 17, 50, and 67, 

respectively, see Figure 1-1 for details) on each monomer (Figure 4-17 A black square). The less 

dark strokes represent loop regions, for example, the active site loop. The helix is represented as 

a square alone the diagonal (Figure 4-17 A grey square). The lower right corner represents the 

inter-monomer interactions. Generally this region has red color, representing the larger distance 

between residues from different monomers, with the exception of some blue regions, 

representing the dimer interface (Figure 4-17 A green square). Overall, the distance plots for 

wild type and mutant protease bound to the same ligand are almost identical, which means the 

bound structure remains the same upon drug resistance mutations. This is as expected, since the 

ligand binding site is the same and the binding modes are similar. We hypothesized that the 

communication between distal sites may be hampered by the drug-resistance mutations, but the 

average residue-pair distance may not be affected.  
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Figure 4-17  Distance matrix of protease-ligand complexes. Red blue color scheme is used: red color 

means longer distance, and blue color means shorter distance. Residues from the first monomer are 
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numbered as residue 1 to 99, and residues from the second monomer are numbered as residue 100 

to 198. Flap tips are around residue 50 and 149, and the active site is composed of residue 25 and 

124. Because of the pair-wise relationship, the matrix is symmetric along the diagonal. Elements are 

labeled in panel A: β-hairpin around residue 67 (the cantilever β-hairpin) in the black square, the 

helix and termini residue pairs in the grey square, and the inter-monomer residue pairs near the 

flap tip region in the green square.  

The variance matrix (Figure 4-18) is not a one-by-one translation from the distance 

matrix otherwise the two matrices would have had the same pattern. Distance matrix pattern 

contains many diagonal elements, which means a residue is closest to its bonded neighbors. In 

contrast, variance matrix pattern is composed by many squares, meaning that the residues nearby 

are stabilized as a whole, although they don’t have the same residue-pair distances. Also, it is not 

hard to spot that the variance matrices from the wild type and mutant protease differ, even if the 

same ligand is bound, which means that the variance is more sensitive to the protease sequences 

or ligand structures. 
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Figure 4-18  Variance matrix of protease-ligand complexes. Red blue color scheme is used: red 

color means larger variance, and blue color means smaller variance. Residues from the first 
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monomer are numbered as residue 1 to 99, and residues from the second monomer are numbered 

as residue 100 to 198. Flap tips are around residue 50 and 149, and the active site is composed of 

residue 25 and 124. Because of the pair-wise relationship, the matrix is symmetric along the 

diagonal. 

Since we are interested in the change of protease communication ability upon drug-

resistance mutations, we calculated the difference of variance matrixes, and included the results 

in Figure 4-19. Note that in Figure 4-19 we filtered out residue pairs with pair distance less than 

10 Å to focus on long-range communications, and we also filtered out those residues pairs with 

variance bigger than 0.2 before and after the drug-resistance mutations, to focus on those 

efficient communicators and pick up those residue pairs that gain or lose communication upon 

mutations.  

The filtered variance-difference matrices are shown in Figure 4-19. It is quite obvious 

that many of the communications in IDV become weaker upon drug resistant mutations, which is 

represented by the red color on the variance-difference matrices, while the change for T12 and 

RTRH are much smaller, which is reflected by less red dots on the variance difference matrices. 

Those residues being mutated in the MDR strain (L10I/M46I/I54V/V82A/I84V/L90M) are 

indicated with black lines in Figure 4-19, and we noticed that not all the variance changes occur 

near the mutated residues. For example, IDV has variance increase involving residue 175 

(residue 175 is equivalent to residue 74 on the other monomer, see Figure 4-19 A around 

coordinate [175, 50]), and RTRH has variance decrease around residue 60 (see Figure 4-19 C 

near coordinate [60, 17]).  
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Figure 4-19  Filtered variance difference matrix. Only those long-range efficient communications 

are shown: 1) residue pairs with pair distance less than 10 Å are filtered out, and 2) residue pairs 

with distance variance larger than 0.2 before and after multi-drug resistant mutations are filtered 

out. Mutated residues in the MDR strain (L10I/M46I/I54V/V82A/I84V/L90M) are indicated as 

black lines over the matrices to help visualization. 

To better assess the variance change, we re-processed the variance change shown in 

Figure 4-19 and listed those large variance changes (absolute value bigger than 0.2) of each 

system in Table 4-7. Consistent with the finding above, in the variance change listed IDV 

weakened much more residue-pair communications compared to T12 and RTRH upon drug 

resistant mutations, while RTRH strengthened the largest number of residue-pair communication 

upon drug resistant mutations compared to the other two ligands.  
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Weaker communication upon MDR mutations Stronger communication upon MDR mutations 

IDV T12 RTRH IDV T12 RTRH 

49 - 26 3' - 26 43' - 52 64 - 17  64 - 17 

50 - 26 24' - 2' 77' - 48 68 - 13  64 - 19 

87 - 49 44' - 51 78' - 26'   65 - 17 

92 - 24 49' - 23    68 - 13 

46' - 26 50' - 23    68 - 14 

47' - 26 86' - 49'    69 - 14 

48' - 25 89' - 49'    69 - 18 

48' - 26 90' - 2'    70 - 13 

48' - 27 92' - 49'     

48' - 94 94' - 49'     

48' - 96      

48' - 97      

48' - 1'      

48' - 3'      

48' - 4'      

48' - 5'      

48' - 8'      

48' - 24'      

48' - 25'      

52' - 26      

52' - 25'      

53' - 25      

53' - 26      

53' - 21'      

53' - 25'      

53' - 32'      

53' - 33'      

55' - 3      

83' - 53'      

84' - 53'      

85' - 48'      

86' - 53'      

89' - 48'      

89' - 52'      

89' - 53'      

90' - 45      

90' - 46      

90' - 47      

94' - 48'      

94' - 53'      
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Table 4-7  Change in protease residue communication efficiency upon MDR mutations. Only those 

long-range efficient communications are shown: 1) residue pairs with pair distance less than 10 Å 

are filtered out, and 2) residue pairs with distance variance larger than 0.2 before and after multi-

drug resistant mutations are filtered out. Moreover, only those variance changes bigger than 0.2 

(absolute value) are shown. From left to right: residue pairs that have their distance variance 

increased more than 0.2, and residue pairs that have their distance variance decreased more than 

0.2. Residues on the second monomer are indicated with a prime following the residue number. 

Residue pair partners are separated with a hyphen. 

We mapped the residue pairs listed in Table 4-7 onto the HIVPR structure (Figure 4-20 

A-C), and we found that the loss of communication upon drug resistance mutations is mainly 

distributed along the dimer interface, namely the communication among the flap, the catalytic 

site, and the termini region. The trend is even more obvious if we include not only those variance 

changes larger than 0.2, but also those changes less than 0.2 but larger than 0.15 (Figure 4-20 D-

F). The loss of communication is most common in IDV, which is followed by T12, and the 

natural substrate has the least residue pairs lose communication upon the MDR mutations. On 

the other hand, the gain of communication upon MDR mutations usually happens on the sides of 

the protease, among the fulcrum and the cantilever. The gain of communication is less symmetric 

than the loss of communication (changes happening only on one monomer but not on the other 

monomer at similar locations), and we did not observe any gain of communication for T12. 

 

Figure 4-20  Communication analysis results mapped onto HIV-1 protease structure. The 

backbones of protease monomer A and B are shown in cartoon representation, colored orange and 

magenta, respectively. The Cα atoms of residue pairs with weaker communication upon MDR 

mutations are shown as red beads, and the Cα atoms of residue pairs with stronger communication 

upon MDR mutations are shown as cyan beads. A-C) The residue pairs with variance difference 

larger than 0.2 upon MDR mutations are shown for IDV (A), T12 (B), and RTRH (C). D-F) The 

residue pairs with variance difference larger than 0.15 upon MDR mutations are shown for IDV 

(D), T12 (E), and RTRH (F). 

We then looked more closely at the protease-ligand interactions between the multi-drug 

resistant HIVPR strain and the three ligands, based on simulation trajectory snapshots. The 2D 
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diagrams (Figure 4-21, Figure 4-22, and Figure 4-23) show a simplified view of protease-ligand 

interactions. We could see that upon mutations, all three ligands are still able to remain hydrogen 

bonds to the bridging water, which bridges the flap tip residues Ile50, Ile149 (the Ile50 on the 

other monomer) and two oxygen atoms flanking the center of the ligand. They also remain 

hydrogen bonded to the active site, which is composed of Asp25 and Asp124, although the 

interaction between RTRH and protonated Asp124 (ASH124) did not show up on the 2D map 

(because the software does not contain parameters for protonated Aspartate). Apart from these 

conserved interactions, the native substrate clearly shows superior hydrogen bonding network to 

the protease backbone and sidechain atoms even in the presence of multi-drug mutations (Figure 

4-23), while IDV and T12 are only forming a few interactions with the protease sidechain atoms. 

The 3D structure rendering (Figure 4-24, Figure 4-25, and Figure 4-26) confirmed the 2D 

diagram comparisons. 

 

Figure 4-21  2D diagram of interactions between HIVPR multi-drug resistant strain and IDV. This 

and the following 2D diagrams of protein-ligand interactions were generated using MOE program. 

Analysis based on the structure extracted from the last frame of run 50. 
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Figure 4-22  2D diagram of interactions between HIVPR multi-drug resistant strain and T12. 

Analysis based on the structure extracted from the last frame of run 50. 
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Figure 4-23  2D diagram of interactions between HIVPR multi-drug resistant strain and RTRH. 

Analysis based on the structure extracted from the last frame of run 50. 
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Figure 4-24  Structure of IDV bound to HIVPR multi-drug resistant strain. Structure extracted 

from the last frame of run 50. The hydrogen bonded residues are linked with dotted lines. To 

facilitate visualization the protease-ligand interactions in the back are not illustrated. Those 

hydrogen bonds between IDV and protease backbone, conserved water, or catalytic residues are 

shown in yellow lines. Those hydrogen bonds between IDV and protease sidechains are shown in 

green lines. 

 

Figure 4-25  Structure of T12 bound to HIVPR multi-drug resistant strain. Structure extracted 

from the last frame of run 50. The hydrogen bonded residues are linked with dotted lines. To 
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facilitate visualization the protease-ligand interactions in the back are not illustrated. Those 

hydrogen bonds between T12 and protease backbone, conserved water, or catalytic residues are 

shown in yellow lines. Those hydrogen bonds between T12 and protease sidechains are shown in 

green lines. 

 

Figure 4-26  Structure of RTRH bound to HIVPR multi-drug resistant strain. Structure extracted 

from the last frame of run 50. The hydrogen bonded residues are linked with dotted lines. To 

facilitate visualization the protease-ligand interactions in the back are not illustrated. Those 

hydrogen bonds between RTRH and protease backbone, conserved water, or catalytic residues are 

shown in yellow lines. Those hydrogen bonds between RTRH and protease sidechains are shown in 

green lines.  

 It is interesting how the communication efficiency loss is correlated with the binding 

affinity change upon drug resistant mutations (Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-20, the ligand with more 

binding affinity loss also has more communication loss). Based on above comparison, we 

hypothesized that the second generation ligand T12 loss fewer communications than the first 

generation drug IDV mainly because it has relatively smaller size (77 atoms in T12 compared to 

92 atoms in IDV) and thus greater flexibility to adapt for the change in the binding site upon 

drug resistance mutations. However, compared to the natural substrate RTRH, both T12 and IDV 

failed to make any additional hydrogen bonds to the protease backbone atoms, other than the 

water-bridged hydrogen bond to the flap tip backbone.  Although the bis-tetrahydrofuranyl group 

in T12 was designed to make hydrogen bonds to backbone of Asp29 and Asp30 (Asp128 and 

Asp129 in Figure 4-25), the interactions were proved unstable in our simulations. The lack of 

hydrogen bonding to the protease backbone may also explain why the multidrug-resistant 

mutations around the termini region have effect on long-range communication in IDV and T12, 

but not on the natural substrate RTRH. 

Overall, the comparison among simulation snapshots demonstrated the superior ability of 

the natural substrate RTRH to form hydrogen bonding network with the protease backbone and 
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sidechain atoms, while the protease drugs have rather a limited capability to make these 

hydrogen bonds. The analysis of long-range communication among protease residues suggests 

that the hydrogen bonding to protease backbone may help reduce the impact of drug-resistant 

mutations on protease dynamics. Therefore, the design of future inhibitors targeting protease 

needs to focus on creating more hydrogen bonds to the protease backbone atoms. The potential 

hydrogen bonding partners Gly27 and Gly48 (forming interactions with the natural substrate) 

might be better candidates than the backbone of Asp29 and Asp30 (targeted by inhibitor DRV 

and T12) because the former two residues are closer to the catalytic residues and thus could 

benefit more from the anchoring effect in the central region (conserved hydrogen bonds among 

the ligand, the protease flap, and the active site, Figure 4-27). 

 

Figure 4-27  Protease backbone atoms as potential targets in protease inhibitor design.  Backbone 

atoms of interest are illustrated as wireframe surface. Asp29 and Asp30 backbone hydrogen atoms 

were targeted by second generation drug DRV and T12, and Gly27 and Gly48 backbone oxygen 

atoms were proposed in this study. 

4.4 Conclusions 
In this study, we examined the interactions between the HIVPR protease and its ligands, 

to elucidate the reason for binding affinity loss upon drug resistant mutations. The findings here 

could serve as a guide for the design of next generation HIVPR inhibitors that have a broader 

spectrum against drug-resistant strains. 

We first evaluated thermodynamic integration method in calculating the binding free 

energy change upon HIVPR drug-resistant mutations. The results were compared to available 

experimental data. The comparison confirmed that the thermodynamic integration method could 

be applied to accurately predict the binding free energy change in the HIVPR-ligand system.  

Therefore, the protocol used here could serve as a guideline for future studies on HIVPR binding 

free energy. 
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Apart from calculating binding free energy change using thermodynamic integration, we 

further performed explicit solvent MD simulations of protease-ligand complexes and 

decomposed the binding energy into per-residue basis using MMPBSA method. Energy 

decomposition was combined with structural inspection to explain the difference between 

KNI577 and KNI764 responses to active-site drug-resistant mutations. Results suggest that the 

favorable vdW binding between KNI764 and protease, compared to KNI577-protease, is due to 

the interaction between the toluene group of KNI764 and the protease flap residues. We found 

the loss in electrostatic energy upon active site mutations is mainly due to the V82F mutation at 

the active site, which disrupted its packing with the inhibitor and in turn hampered the hydrogen 

bonding at the P2 site nearby. 

Since not all drug-resistant mutations occur near the active site, and previous studies have 

not been able to elucidate the contribution of mutations outside the active site, here we studied a 

multi-drug resistant strain that contains active-site and non-active-site mutations, and examined 

possible long range coupling between active-site and non-active-site residues by comparing the 

dynamics of the mutant to the wild type protease. We studied the binding of the protease to first 

generation inhibitor IDV, second generation inhibitor T12, as well as natural substrate RTRH. 

MMPBSA and energy decomposition were performed first to illustrate the impact of mutations 

on protease-ligand interactions. Then communication network analysis was conducted to detect 

any long range communications that are changed upon drug resistant mutations. Our results 

suggested that: 1) second generation drugs have better tolerance to drug resistant mutations than 

first generation drugs mainly because their relatively smaller size and better flexibility; 2) the 

natural substrate maintain superior communication profile upon drug resistant mutations, 

compared to protease inhibitors, mainly because its ability to form extensive hydrogen bonding 

network with the protease backbone and sidechain atoms. Based on structural comparison of 

protease-ligand complexes, we suggest designing new inhibitors to form hydrogen bonds with 

the backbone of G27 and G48, mimicking the natural substrate, which may be a better choice 

than the current selection of Asp29 and Asp39 backbone because of the better structural stability 

at the catalytic site.   
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Chapter 5 Comparative study of aspartic protease family and modeling 

the active site gating mechanism in non-HIV aspartic proteases  

5.1 Introduction 
Aspartic proteases are a family of enzymes that use two aspartate residues to catalyze the 

hydrolyzation of peptide bonds. The studies of aspartic proteases are largely driven by their 

connection to human diseases and cancers. HIV can cause acquired immune deficiency 

syndrome [167], and Human T-lymphotropic virus can cause adult T-cell leukemia [168], both 

of which need their proteases for viral infectivity. In the human body, β-secretases produce 

amyloid β that can cause Alzheimer’s disease [169-171], renin levels can be modulated to 

alleviate high blood pressure [12, 18], and plasmepsins in malaria parasites are considered ideal 

targets fighting malaria [17, 56]. Structural information, mainly from crystallography and NMR, 

plays important role in aspartic protease inhibitor development [3, 18]. The most successful 

example is HIV protease (nine drugs approved by FDA, the latest being Darunavir approved in 

2006), followed by renin (one drug named Aliskiren approved by FDA in 2007). Now the 

questions left are mainly how to improve the potency of existing drugs, and how to develop 

drugs for other aspartic protease targets. 

A conceivable strategy to develop drugs for new targets is to utilize, as much as possible, 

the knowledge on existing successful targets. However, the knowledge translation between 

aspartic proteases may be hindered by the large sequence/structure variations, even though they 

belong to the same enzyme family.  

Traditionally, members from aspartic protease family with known structures are broadly 

divided into two groups: HIVPR-like and pepsin-like aspartic proteases [11, 172]. The 

representative structures of these classes are shown in Figure 5-1 A and D, respectively. HIVPR-

like aspartic proteases are found in retrovirus and share significant structural similarity to that of 

HIVPR. They are homodimeric, composed of two monomers. The structural elements of each 

monomer, can be simplified as the N-terminal, fulcrum, catalytic site, flap elbow, flap, 

cantilever, C-terminal helix, and C-terminal (Figure 5-1 A [42]). Two β-hairpin flaps, one from 

each monomer, cover the active site. The N and C terminals from both monomers are interleaved 

and form a β-sheet (Figure 5-1 E). Pepsin-like aspartic proteases are mostly found in eukaryotes 

(including animals, plants, and fungi) and share significant structural similarity to that of pepsin 

(Figure 5-1 D). They are bilobed, formed by two domains. The N-terminal domain has topology 

that more closely resembles homodimeric protease monomer than the C-terminal domain, but 

two domains align well in the core region and they differ mainly due to insertions/deletions on 

the protein surface (Figure 5-2). Only one β-hairpin flap from the N-terminal covers the active 

site. The termini of both domains make up a β-sheet (Figure 5-1 H). Note that the terminal 

arrangement of pepsin is significantly different from HIVPR: termini from two domains are well 

separated instead of interleaved, and the β-sheet has two more β strands. 
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Figure 5-1  Front view (A-D) and bottom view (E-H) of apo crystal structures from HIVPR (AE, 

PDB ID: 1HHP), MLVPR (BF, PDB ID: 3NR6), Ddi1 central RVP domain (CG, PDB ID: 2I1A), 

and pepsin (DH, PDB ID: 1PSN). Proteins are shown in cartoon representation. Front view (upper 

panel): catalytic residues are shown in licorice representation. Color codes and naming of protein 

segments referenced those for HIVPR defined by Hornak et al. (fulcrum in orange, elbow in 

magenta, flap in blue, flap tip in yellow, cantilever in green, C-terminal helix in pink, and N/C 

terminals in cyan). The N terminal domain of pepsin is shown on the left in figure D. Bottom view 

(lower panel): the terminals from A and B monomers are colored red and blue, respectively. For 

pepsin, terminals from N and C domains are colored red and blue, respectively. Note that the N-

terminals of MLVPR and Ddi1 RVP domain are not involved in forming the terminal β-sheet, so 

they are not colored. 

 

Figure 5-2  Cartoon (A) and vdW (B) representations of the alignment of two pepsin domains (PDB 

ID: 1PSN). RGB color coding is used to reflect the alignment score: the worst alignment is shown in 

red. 

Because of the large structural difference between HIVPR-like and pepsin-like aspartic 

proteases, previous comparative studies on aspartic proteases have been done on each group 

separately rather than across all members [10, 11, 172, 173]. However, several recent studies 

suggest a closer connection between HIVPR-like and pepsin-like aspartic proteases, which 

makes the structural grouping much more difficult than previously. On the one hand, among 
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retroviral proteases, newly crystallized murine leukemia virus protease (MLVPR, Figure 5-1 BF) 

has termini topology resembling pepsin-like proteases. The structure was solved recently to seek 

inhibitors of xenotropic murine leukemia virus-related virus (XMRV) [174]. Although XMRV 

has later been identified as mouse DNA contamination and the linkage of XMRV to human 

diseases has been completely disproved [175, 176], the crystal has the same sequence as MLVPR 

and becomes the first structure on the gammaretrovirus branch. Therefore, we refer the structure 

as MLVPR and compared it to other aspartic proteases. Surprisingly, MLVPR has unique 

terminal arrangement (Figure 5-1 EFH and Table 5-1) resembling pepsin-like aspartic proteases. 

On the other hand, eukaryotic protein Ddi1 (DNA damage inducible protein 1), which has 

HIVPR-like fold and pepsin-like termini (Figure 5-1 lower panel and Table 5-1), is suggested to 

be an aspartic protease. Ddi1 is composed of N-terminal ubiquitin-like domain, C-terminal 

ubiquitin-associated domain, and a central retroviral protease-like (RVP) domain (Figure 5-1 C) 

[177-179]. It is involved in protein targeting to the proteasome, cell cycle control, and protein 

secretion [180]. The latter two functions have been recently suggested to be dependent on its 

catalytic activity [180, 181]. 

Protein name HIVPR MLVPR Ddi1 pepsin 

homodimeric yes yes yes no 

N-ter involved in β sheet yes no no yes 

Interleaved β sheet yes no no no 

Number of β strand 4 4 6 6 

Table 5-1  Structural comparison among aspartic proteases including HIVPR, MLVPR, Ddi1, and 

pepsin. Properties compared include whether they are homodimeric or bilobed, whether the N 

termini are involved in forming termini β sheet, whether the termini β sheet is interleaved, and the 

number of β strand involved in the termini β sheet. 

To renew and organize the knowledge on aspartic protease family, so as to translate 

knowledge from successful drug targets to others, a more systematic comparison is needed. 

Fortunately, with increasing number of structures solved and developments in structural 

bioinformatics [182], previously unmanageable sequence alignment due to low sequence 

identity, is now available through structural similarity search [183]. The alignment of protein 

families can shed light on evolution, and provide sequence signatures that can be used to guide 

drug development [184, 185]. Accordingly, in this study we generated evolutionary profiles for 

aspartic protease family, using a non-redundant set of representative structures [186]. We created 

a maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree, proposed a hypothesis on aspartic protease evolution, 

and discussed conserved residues of different branches. 

Apart from sequence and structure comparison, since the ligand binding usually involves 

dynamic enzyme-ligand interactions, the comparison of enzyme dynamics may be more 

fundamental in determining their similarity for drug development. For example, through 

molecular dynamics simulations starting from crystal structures, it was proposed that HIVPR has 

mainly three flap conformations: closed, semiopen, and wide-open structures (Figure 5-3) [42]. 

The former two conformations are captured by crystal structures [100, 104], while the wide-open 

structure is validated through site-directed spin labeling EPR experiments [67, 97]. The 

relationship of these three states was also hypothesized: in the unbound form, the protease flaps 

are mostly in the closed or semiopen form, with the semiopen form easier to transit into the 
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wide-open form. The transient flap opening enables the substrate to enter, after which the flaps 

reclose and the catalytic reaction occurs (Figure 5-3 DH) [42, 43]. Flap control is considered the 

most important ligand gating mechanism in HIVPR [71]. Comparing  flap dynamics among 

different proteases would not only strengthen our understanding of protease-inhibitor binding, 

but also help verify existing model if dynamics from different aspartic proteases are homologous. 

Therefore, we modeled MLVPR and studied its dynamics using MD simulations, because of its 

difference from HIVPR and smaller disordered regions compared to Ddi1. We incorporated both 

the apo crystal structure 3NR6 (Figure 5-4 [174]), which has disordered flaps but was the only 

structure available at the beginning of our study, and a holo crystal structure 3SM2 [187] into our 

study. We also performed MD simulations of HTLVPR and SIVPR, with HIVPR simulations as 

a control. We combined implicit and explicit solvent simulations to get sufficient yet accurate 

sampling of flap dynamics within appropriate time frame. Overall, the flap dynamics and active 

site gating in MLVPR, HTLVPR, and SIVPR show significant similarity to those of HIVPR, but 

the specific inter-flap interactions vary considerably among different retroviruses. Apart from 

modeling retroviral proteases, we also investigated the active site gating mechanism in pepsin-

like aspartic proteases, which is far less well understood than that of HIVPR [55, 188-190]. We 

used β-secretase 1 (BACE) as a model system to test our hypothesis of active site gating based 

on sequence conservation. The apo and holo BACE simulations provided, for the first time, 

insights into its ligand binding process.  

 

Figure 5-3  Top view of flap tips (A-C), and front view (E-G) of the whole HIVPR dimer. Closed 

(AE, PDB ID: 1HVR), semiopen (BF, PDB ID: 1HHP), and wide-open (CG, snapshot taken from 

Shang et al. 2011 JMGM paper) flap conformations are shown. Flap tips from two monomers are 

colored orange and magenta, respectively. Figure D: in apo state, HIVPR flaps are mainly in closed 

or semiopen conformation. Figure H: ligand binding shifts the equilibrium to force flap closing, 

which facilitates catalytic reaction. 
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Figure 5-4  MLVPR crystal 3NR6. A) Disordered regions in 3NR6 crystal, residues adjacent to 

disordered regions are colored red. B)  A close up view of the stabilized N-terminal helix (blue box 

in figure A). Co-crystallized ions near N- terminal helix in crystal 3NR6 are shown: chloride ion in 

green and phosphate in tan and red. 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Evolutionary profile of aspartic proteases  
Most steps below used multiseq[191] plugin in VMD [1], unless otherwise noted. 

Generate non-redundant structure representatives of aspartic protease family. Because of 

the large difference in sequence length, it is not possible to retrieve both homodimeric and 

bilobed aspartic proteases using one sequence as BLAST seeding. Therefore we used one 

homodimeric (PDB ID: 1FMB [192] and one bilobed (PDB ID: 1PSN [193]) aspartic protease. 

For each seeding, we BLAST searched PDB database with E value criteria set to 10.  QR 

factorization [186] was performed to filter out redundant hits and limit number of hits to around 

100, which was followed by sequence alignment using ClustalW [194]. Then QR factorization 

was performed again to retain only hits with sequence percentage identity below 50. Zymogens 

(eukaryotic aspartic protease precursor) and HIVPR-like aspartic protease dimers tethered by 

chemical bonds were discarded. In the end, 8 hits retained from BLAST search using 1FMB 

(1FMB, 2I1A [178], 3NR6 [174], 2B7F [8], 3FIV [195], 1BAI [196], 1IVP [197], and 2P3D 

[198]), and 7 hits  retained from BLAST search using 1PSN (1PSN, 3EXO [199], 2RMP [200],  

3LIZ [201], 2QZX [202],1WKR [203], and 3C9X [204]). 

Structure-guided sequence alignment. Chain A of each PDB structure obtained in the 

previous step were aligned using STAMP [205] method implemented in multiseq. To ensure the 

alignment efficiency, homodimeric and bilobed aspartic proteases were aligned separately first, 

and then all the structures were aligned. Because sequence obtained from PDB files may be 

incomplete at disordered regions, we retrieved FASTA sequence for each entry from PDB 

website instead. Expression tags, if found, were removed. FASTA sequences were then aligned 

using ClustalW, using the structure alignment profile as guide. The resulting minimum, average, 
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and maximum sequence percentage identity among all 15 sequences were 2, 11, and 47, 

respectively. The alignment is illustrated using software Jalview [206] in Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6, 

and Figure 5-7. 

Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree and bootstrapping were generated using RAxML 

[207]. For maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree, hill climbing algorithm and PROTMIXWAG 

model were used to generate 1000 parsimony trees. The bootstrapping values were then 

calculated for the best likelihood tree, based on 1000 bootstrap analyses, using random seed 

12345. At last the bootstrapping values were mapped onto the maximum-likelihood phylogenetic 

tree. 

Sequence conservation was based on the sequence alignment result, where conserved 

residues are shaded blue (Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6, and Figure 5-7). Since only 15 sequences were 

considered during structure-guided sequence alignment, we validated these conserved residues 

using sequence conservation data. Each of the 15 PDB IDs was fed into ConSurf server [208-

210] for its sequence conservation information. Because only chain A from different molecules 

were aligned, the C-terminal domain of bilobed aspartic proteases were excluded since they 

would not aligned to homodimeric aspartic proteases. Not all searches found enough (at least 6) 

homologous sequences to calculation conservation score, the successful searches are summarized 

in Table 5-2. Only putative conserved residues having high conservation score (at least 8 out of 

9) in all available conservation data are considered conserved. The parameters for ConSurf 

search are: MAFFT method [211] for sequence alignment, BLAST search in UNIREF90 

database, PSI-BLAST E value as 10
-8

, iterate only once, maximum percentage of sequence 

identity 90, minimum percentage of sequence identity 70, and maximum number of homologues 

150. We set high criteria for E value and sequence identity, to focus on sequences closely related 

to the seed. The conservation score calculation used default parameters. 
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Figure 5-5  Sequence alignment of aspartic protease family representatives – part 1 of 3. PDB ID, 

chain ID and sequence length are shown on the left. Conserved residues are in blue background in 

the alignment. Consensus sequence is shown as a separate row below the alignment. Secondary 

Structures that aligned well are indicated by green arrow (β strand) and pink curve (helix) below 

the consensus sequence. Sequence signatures are indicated by red stars. 
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Figure 5-6  Sequence alignment of aspartic protease family representatives – part 2 of 3. PDB ID, 

chain ID and sequence length are shown on the left. Conserved residues are in blue background in 

the alignment. Consensus sequence is shown as a separate row below the alignment. Secondary 

Structures that aligned well are indicated by green arrow (β strand) and pink curve (helix) below 

the consensus sequence. 
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Figure 5-7  Sequence alignment of aspartic protease family representatives – part 3 of 3. PDB ID, 

chain ID and sequence length are shown on the left. Conserved residues are in blue background in 

the alignment. Consensus sequence is shown as a separate row below the alignment. 
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Category  PDB ID (query) Query hits used for conservation 

calculation  

HIVPR-like aspartic protease 2P3D  (HIV-1 PR) 150 

HIVPR-like aspartic protease 1IVP (HIV-2 PR) 59 

MLVPR or Ddi1 2I1A  (Ddi1) 6  

pepsin-like aspartic protease 1PSN (pepsin) 20 

pepsin-like aspartic protease 3EXO (BACE1) 16  

Table 5-2  Statistics of sequence conservation calculation on ConSurf server. 

5.2.2 Simulations of apo MLVPR 

5.2.2.1 Starting structures 

 Simulation starting structures were built using two MLVPR crystals: apo MLVPR (PDB 

ID:3NR6 [174]) and MLVPR bound to HIVPR-inhibitor amprenavir (APV, PDB ID: 3SM2 

[187]). MolProbity [212] server was used to add hydrogen atoms and flip Asn/Gln/His when 

necessary. The crystal 3NR6 has missing density in flap tips as well as N/C terminals. Because 

of the low sequence identity to known structures, it is hard to build the flap tips using homology 

modeling. Instead, we grafted HIVPR flap tip coordinates to MLVPR using backbone RMS fit. 

HIVPR flap sequence is MIGGIGGFIK, and MLVPR flap sequence is WVQGATGGKR 

(disordered regions in bold, although in monomer A only the four residues GATG were 

disordered). During grafting, backbone atoms of residues flanking the disordered flap segment, 

two residues on each side, were aligned between MLVPR and HIVPR, and then residue 

coordinates of HIVPR were used to fill MLVPR disordered region. Virtual mutations using 

swissPDB [132] were done to match MLVPR sequence. Different HIVPR crystals, namely 

1HHP, 1NH0, and 1G6L, were used to model the flaps, and model built with 1G6L [121] was 

retained because it has least atom clashes (all among hydrogen atoms). Disordered regions in 

N/C terminals were modeled using crystal symmetry (monomer B N-terminal used monomer A 

as the template, etc.). The resulting full length model of MLVPR from crystal 3NR6 is shown in 

Figure 5-8. We also built full length MLVPR from holo crystal 3SM2. In this bound structure, 

flaps are resolved, but N/C terminals have missing density in both monomers. Modeling flexible 

N-terminal without introducing clashes to the rest residues in 3SM2 is challenging. We used 

backbone of residue 14 and 15 for fitting, which were relatively immobile in simulations from 

3NR6 model, and utilized 3NR6 simulation snapshots besides the crystal to find a terminal 

conformation that doesn’t introduce clashes. Finally, cluster analysis representative structure 

with closed flap conformation (see below for cluster analysis description) was used to model N 

and C terminals of 3SM2 crystal, which introduced no clashes. Apo MLVPR simulations from 

3SM2 structure had active site residues virtually mutated to Asn, to be consistent with previous 

simulations [130]. Apo MLVPR simulations from 3SM2 structure had active site modeled as 

diprotonated, which was shown to describe HIVPR-APV interaction closest to the crystal 

structure [151]. 
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Figure 5-8  Modeled full length MLVPR from crystal 3NR6. A) Front view. B) Flap tip top view. 

Two monomers are colored red and blue, respectively. 

5.2.2.2 Simulation system setup 

Tleap program in Amber 11 was used to generate topology and coordinate files for 

simulations. All simulations used ff99SB protein force field [64]. For generalized Born (GB) 

[58-60] simulations, mbondi2 intrinsic radii set [63, 98, 99] with modifications to arginine  polar 

hydrogen atoms[130] was used. Water molecules in the crystal structure were retained, then a 

truncated octahedron TIP3P [65] water box was used to solvate the solute with 8 Å minimum 

clearance from the box edges, adding 6941 and 9539 water molecules for 3NR6 and 3SM2 

systems, respectively. Note that many more water molecules were added for 3SM2 runs because 

N-terminals in 3SM2 model were not as compact as those in 3NR6 model. Chloride ions were 

added to neutralize the system [213]. Missing hydrogen atoms were added by tleap. 

5.2.2.3 Simulation parameters  

For GB simulations, GB-OBC [63] implicit solvent model (igb=5 in AMBER) was used 

with 1fs time step. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms had SHAKE length constraint with 

geometry tolerance of 10
-5

. No cutoff for long range electrostatic/vdW interactions was applied. 

Pair interactions that were involved in effective radii calculation had 25 Å distance cutoff. Forces 

related to effective radii calculation, along with each pair interaction whose distance was greater 

than 15 Å, were updated every 4 steps. Langevin temperature control at 300 K with collision 

frequency of 1 ps
-1

 was used. Different initial velocity seeds were used to unsynchronize 

Langevin dynamics [103]. Surface area was computed using LCPO[214] model (gbsa=1). Salt 

concentration was set to 1 M. For explicit solvent (EXP) simulations, the same SHAKE 

constraint as GB simulations was used, with 2 fs time step. Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) [29-32] 

was used for long range electrostatic interactions. 8 Å cutoff was applied to vdW interactions. 

Berendsen temperature and pressure control [25] were applied to maintain the system at 300 K 

and 1 atm. 

5.2.2.4 Equilibration 

Energy minimizations and restrained simulations were performed before each GB or EXP 

unrestrained simulations, to optimize starting structure, heat the system to desired temperature, 

and equilibrate solvent and solute residues that needed to be modeled. EXP simulations were 

initiated from 3NR6 and 3SM2 solvated structures described above. Each system went through 
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10,000 step energy minimization, heating from 50 K to 300 K during 100 ps, and 600 ps 

restrained simulations with decreasing positional restraints (from 4 to 1 kcal/mol•Å
2
). Restraints 

were added first on solute heavy atoms then on backbone atoms only. GB simulations started 

from the representative structure (with closed flap conformation, Figure 5-15 CF) of 3NR6 EXP 

simulation. Since it is a simulation snapshot, no heating was needed. A 500 ps restrained 

simulation with 0.1 kcal/mol•Å
2
 positional restraints on backbone atoms were performed prior to 

unrestrained GB simulations [215]. 

5.2.2.5 Simulations  

For explicit solvent simulations, three independent runs (with different velocity seedings) 

were carried out for 3NR6 system, and two independent runs were carried out for 3SM2 system. 

Simulation lengths for two systems were 400 ns and 100 ns, respectively. For GB simulations, 

five independent runs (with different velocity seedings) were initiated from the cluster 

representative structure (with closed flaps, Figure 5-15 CF).  The first run was ~15 ns, while the 

remaining four runs were ~30 ns each. See Table 5-3 for a summary of MLVPR simulations 

performed in this study. 

Solvent model Starting structure  Simulation length 
in ns 

Number of 
independent runs 

EXP model built from 3NR6 400 3 
GB cluster representative 

structure(close1) 
15-30 5 

EXP model built from 3SM2 100 2 

Table 5-3  Summary of MLVPR simulations. 

5.2.3 Simulations of apo HIVPR, apo HTLVPR, and apo SIVPR 
Since holo crystal structures for these retroviral proteases are available, which do not 

contain disordered region, the simulations were started from the crystal structures without the 

need of modeling any backbone atoms. Starting structures of HIVPR, HTLVPR, and SIVPR 

simulations were built from crystal structures 1NH0, 2B7F, and 1YTI, respectively. Active site 

was modeled as D25N mutant.  

For each protease, four independent GB simulations, ~15ns each, were carried out first. 

Equilibration and simulation parameters were the same as MLVPR simulations. Then cluster 

analysis was performed on resulting GB simulation trajectories to select the cluster with 

semiopen flap conformation. The representative structure of that cluster was used as the starting 

structure of explicit solvent simulations. Two independent simulations in explicit solvent were 

carried out (~ 1 us each). The simulation parameters were the same as MLVPR simulations. 

5.2.4 Simulations of apo and holo β-secretase 1 
Full length model for β-secretase 1 (BACE) was built from apo BACE crystal structure 

1W50 (Figure 5-9) [216], the disordered loop region was modeled using holo BACE crystal 

structure 1SGZ [188]. Explicit solvent simulations were carried out for apo and holo BACE. 

For apo BACE explicit solvent simulations, wild type BACE simulations and double 

mutant (S35A/D83A) BACE simulations were performed, two independent runs for each 
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sequence. Equilibration and simulation parameters were the same as those in MLVPR explicit 

solvent simulations (page 108). 

For holo BACE explicit solvent simulations, the snapshots at 78 ns of two wild type apo 

BACE simulations were used as the two protease starting structures. Using apo simulation 

snapshots as starting structures ensures that these structures were well equilibrated. The natural 

substrate (Glu-Val-Asn-Leu-Ala-Ala-Glu-Phe) coordinates were extracted from crystal structure 

1FKN [217]. For each protease starting structure, the natural substrate was docked to the 

protease using MOE software, and two docked poses were retained. We selected the poses with 

ligand outside the active site, to evaluate the process of ligand binding in BACE. In total four 

holo BACE simulations were carried out: wild type protease simulated with natural substrate, 

two protease starting structures, and two substrate poses for each protease starting structure.  The 

substrate Cα atoms were restrained to the Cα atom of Asp32 (one catalytic aspartate) when their 

distance goes beyond 45 Å (force constant 10 kcal/mol•Å
2
), to prevent the substrate from drifting 

too far away from the proteases. Equilibration and simulation parameters were the same as those 

in MLVPR explicit solvent simulations (page 108). 

 

Figure 5-9  Crystal structure 1W50. Heavy atoms near Tyr71 are shown in licorice representation. 

Structured water molecules are retained as red dots.  

 

5.2.5 Analysis 

5.2.5.1 Cluster analysis 

clusters were formed with bottom-up approach using similarity (RMSD) cutoff: each 

structure was initially assigned to a distinct cluster, followed by calculation of averaged average 

RMSD between all cluster pairs, then cluster pair with the smallest RMSD was merged until the 

most similar cluster pair exceeded the similarity cutoff.  

MLVPR cluster analysis was done on 3NR6 runs using RMSD cutoff 2.0 Å. Run 1 has 

different flap conformation sampled compared to run 2 and 3, so run1 were clusters separately, 

and then run2 and run3 were clustered together. Later, flap conformations sampled in 3NR6 run2 
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and 3 were validated by clustering them together with two runs from 3SM2 system (3SM2 has 

complete flap coordinates), and 3SM2 crystal structure. RMSD cutoff was set to 1.5 Å (Table 

5-4). All RMSD were based on coordinates of Cα atoms of residue 53 to 62 on both monomers. 

For HIVPR, HTLVPR, and SIVPR GB simulations, cluster analysis was done on flap tip 

Cα atoms (10 residues on each flap).   

5.2.5.2 RMSD and distance calculation 

Flap RMSD and atom distance were calculated using ptraj program in AMBER.  

MLVPR flap RMSD used Cα atoms of residue 53 to 62 on both monomers, with 3SM2 

crystal and semi2 structure (from cluster analysis, see the results section) as closed and semiopen 

flap conformation references, respectively.  

HIVPR, HTLVPR, and SIVPR flap RMSD calculations also used also Cα atoms on flap 

tips, with 10 residues on each flap. Crystal structures were used for closed flap conformation 

reference. Semiopen flap structures obtained from clustering GB simulations were used as 

semiopen flap conformation reference. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Evolutionary profile of aspartic proteases 
Members of aspartic protease family have considerable sequence/structure differences 

that hinder direct sequence alignment. Therefore we attempted to retrieve non-redundant 

structure representatives from PDB, and then use structure alignment profile to guide the 

otherwise error-prone sequence alignment of representatives. Because of the sequence length 

difference, two BLAST searches were performed on PDB database, using 1FMB and 1PSN as 

seeding, to retrieve representatives for homodimeric as well as bilobed members. In total 15 

structures were retrieved, and their structural alignment is shown in Figure 5-10 A. The N-

terminal domains of bilobed aspartic proteases align well with homodimeric aspartic proteases in 

the core region (blue region in Figure 5-10 A). Structure-guided sequence alignment of these 15 

molecules (Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6, and Figure 5-7) was used to generate maximum-likelihood 

phylogenetic tree, which is shown in Figure 5-10 B. Although most bootstrap values are not 

high, the phylogenetic tree clearly separates bilobed aspartic proteases (lower 7 molecules) from 

homodimeric aspartic proteases (upper 8 molecules), and nicely separates eukaryotic molecules 

(names in blue) from retroviral aspartic proteases (names in yellow). The tree also suggests that 

MLVPR and Ddi1 RVP domain may be in evolutionary branches distinct from other aspartic 

proteases. 
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Figure 5-10  A) Structural alignment of aspartic protease representatives. Chain As of each crystal 

structure are aligned. RGB color scheme is used to indicate alignment score. Red color indicates the 

worst aligned regions. B) Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree. For each leaf node, its PDB ID, 

chain ID, and name are listed out. Names of retroviral proteases are in yellow, and names of 

eukaryotic molecules are in blue. 

There have been different hypotheses on the evolution of aspartic protease family [218]. 

Based on the phylogenetic tree, and the apparent similarity between MLVPR and Ddi1 central 

RVP domain, we hypothesize that MLVPR and Ddi1 central domain may share one ancient 

ancestor: MLVPR later evolved to form other retroviral proteases, and Ddi1 central domain 

underwent gene duplication to generate bilobed aspartic proteases. The hypothesis is supported 

by several facts. Firstly, MLV has been a prototype in retrovirus study because its genome 

composition is much simpler than other retroviruses [219, 220], so it is conceivable that other 

virus may have branched out from MLV. Secondly, to our knowledge, homologues of Ddi1[177] 

and pepsin [221], but not retroviral proteases, are found in prokaryotes, which supports that gene 

duplication from Ddi1 RVP domain generated bilobed aspartic protease, before life was divided 

into three domains. Thirdly, besides the overall topology similarity between MLVPR and Ddi1 

RVP domain, our finding that they share the same conserved sequence near the active site (see 

below) also supports grouping them together. 

We examined conserved residues based on the structural alignment as well as sequence 

conservation (Table 5-2, see the methods section for details), and mapped these residues onto 

pepsin structure (Figure 5-11). Residues conserved across aspartic proteases include the DTG 

catalytic motif and the Gly residue equivalent to pepsin G122. The G122 is in the center of so-

called “ψ-loop” secondary structure, which is two anti-parallel β strands with one extra β strand 

in between. The ψ-loop was suggested to have evolved from double-ψ β-barrel domain, which is 

shared by several protein families [218, 222]. Moreover, the ψ-loop in HIVPR was found to act 

as folding nucleus [2]. Double-ψ β-barrel domain can be viewed as homodimeric aspartic 

protease without the flap and terminal regions (Figure 5-12). It is possible that during evolution, 

the flaps were created to facilitate catalytic reactions, and terminal topology was varied 

depending on the need to dimerize or link to other protein domains. 

We also examined residues that are conserved within homodimeric or bilobed aspartic 

proteases. Interestingly, besides four Gly residues at corresponding positions of pepsin ψ-loop 
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(G122 and G302) and termini (G169 and G177), the rest conserved residues (S35 and D87 in 

pepsin and A28 in HIVPR) occur near the flap region and may distinguish the two-flap versus 

one-flap topology. More specifically, Ser35 is involved in a hydrogen bond network anchoring 

the pepsin flap tip (Figure 5-13 A) [223], while the hydrogen bonding network around pepsin 

Asp87, which to our knowledge has been neglected by previous studies, seems to anchor the flap 

elbow to the cantilever (Figure 5-13 B). We thus hypothesized that S35 and Asp87 may be 

essential for the active site gating in bilobed aspartic proteases, due to the lack of inter-flap 

interactions (only available in homodimeric aspartic proteases). We later tested this hypothesis 

by simulations of apo and holo β-secretase 1. 

 

 

Figure 5-11  Conserved residues within bilobed aspartic proteases, mapped on pepsin structure. 

Catalytic residues are omitted to facilitate visualization. Crystal structure 1PSN is shown in 

secondary structure representation. Residues are colored according to their index number, with the 

N-terminal in red and the C-terminal in Blue. The catalytic site is colored in magenta. The ψ-loops, 

one on each domain including the catalytic site, are colored lime.  Heavy atoms of conserved 

residues are shown as colored vdW spheres (Asp in green, Ser in orange, and Gly in yellow), and 

their residue numbers are given in the same color. 
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Figure 5-12  N-terminal double-ψ β-barrel domain of VAT (PDB ID: 1CZ4). Color coding is 

consistent with Figure 5-1. N and C terminals are labeled. 

 

Figure 5-13  A close up view of surrounding hydrogen bond network near residue Ser35 (A) and 

Asp87 (B) in crystal structure 1PSN.  The protein backbone is in the same color scheme as Figure 

5-1. Hydrogen bond partners are linked using black dotted lines. The conserved structural water is 

labeled as “WAT” in panel A. 

 Apart from conserved residues, we also searched for sequence signatures: residues that 

are at the same 3-D location, conserved within their own phylogenetic branch but different 

across different branches (starred in Figure 5-5). The signature distinguishing homodimeric and 

bilobed aspartic proteases occurs at pepsin S35 position. As discussed above, the S35 in bilobed 

aspartic proteases is maintaining the flap conformation. In the meantime, it also forms hydrogen 

bond with catalytic Asp32, which results in limited mobility of Asp32 (Figure 5-13 A). 

Interestingly, this sequence signature also seems to determine substrate specificity at P2’ site 

across different bilobed aspartic proteases. This site is the closest substrate site to the S35-

involved hydrogen-bond network and selects Ala or Val, while various residues are found at 

other sites [170, 224, 225]. In contrast, all homodimeric aspartic protease has Ala at the same 

position instead of Ser. It was suggested that the Ala is important for the flexibility of catalytic 
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residues in retroviral proteases, which may explain their unique ability to process rigid Pro 

residue at P1’ site [226].  

The sequence signature distinguishing HIVPR-like aspartic protease from MLVPR and 

Ddi1 RVP domain is at the position equivalent to HIVPR D29 (pepsin Ser36). D29 in HIVPR 

forms conserved hydrogen bond network with residues on the N-terminal of the other monomer, 

which stabilizes the dimer. In the bound state, additional hydrogen bond can be formed with the 

substrate backbone (Figure 5-14). A Glu residue is found at equivalent position in MLVPR and 

Ddi1 RVP domain, which may explain the preference of MLVPR for Asn at P3’ site because of 

the favorable interactions between P3’Asn and Gln. 

 

Figure 5-14  A close-up view of surrounding hydrogen bond network near residue Asp29 in HIVPR 

crystal structure 1KJG.  The protein backbone is in the same color scheme as Figure 5-1. Hydrogen 

bond partner are linked using black dotted lines. 

 

5.3.2 Protease dynamics 
Although the dynamics of HIVPR has been studied extensively by MD simulations, the 

dynamics of other retroviral proteases and bilobed aspartic proteases are not well understood. 

Since the active site gating is a dynamic process that influences the drug binding, we used 

molecular dynamic simulation to compare the active site gating mechanisms in different aspartic 

proteases, in order to help design inhibitors towards non-HIV aspartic proteases. 

5.3.2.1 Dynamics of apo MLVPR 

5.3.2.1.1 Flap dynamics 

We built our MLVPR model based on apo structure 3NR6 with missing densities in the 

flap and terminal region (PDB ID 3NR6[174]). We used HIVPR crystal structure 1G6L as the 

template to model MLVPR flaps, and we modeled terminals using crystal symmetry (Figure 5-8, 

also see the methods section for details). We then performed explicit solvent molecular dynamics 

simulations from the apo MLVPR model we built. Three independent runs, about 400 ns each, 

were performed. See Table 5-3 for a summary of all MLVPR simulations performed in this 
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study. Interestingly, the three runs sampled two different flap conformations, which are similar to 

HIVPR semiopen (run1) and closed flap conformation (run2 and run3), respectively. We used 

structural clustering to pick out the most sampled flap conformations. Clustering run1 trajectory 

produced two large clusters, and we named their representative structures as semi1 and semi2, 

respectively. Clustering run 2 and 3 structures produced one large cluster, and we named its 

representative structure as close1. 

Since we obtained three relatively stable flap conformations through clustering, we were 

interested if any of these three structures (semi1, semi2, and close1) can match the crystal 

structure the simulations started from, which has flap tips and termini disordered. However, none 

of the three matches perfectly to the resolved flap region from the crystal structure (Figure 5-15).  

As residues adjacent to the disordered region, residue 54 and 60 on both flaps have average 

backbone RMSD of 4.0, 3.2 and 3.8 in semi1, semi2, and close1, respectively. This may because 

the apo MLVPR crystal is an average over different flap conformations. Since the space group of 

3NR6 (P422) is unique from all other available crystals of aspartic proteases, it is also possible 

that crystal contacts play role in determining the flap conformation  [109]. 

 

Figure 5-15  Flap tip top view (A-C) and front view (D-F) showing the alignment of cluster-analysis 

representative structures (colored by RMSD) to 3NR6 crystal (colored in transparent silver). The 

semi1 structure shown in AD, semi2 structure shown in BE, and close1 structure shown in CF. The 

core region, excluding flaps and termini, of each structure was fitted to the 3NR6 structure first. 

Then the backbone RMSD of each residue to the crystal is measured and used for coloring. 

During manuscript preparation, three holo structures of MLVPR were published [187]. 

We used crystal structure 3SM2, which is MLVPR bound with APV, to validate our modeling. 

Two independent explicit solvent (EXP) simulations from 3SM2, 100 ns each, were performed 

(see the method section for details). Then, simulation trajectories from 3NR6 run2-3, 3SM2 

run1-2, and 3SM2 crystal structure were combined and subjected to structural clustering of flap 

region using 1.5 Å RMSD cutoff (Table 5-4). 3SM2 crystal structure falls into cluster 3. Cluster 

3 also includes all 3SM2 simulation structures, which means the flaps didn’t move much in the 

3SM2 EXP simulation. The slowness of conformational sampling is a known disadvantage of 

EXP simulations [130]. Structures of 3NR6 simulations instead sampled many other flap 

conformations, which may result from different starting structure and longer simulation length, 

but most structure still fall into cluster 3. Therefore, we concluded that the two sets of 
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simulation, starting from two different flap conformations, have reached convergence into the 

same closed flap conformation. The flap RMSD of 3NR6 EXP run 2-3 and 3SM2 EXP runs are 

presented in Figure 5-16, and 3SM2 and semi2 were used as closed and semiopen flap 

conformation reference, respectively. 

 

 

Index of significant clusters  Percentage in 3NR6 MD  Percentage in 3SM2 MD  

1  5%  0%  

2  16%  0%  

3  56%  100%  

4  16%  0%  

5  3%  0%  

6  1%  0%  

11  1%  0%  

Table 5-4  Statistics of cluster analysis on combined trajectory including 3NR6 run2-3, 3SM2 run1-

2, and 3SM2 crystal structure. Structures within each cluster were then separated into 3NR6 run 

structures and 3SM2 run structures. Percentage population is calculated as the number of 

structures in certain cluster divided by the total number of structures. Only clusters with more 

than 0.5% of either 3NR6 run structures or 3SM2 run structures are shown.  
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Figure 5-16  Flap RMSD of MLVPR simulations, including run 2-3 from EXP simulation of 3NR6 

model and run1-2 from EXP simulation of 3SM2 model. The black curve is RMSD to closed flap 

conformation, and the red curve is RMSD to semiopen flap conformation sampled in simulation. 

 

We next examined inter-flap interactions from EXP simulation trajectories. 3NR6_run1 

first sampled a closed flap conformation with low RMSD to the 3SM2 crystal structure (Figure 

5-17 A, around 5 ns), and then switched to and stayed at semiopen structure, which is indicated 

by low RMSD to semi2 reference structure. Notably, there are two most sampled semiopen 

conformations in run 1, having RMSD around 2 Å and 1 Å to semi2, respectively (Figure 5-17 

A). The two conformations are interconverting during the simulation, and they are stabilized by 

backbone-sidechain (Figure 5-17 B) and backbone-backbone (Figure 5-17 C) inter-flap 

interactions, respectively. This is different from HIVPR, which does not have polar residues at 

flap tips, rely solely on backbone-backbone hydrogen bond for inter-flap interactions, and only 

has one most populated semiopen structure [227]. Another difference from HIVPR is that, 

HIVPR usually only has one inter-flap hydrogen bond formed in the semiopen flap conformation 

[227], while MLVPR can form four hydrogen bonds simultaneously (Figure 5-17 C and Figure 

5-18), which could greatly increase its entropy penalty. Different from run1, the other two runs 

(run 2 and 3) sampled and stayed at closed flap conformations, maintaining less than 2Å RMSD 

to 3SM2 crystal structure without much deviation (Figure 5-16). Different from HIVPR, which 

maintains its closed flap conformation using inter-flap hydrogen bond, MLVPR again utilizes 

sidechain interaction to stabilize this conformation (Figure 5-19 B). Interestingly, the hydrogen 

bonds in both directions, between Gly59 backbone oxygen and Hγ atom from Thr58 on the 

opposite flap, rarely form at the same time. Instead, they are competing with each other. The 

equilibrium of breaking/forming hydrogen bond may help maintain the flap conformation while 
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preventing the entropy penalty due to rigidity. The competition between two hydrogen bonds is 

observed in both 3NR6 simulations and 3SM2 simulations (Figure 5-19 A). 

 

Figure 5-17  Flap RMSD (A) and flap snapshots (B-C) from 3NR6_run 1 simulation. B-C: flap tip 

top view of simulation snapshots. Inter-flap hydrogen bonds are shown as dotted lines. Residues 

participating in the hydrogen bonding are labeled, and residues on monomer B are indicated with a 

prime. The black curve is RMSD to closed flap conformation, and the red curve is RMSD to 

semiopen flap conformation. 

 

Figure 5-18  Hydrogen bond Vs time for 3NR6 run1. Hydrogen bond distances are calculated 

between the atom-pairs listed on top of each curve. The residues on monomer B have a prime after 

their residue number. 
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Figure 5-19  Hydrogen bond (A) and flap snapshot (B) for EXP simulations that sampled closed 

flap conformations. A) Hydrogen bonds bewteen G59@O and T58’@Hγ1 in both directions are 

shown as pink and green curves.  B) Flap snapshot showing the inter-flap hydrogen bond partners, 

along with the atom-pair distance measurement.  

Previously we showed that GB simulation of HIVPR outperforms EXP simulation in 

sampling transitions of flap conformations[130]. Here we also carried out GB simulations from 

close1 structure, to sample transitions among different MLVPR flap conformations. Five 

independent runs were performed, and two of them sampled transitions among closed, semiopen 

and open structures. The trajectory snapshots along with flap RMSD of run 3 are shown in 

Figure 5-20, which suggests similar flap dynamics as HIVPR (Figure 5-3). 

 

Figure 5-20  Flap RMSD and trajectory snapshots of 3NR6 GB simulation run3. The black curve is 

RMSD to closed flap conformation, and the red curve is RMSD to semiopen flap conformation. The 

front view and top view at three time points, having closed, open, and semiopen flap conformations, 

are included in cyan, pink, and green box, respectively. N-termini are omitted to facilitate 

visualization.  

5.3.2.1.2 Termini dynamics 

Since retroviral proteases are expressed in the same polypeptide chain as other viral 

proteins, they need to cleave themselves to free N and C terminals before they can function 
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properly. This makes autoprocessing an attractive target for protease inhibition. Because of the 

large difference in terminal topology between MLVPR and HIVPR, we examined the dynamics 

of MLVPR termini during simulations. The N/C termini snapshots of 3NR6 run2 are shown in 

Figure 5-21. N-terminal is very mobile during the simulation (Figure 5-21 A), while C-terminal 

remains stable (Figure 5-21 B). During the simulation, N-terminal of one monomer occupied 

positions over the flaps that can be seen as suitable for cleavage once the flaps open (Figure 5-21 

CD). This is consistent with the HIVPR autoprocessing model proposed by Louis et al.: N-

terminal autoprocessing occurs first, which is followed by C-terminal cleavage [228, 229]. 

Although all existing HIVPR simulations have stable N/C terminals, which renders the model 

hard to visualize, our MLVPR simulations give a vivid picture how N-terminal can extend into 

the catalytic site to get processed. Our simulation results suggest N-terminal of MLVPR is 

intrinsically flexible. The fact that one monomer in 3NR6 crystal has ordered N-terminal is likely 

due to nearby co-crystallized ions (Figure 5-4 B). MLV has served as a prototype for retroviral 

studies because of its simple genome, and here our results suggest that MLVPR may also be a 

better model for studying retroviral autoprocessing since its N termini dynamics are readily 

observed in relatively short simulations. 

 

Figure 5-21  Snapshots of N and C termini during the simulation 3NR6 run2. The terminal tip 

residues are shown in vdW spheres, and the termini are highlighted in green. A) Snapshots of N 

termini saved every 20 ns, the coordinates of the rest part of the protein come from the EXP 

simulation starting structure. B) Snapshots of C termini saved every 20 ns, the coordinates of the 

rest part of the protein come from the EXP simulation ending structure. C-D) Front view and top 

view of the structure at 240 ns. 
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5.3.2.2 Dynamics of apo HIVPR, apo SIVPR and apo HTLVPR 

In addition to MLVPR, we also investigated the dynamics of SIVPR and HTLVPR in the 

unbound state using MD simulations. Additional simulations of HIVPR were performed as 

control. Since the transition from the closed flap conformation to other configurations in explicit 

solvent is too slow (beyond the time scale of computation currently available, see Figure 2-10), 

we performed GB simulations to sample semiopen flap conformations prior to explicit solvent 

simulations (see the methods section for details). In our experience simulations starting from 

semiopen flap conformation have faster transition to other flap conformations, likely due to the 

greater entropy of the inter-flap interactions in semiopen flap conformation.  

For each protease, two independent simulations (1 us each) were performed. The 

simulation structures from HIV, SIV, and HTLV protease simulations are shown in Figure 5-22, 

Figure 5-23, and Figure 5-24, respectively. The overall flap conformations sampled by these 

retroviral proteases, besides the MLVPR flap conformations introduced earlier (Figure 5-20), are 

very similar and are composed of mainly closed, semiopen, and open flap conformations. 

However, the specific inter-flap hydrogen bonds, which are found in closed and semiopen flap 

conformations, are different among these retroviral proteases. The inter-flap hydrogen bonds in 

HIVPR are between backbone atoms (Figure 5-25), which is very similar to SIVPR simulations. 

HTLVPR inter-flap hydrogen bonds are also between backbone atoms, although usually only 

one hydrogen bond is stable in semiopen flap conformation, different from HIVPR and SIVPR, 

which have two inter-flap hydrogen bonds in the same conformation. In contrast, the inter-flap 

hydrogen bonds in MLVPR involve sidechain atoms (Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-19), and at most 

four hydrogen bonds could form in its semiopen flap conformation (Figure 5-18). 

 

 

Figure 5-22  Flap RMSD and trajectory snapshots of HIVPR explicit simulation run 2. The black 

curve is RMSD to closed flap conformation, and the red curve is RMSD to semiopen flap 

conformation. The front view and top view at three time points, having closed, open, and semiopen 

flap conformations, are included in cyan, pink, and green box, respectively.  
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Figure 5-23  Flap RMSD and trajectory snapshots of SIVPR explicit simulation run 2. The black 

curve is RMSD to closed flap conformation, and the red curve is RMSD to semiopen flap 

conformation. The front view and top view at three time points, having closed, open, and semiopen 

flap conformations, are included in cyan, pink, and green box, respectively. 

 

Figure 5-24  Flap RMSD and trajectory snapshots of HTLVPR explicit simulation run 1. The black 

curve is RMSD to closed flap conformation, and the red curve is RMSD to semiopen flap 

conformation. The front view and top view at three time points, having closed, open, and semiopen 

flap conformations, are included in cyan, pink, and green box, respectively. 
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Figure 5-25  Inter-flap hydrogen bonding observed in HIVPR simulations. Residues participating 

in the hydrogen bonding are shown in licorice representation, and nearby residues are shown in 

line representation. Residues on monomer B are indicated with a prime.  

Another significant difference is found in HTLVPR simulations. Unlike apo simulations 

of other retroviral proteases (HIVPR, SIVPR, and MLVPR), which sampled a closed flap 

conformation similar to their bound crystal structures (Figure 3-4), apo HTLVPR simulations 

suggest that its flaps would collapse further down when the ligand is bound to the protease 

(Figure 5-26). The difference between the unbound and bound HTLVPR flap conformations 

means that the protease needs to undergo significant conformational changes upon ligand 

binding, and the protease is under much constraint when bound to the peptidic inhibitor in the 

crystal structure (2B7F, Figure 1-2 E). Therefore, the apo HTLVPR structures sampled in this 

study may provide a better target to design HTLVPR inhibitors than the holo crystal structures, 

since the large active site cavity in the apo structure would allow both the ligand and the protease 

to be fully relaxed prior to binding. 

 

Figure 5-26  Comparison between closed flap conformation HTLVPR sampled in the simulation 

(solid color), and the holo crystal structure 2B7F (transparent color). Monomer A and B in both 

structures are colored orange and magenta, respectively. 
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5.3.2.3 Dynamics of apo and holo β-secretase 1 

Although little is known how the active site gating is achieved in pepsin-like aspartic 

proteases, from our evolutionary profile study we found there are two residues conserved in all 

bilobed aspartic proteases and might be related to their flap control (Figure 5-11): a Ser residue 

near the active site, and an Asp residue on the cantilever. We hypothesized that these two 

residues may be needed to stabilize the flap orientation by controlling the flap tip through water-

mediated hydrogen bonding to the Ser (Figure 5-13 A) and by controlling the flap elbow through 

hydrogen bonding to the Asp (Figure 5-13 B). We tested this hypothesis by simulating apo 

BACE with either wild type sequence, or with two conserved residues mutated (S35A/D83A). 

Starting simulations of apo β-secretase 1 (BACE) from apo crystal structure 1W50 

(Figure 5-9), which does not have the conserved hydrogen network near the Ser (Figure 5-13 A), 

ensures that there is no memory of the hydrogen network in the starting structure. For both wild 

type and mutant sequences, two independent simulations were performed in explicit solvent (1.2 

us each), and the last frame of each simulation is shown in Figure 5-27. Remarkably, the 3-10 

helix (blue) near the elbow region (left lobe) is preserved in the wild type simulations but not in 

the mutant simulations (Figure 5-27 compared to Figure 5-9). However, in all four snapshots the 

flap backbones look similar and the flap orientation do not look so different. Therefore, we 

compared the hydrogen bonding patterns at the active site and the elbow region in more detail 

below.  

 

Figure 5-27  Last frame snapshots of apo BACE simulations. A) Wild type sequence run 1. B) Wild 

type sequence run 2. C) Mutant sequence run 1. D) Mutant sequence run 2. 
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Since we are most interested in how the Ser35 in BACE is stabilizing the Tyr71 at its flap 

tip, and how that would affect the active site, we created two dihedral measurements to assess the 

orientation of the Tyr71 as well as the active site (Figure 5-28). The time series of Tyr71 

dihedrals are plotted in Figure 5-29. Generally, the wild type stayed relatively longer at dihedral 

of -100 degree, which corresponds to the conserved hydrogen bonding network observed in 

evolutionary study  (Figure 5-13 A and Figure 5-28), while the mutant with Ser35 mutated to Ala 

can no longer maintain the hydrogen bonding and goes to other Tyr71 dihedrals at 150 degree 

(interaction with the catalytic residues, Figure 5-30 A) and 50 degree (π stacking with Trp76, 

Figure 5-30 B). Wild type BACE run 1 simulation also sampled Try71 orientations other than the 

conserved hydrogen bonding after about 800 ns, but the new dihedral at -150 degree turned out 

to resemble the orientation of mutant run1 simulation at 150 degree. This is likely due to the 

symmetry of Tyrosine side chain phenyl ring. It is worth noting that wild type BACE run1 Tyr71 

interacts with the solvent instead of the catalytic residues when the dihedral is around -150 

degree. 

 

Figure 5-28  Dihedral measurements at the BACE active site. Structure is taken from wild type 

run2 simulation at 1.2 us. The Tyr71 orientation is characterized using the dihedral N-Cα-Cβ-Cδ1. 

The active site orientation is measured as the dihedral Asp32_Oδ2-Asp32_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ1-

Asp228_Oδ2. But when Asp228_Oδ2 is closer to Asp228_Cα than Asp228_Oδ1, the active site 

orientation is measured as the dihedral Asp32_Oδ2-Asp32_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ2 instead, 

to account for swapping of Asp228 two carboxyl oxygen atoms. Asp32 is protonated at Asp32_Oδ2. 
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Figure 5-29  Dihedral of Tyr71 in BACE simulations. The Tyr71 orientation is characterized using 

the dihedral N-Cα-Cβ-Cδ1. 

 

Figure 5-30  Tyr orientation observed in simulations. A) Mutant run 1 at 1.2 us. Dihedral of Tyr 

155.6 degree. B) Mutant run2 at 1.2 us. Dihedral of Tyr 49.4 degree.  

We then examined the active site geometry in the wild type and mutant BACE 

simulations. The dihedral measurement shows that the wild type has a stable active site 

orientation while the mutant has big fluctuation in the relative position of two catalytic residues 

(Figure 5-31). This is expected because the mutation S35A eliminates the hydrogen bonding 

between Ser35 and Asp32, which constrains the orientation of Asp32 and in turn stabilize the 

catalytic site orientation. In the mutant simulations, the catalytic residues have more freedom 

without the hydrogen bonding constraint. 
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Finally, we measured the hydrogen bonding near Asp83, and found that the hydrogen 

bonding network here is extremely stable (Figure 5-32 and Figure 5-33). This also explains the 

well preserved 3-10 helix in the wild type simulations (Figure 5-27). However, in the mutant 

simulations, because of the D83A mutation, the hydrogen bonds are all disrupted, the elbow 

region no longer attaches to the cantilever, and the 3-10 helix is not preserved (Figure 5-27). 

Overall, the results of apo BACE simulations are consistent with our hypothesis: Ser35 is 

needed to control the flap tip (through maintaining Tyr71 at a backward orientation found in 

conserved hydrogen network) and also to expose the active site to the solvent, and Asp83 is 

needed to maintain the contact between the flap elbow and the cantilever. However, ligand needs 

to be included in the simulation to elucidate how these two hydrogen bonding networks would 

affect the ligand binding process. 

 

Figure 5-31  Dihedral of the catalytic residues in BACE simulations. The active site orientation is 

measured as the dihedral Asp32_Oδ2-Asp32_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ2. But when 

Asp228_Oδ2 is closer to Asp228_Cα than Asp228_Oδ1, the active site orientation is measured as 

the dihedral Asp32_Oδ2-Asp32_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ1-Asp228_Oδ2 instead, to account for swapping of 

Asp228 two carboxyl oxygen atoms. 
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Figure 5-32  The hydrogen bonding partners near Asp83 in BACE (left). The catalytic residues are 

shown on the right. 

 

Figure 5-33  The hydrogen bonds near Asp83 in BACE wild type simulations. 

Four independent simulations of holo BACE, two starting structures with two binding 

poses each, were performed to further explore the active site gating mechanism in pepsin-like 

aspartic proteases. In the starting structures, the natural substrate was docked onto the BACE 

surface using MOE software [230], instead of directly into the active site, so that the substrate 

would explore different binding locations, and the flap opening may be needed in order to let in 

the substrate. 
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The substrate to active site distance for each run, calculated as the CαCα distance 

between substrate central Ile to BACE active site residue Asp228, is plotted below (Figure 5-34). 

The same distance measured from the crystal structure 1FKN is 8Å. All four runs had the 

substrate exploring different binding positions over the BACE surface (Figure 5-35), which is 

indicated by CαCα distance larger than 20 Å (Figure 5-34). However, one run out of four (run2) 

sampled the substrate recognition process, which is indicated by the CαCα distance maintained 

below 10 Å. 

The substrate was bound at a wrong orientation, with its N and C termini locations are 

swapped. The protease took quite a long time (about 200 ns) to first let in the substrate, and then 

to try to put the sidechains in to the right pocket, before it finally gave up. During this 

recognition process, we found there is a flap tip upward movement necessary to make room for 

the substrate to enter the active site, which is achieved by swinging in Tyr71 to form the 

conserved hydrogen bond with Ser35, and flipping up Gln73 side chain (Figure 5-36). During the 

recognition process, there is a relative movement of two lobes of BACE, however, the flap elbow 

position, which is stabilized by Asp83, remain unchanged. Therefore, we hypothesize that the 

active site gating in pepsin-like aspartic proteases is featured by modulating the flap tip while 

maintaining the secondary structure at flap elbow region.  

 

Figure 5-34  Substrate-to-active-site distance in BACE holo simulations, calculated as the CαCα 

distance between substrate center Ile to BACE active site residue Asp228. 
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Figure 5-35  Simulation snapshots of holo BACE run2 at 0 ns (A), 120 ns (B), 350 ns (C), and 520 ns 

(D). 

 

Figure 5-36  Simulation snapshots of holo BACE run2 illustrating the closed (A) and elevated (B) 

flap conformation. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 
In this study, we created evolutionary profile for aspartic protease family based on 

systematic comparison of non-redundant representatives from the whole family. Based upon 

structure-guided sequence alignment, the maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree suggests that 

MLVPR and Ddi1 RVP domain occupy evolutionary branches distinct from HIVPR-like aspartic 
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proteases and pepsin-like aspartic proteases. We formulated a hypothesis for the evolution of 

aspartic proteases, and discussed evidences supporting our hypothesis. We also pointed out 

conserved residues within each evolutionary branch, and linked sequence signatures to their 

influence on substrate specificity. 

Because the ligand-binding process is not static, comparison of protease dynamics, 

especially the comparison among active site gating mechanisms, is important in determining 

similarity among different proteases and designing new inhibitors. Previous studies already 

provided models for HIVPR active site gating by modulating its two flaps. Here we performed 

MD simulations of a series of retroviral proteases (MLVPR, SIVPR, and HTLVPR) along with 

HIVPR, to compare their active site gating mechanisms. Our results suggest that the active site 

gating is conserved among these retroviral proteases (all retroviral proteases studied sampled 

closed, semiopen and open conformations in the unbound state), although the specific inter-flap 

hydrogen bonding pattern varies among them, in a fashion which seems correlated with the 

evolutionary profile. Moreover, our MD simulations of HTLVPR demonstrated that the protease 

active site undergoes a large conformational change upon ligand binding, which is remarkably 

different from other retroviral proteases studied. Therefore, the unrestrained apo form HTLVPR 

sampled here may provide a better model for designing inhibitors specific to HTLVPR. 

We examined the dynamics of MLVPR terminals, which have topology significantly 

different from HIVPR. Interestingly, the MLVPF N-terminal is mobile during simulation while 

C-terminal is stable, which is consistent with existing models for the HIVPR self-cleavage 

mechanism. Our simulations provide a vivid picture how N-terminal of the protease can extend 

into the active site to get self-cleaved once two monomers dimerize. 

Finally, we also studied the dynamics of β-secretase 1 (BACE), which belongs to the 

bilobed aspartic proteases. Unlike HIVPR, the active site gating mechanism in BACE is not well 

understood. Through evolutionary study we identified two conserved residues that may be 

responsible for active site gating in bilobed aspartic proteases, and we tested our hypothesis by 

performing explicit solvent simulations of wild type and mutant BACE. Our preliminary data 

support our hypothesis. Further simulations of holo BACE captured the substrate recognition 

process, and provided insights into active site gating mechanism in bilobed aspartic proteases. 
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